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Preface
This volume contains the papers presented at the 2nd ARTES Graduate Student Conference, held at
Chalmers University of Technology in Göteborg, from March 16 to 17, 2000.
As of today, more than 70 graduate students have joined the ARTES network by registering as
Real-Time Graduate Students, and thereby getting access to the benefits provided by ARTES,
including free-of-charge participation at the ARTES Summer School, as well as at other ARTES
conferences and meetings, not to mention the mobility support provided by ARTES. The 70+ realtime graduate students clearly indicate that a substantial amount of real-time research is conducted
in Sweden today. Due to ARTES and other efforts, it is fair to say that Sweden is one of the worldleaders in real-time systems research. During 1999 more than 20 papers authored/co-authored by
Swedish researchers were presented at the four leading real-time conferences: IEEE Real-Time
Systems Symposium (RTSS), Euromicro Conference on Real-Time Systems (RTS), IEEE RealTime Technology and Applications Symposium (RTAS) and The International Conference on
Real-Time Computing Systems and Applications (RTCSA). In 2000 we expect this number to
increase even further. The ARTES Graduate Student conference is one of the ARTES supported
activities aiming at ensuring this.
The main idea with the ARTES Graduate Student Conference is to provide a forum for technical
presentations and discussions among the Swedish graduate students active in the real-time area. For
newly recruited graduate students it will provide an opportunity to experience ”a real conference
situation” (maybe) for the first time. For everyone, the conference will be an excellent opportunity
to, in a relatively short time, get an overview of the current state of the national research.
As an extra bonus, we have invited Prof. Jack Stankovic from University of Virginia, one of the
founding fathers of modern real-time systems research. He will give an exciting tutorial on
Feedback Control Real-Time Scheduling, as well as sharing his experiences and views on the work
being presented. Our second invited speaker is Alexander Dean from CMU, who will talk about
Automating Hardware to Software Migration for Real-Time Embedded Systems.
This conference has been organized with the support from the Department of Computer
Engineering at Chalmers, for which we are grateful. I would in particular like to thank Ewa
Wäingelin and Jan Jonsson for their excellent support. As always, ARTES deputy programme
director Roland Grönroos has provided invaluable assistance in organizing the event.
The papers included in this volume show an impressing width and quality, and I’m certain that the
conference will be an event with intense technical and other discussion.
Enjoy it!
Hans A. Hansson
ARTES Programme Director
http://www.docs.uu.se/artes/
http://www.mrtc.mdh.se/han/
Address
Box 325
SE-751 05 Uppsala, Sweden

Visiting address
Polacksbacken
Building 1, room 239

Phone
+46 18 471 6847

Fax
+46 18 550225

Internet
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http://www.docs.uu.se/artes/
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About ARTES 2000
The ARTES initiative.
Representants for Svenska NAtionella RealTidsföreningen (SNART) called on Bernt Ericson, at that time chairman in
SSFs IT-group, in february 1995. Bernt asked Hans Hansson (at that time chairman in SNART) to coordinate the
planning of a Swedish network for real-time research.

ARTES goals are
1.

to increase the number of PhDs and
Licentiates which play important roles in
development of industrial real-time
applications and products. Concretely, the
long term goal is 50 graduate degrees per
year in ARTES related areas (the level 1997
was about 20 degrees per year), and that at
least 80% of the graduates start an industrial
career.

efforts in the area. Concretely, at least 50%
of the ARTES supported projects should
have a formalised or informal cooperation
(e.g., in terms of joint papers) with related
national programmes.
All projects is carried out in research groups with
support from several capital providers. ARTES has
not evaluated how well this goal has been fullfilled.
5.

ARTES will reach 30 supported active PhD student
this year, from 2004 will the number of exams
increase and reach the goal at about 2005.
2.

to increase the efficiency of graduate
education. The goal is that no ARTES
graduate student should have a study-time
exceeding the nominal times of 2 years for a
licentiate and 4 years for a PhD
(compensating for departmental duties and
periods of industrial work).
It looks good so far, the PhD students keep a good
speed.

3.

active industrial involvement in research
and graduate education, as well as
academic involvement in industry.
Concretely, each ARTES supported project
should have at least one active cooperation
activity, e.g., in the form of an industrial
engineer participating in the project, or a
graduate student performing parts of his/her
research in industry.
This goal has been reached.

4.

to maximise synergy between the realtime components in strategic centers
supported by SSF, as well as with other

to increase national and international
cooperation in real-time systems research
and education, and
ARTES have increased the national cooperation
within the area and stimulated international
cooperation.

6. to provide a broad base for Swedish realtime systems research, and to make
Swedish real-time systems research
world leading in selected areas.
ARTES have increased the cooperation in the area.
Besides research are ARTES supporting SIGURT
(SNART:s interest group for undergraduate
education). This may lead to a higher level on
grauate education due to introduction of more realtime isues in undergraduate levels. Swedish real
time research is (almost) worldleader in several
areas this is reflected by the contributions to
international conferences (see Thomas Lundqvists,
Man Lins och Andreas Ermedahls, reports in
ARTES Mobility reports). The number of Swedish
publications in leading Real time conferences has
doubled the last year.
IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium (RTSS’99):
Euromicro Conference on RTS (ECRTS’99):
IEEE RT Technology and Appl. Symp. (RTAS’99)
R-T Computing Systems and Appl. (RTCSA’99)
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Programme for
ARTES Real-Time Graduate Student Conference 2000
Thursday March 16
09.30-10.00
10.00-10.10
10.10-11.00
11.00-11.10
11.10-11.30
11.30-12.00
12.00-13.00

Registration and Coffee
Introduction
Tutorial: Feedback Control Real-Time Scheduling
Break
Tutorial (cont'd)
Using Full Simulation for Debugging Real-Time Properties of Operating Systems
Lunch

13.00-14.00

Session on RTS Design I

14.00-14.10

Modelling of Real-Time Embedded Systems in an Object-Oriented Design Environment
with UML
Real-Time System Constraints: Where do They Come From and Where do They Go?
A Real-Time Animator for Hybrid Systems
Break

14.10-15.10

15.10-15.40
15.40-16.40

16.40-16.50
16.50-17.50

18.00
19.30

Session on RT networking
Deadline Dependent Coding - A Framework for Wireless Real-Time Communication
Wireless Networks for Manufacturing
Methods for integration of Heterogeneous Real-Time Services into High-Performance
Networks
Coffee
Session on RTS Design II
Research Issues on System Architecture for Mechatronics Systems
Formal and Probabilistic Arguments for Component Reuse in Safety-Critical Real-Time
Systems
Performance Tuning of Multithreaded Applications for Different Multiprocessor Platforms
Break
Session on execution time analysis
Supporting Timing Analysis by Automatic Bounding of Loop Iterations
Bounding The Execution Time of Method Calls Combining Static Analysis and Dynamic
Class Loading
Obtaining execution time for small program fragments by testing
Closing
Conference Dinner

Hans Hansson
Jack Stankovic

Lars Albertsson, SICS

Sorin Manolache, LiU
Cecilia Ekelin, Chalmers
T. Amnell, A. David, UU

Elisabeth Uhlemann, HH
Urban Bilstrup, HH
Carl Bergenhem, HH

De-jiu Chen, KTH
Anders Wall, MdH
Magnus Broberg, HK/R

Mikael Sjödin, UU
Patrik Persson, LTH
Markus Lindgren, MdH

Friday March 17
08.30-09.30
09.30-09.40

Automating Hardware to Software Migration for RT Embedded Systems
Break

09.40-10.20

Session on Multiprocessor Scheduling
Fixed-Priority Preemptive Multiprocessor Scheduling: To Partition or not to Partition
Dynamic Replication Decisions in Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor-Based Real-Time Systems
Coffee

10.20-10.40
10.40-12.00

12.00-12.10
12.10

Session on Fault Tolerance and Control
Using Massive Time Redundancy to Achieve Node-level Transient Fault Tolerance
AIDA II Automatic control in distributed applications
Feedback Scheduling of Control Tasks
Schedulability Analysis for Systems with Data and Control Dependencies
Summary and closing
Lunch

Alexander Dean. CMU

Björn Andersson, Chalmers
Monika Andersson Wiklund, Chalmers

Joakim Aidemark, Chalmers
O. Redell, J. Elkhoury, KTH
Anton Cervin, LTH
Paul Pop, LiTH
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Feedback Control Real-Time
Scheduling
Prof Jack Stankovic
BP America Professor and Chair
Department of Computer Science
University of Virginia
Despite the significant body of results in real-time scheduling, many
real world problems are not easily supported. While algorithms such as
Earliest Deadline First, Rate Monotonic, and the Spring scheduling
algorithm can support sophisticated task set characteristics (such as
deadlines, precedence constraints, shared resources, jitters, etc.), they
are all open loop scheduling algorithms. Open loop refers to the fact
that once schedules are created they are not adjusted based on
continuous feedback. While open-loop scheduling algorithms can
perform well in static or dynamic systems in which the workloads can
be accurately modeled, they can perform poorly in unpredictable
dynamic systems. In this project we are developing a theory and
practice of feedback control real-time scheduling. Feedback control
real-time scheduling defines error terms for schedules, monitors the
error, and continuously adjust the schedules to maintain required and
stable performance. We have developed a practical feedback control
real-time scheduling algorithm, FC-EDF, which is a starting point in
the long-term endeavor of creating of theory and practice of feedback
control scheduling. We are applying out results to applications such as
web servers, agile manufacturing, and defense systems. We are also
proposing a novel way to specify and measure complex real-time
systems based on control theory.

Updated Friday, 04-Feb-2000 16:55 by Roland Grönroos
e-mail: artes@docs.uu.se
Location: http://www.docs.uu.se/artes/events/gsconf00/jack_s2.shtml
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Feedback Control Real-Time
Scheduling

Professor Jack Stankovic
Department of Computer Science
University of Virginia

Outline of Presentation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motivation
Our Goal
Feedback Control Scheduling Architecture
The FC-EDF Algorithm
Specifications and Metrics
Simulation Environment
Performance Results
Summary
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Motivation
• The emergence of soft real-time systems in
unpredictable environments
–
–
–
–

agile manufacturing
command and control or other defense applications
web browsers (audio and video)
real-time database systems

• For Dynamic RTS in unpredictable environments
– WCET too pessimistic, high variance in execution time, unbounded
arrival rate, overload unavoidable

Applications Requirement
• Missing some deadlines inevitable and OK
– Agile manufacturing
• part or product is produced wrong
Worst Case Assumptions
Plant
100 products/day
No errors
$10 profit/product
Profit - $1,000

Average Case + FC Scheduling
Plant
1010 products/day
10 errors ($2 penalty)
$10 profit/product
Profit - $9,980
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Motivation - What’s Available
• RT Scheduling Paradigms
– Static - predictable
• all is known a priori (WCET, invocation times or worst case
rates, resource needs, precedence, etc.)
• Cyclic scheduling, RM, table driven, …
• open loop

– Dynamic - high degree of predictability
• all is known except invocation times/rates (use WCET)
• Spring algorithm - admission control and planning, or EDF
• open loop

Claims
• Despite the significant body of results in realtime scheduling many real world problems and
NOT easily supported!
• We need a new real-time scheduling paradigm
based on feedback !!!
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Goals
• Theory and Practice of Feedback Control RealTime Scheduling
• PID control (but not restricted to this)
– does not require precise analytical model of the
system being controlled
– not ad hoc either

• Explicit use of deadline based metrics
• New Specifications and Metrics for Soft RealTime Systems

Feedback
• Front-End
– feedback loops based on
real world control
– generate timing
requirements/rates
– generally fixed
– handed to scheduling
algorithm; recent work
=> tighter linkage
– Future: deadline range,
more flexible periods

P1
P2
P3
P4

S
c
h
e
d
u
l
i
n
g
A
l
g
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Feedback
• Our Work - Applied to Scheduling itself
–
–
–
–

Multi-level feedback queue (ad hoc)
Network traffic flow - bandwidth or utilization
AED - RTDB (proportional control)
Our work:
• Based on FC theory
• Explicit use of deadline based metrics
• PID control

– Future: Direct linkage to front-end (deadline
range)

Practical Issues
• Not all deadlines are created equal (missing
some is worse than missing others)
• Missing n in a row for one periodic task can
cause instability
• Start simple: treat all deadlines as equal in
importance
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Approach
• Mapping feedback control concepts to scheduling
• Establishing control model for scheduling
– map MR to utilization

• Applying control design/analysis to the scheduler to
satisfy performance requirements
• System-wide evaluation - requirements and metrics
from control theory

Feedback Control System

Controller
System

feedback

Actuator

manipulated
variable

Process
Sensor
controlled
variable

set point
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FC-EDF Scheduling Algorithm
Completed Tasks
MissRatios

MissRatio(t)

EDF
Scheduler

i
PID Controller ∆CPU

CPU

Service Level
Controller
Accepted Tasks

∆CPUo

Admission
Controller

FC-EDF

Submitted Tasks

Task Model
Each Task T
ET(1)
ET(2)
.
.
.
ET(N)

Service Levels

Val(1)
Val(2)
.
.
.
Val(N)

Nominal execution times used - not worst case
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PID controller
• The PID controller periodically (sampling period) maps the
error in term of the deadline miss ratio to the control signal - the
required change in the requested CPU utilization
∆CPU (t ) = C P error (t ) + C I ∑ IW error (t ) +C D

error (t ) − error (t − DW )
DW

• PID control only requires an approximate system model to
achieve satisfactory performance
• Deadline miss ratio is directly controlled

Service Level Controller
•
•
•
•
•

Input - Delta CPU
choose least important “degradable” task
reduce level by 1, 2, …
iterate
if not all Delta CPU is accommodated, then
pass the rest of the Delta CPU to AC
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Admission Control
• New arrivals
– Admit task i with highest service level possible such
that the CPU(t) + ET(i) < 1.
– Reject task if its lowest service level not acceptable

• When PID needs to reduce or increase CPU
– Accommodate as much as possible of Delta CPU in
service level controller
– Adjust estimate of cpu utilization in system to modify
amount admitted (in the future)

Two Questions
• Determine coefficients of PID control terms
• Establish link between MR and Delta CPU
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PID Control Parameters
• How do we choose the parameters?
– Use control theory
• create model of system
• solve model to get the form of the parameters
Example: CI > 0; CD < 1, 2CP - CI + 4CD < 4 and
2-2*CD*CD > CD*CP + CP - CI > 0

Scheduling Model
D

Real-Time System

FC-EDF
MR

MissRatios

-

CP +

CI
C ( z − 1)
+ D
z −1
z

∆CPU’

1
z −1

ug(z)

MissRatio

CPU
UB

•MissRatio(z): miss ratio
• MissRatios: miss ratio set point
• CPU’(z): estimated CPU utilization
• CPU(z): actual CPU utilization
• ∆CPU’(z): the change in CPU’(z)
• CPU(z) = ug(z)CPU’(z)
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Soft Real-Time Systems
•
•
•
•

Larger and larger
More complex
Operate in non-deterministic environments
Hypothesis: Current requirements specification
and metrics are not sufficient
• Proposing: A (new) set of specifications and
measurements based on control theory.

Today’s Soft Real-Time Systems
• Specifications
– meet as many deadlines as possible
– meet 95% of the deadlines

• Metrics
– missed deadline percentage

• Build Large System
– manipulate algorithms, system parameters, etc. and
run some “workload” to see what happens
– iterate
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A Proposed (New) Idea
• Exploit the notion of a Theory and Practice of
Feedback Control Scheduling
• Specifications for a control system often
involve requirements associated with the time
response of the system
– Overshoot
– Settling time
– Rise time

Specification - Example
• Miss deadline percentage (MDP) should be 2%
• Overshoot
– MDP should not get greater than 10%

• Settling time - the time it takes the system transients
to decay
– settling time to return to the 2% MDP should be within 3
seconds
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Measurements
•
•
•
•
•
•

MDP
Overshoot
Settling Time
Rise Time
Peak Time
Steady State Error

• Sensitivity - relative
change to MDP with
respect to a relative
change of a system
parameter
– execution time of tasks
from the average
– blocking time
– external arrivals

Workloads
• Series of step functions as input load
– burst arrivals of various sizes

• Series of ramp functions with different slopes
– period of continuing increased load

Load

Load

Time

Time
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Result
• A more complete picture of your system
performance
– average MDP (are you meeting the goal)
– how far off from MDP will your system stray for
given “stressing” workloads
– does the system exhibit any steady state error
– on overload - how soon does the system return to
normal
– what are the parameters that affect your
performance the most, the least

Simulation Experiments
• Baseline algorithms
– EDF: Basic EDF scheduling algorithm
– EDF+AC: EDF with static admission control
– EDF+P: EDF with proportional feedback control

• Periodic and independent tasks
• execution time factor (etf): The measure of the unpredictability
of the workload. The smaller etf is, the more pessimistic the
estimation is.
etf = avg_exe_time / est_exe_time
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Experiments
• Experiment A
– statistical description of average execution times is the same
throughout the simulation
– vary - how far the actual execution time is off from the
estimated, called eft
• etf = 1 => no error; etf < 1 => pessimistic; etf > 1 => optimistic

• Experiment B
– statistical description of average execution times varies over
the simulation

Experiment A
• Experiment A tests the robustness of the scheduler when the
average execution time keeps the same but deviates from the
estimation.
• Fixed etf for each run.
• Performance Metrics
–
–
–
–

MRA: Miss Ratio among admitted tasks
UTIL: CPU Utilization
HRS: Hit Ratio among submitted tasks
VCR: Value Completion Ratio
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Experiment B
• Experiment B tests the performance under conditions when the
execution time changes dynamically.
• etf is changed every 300 sampling periods.
Interval(SP)
etf

0-300
0.8

300-600 600-900 900-1200
1.3
0.8
1.2

• Performance Metrics
– MRA: Miss Ratio among admitted tasks
– UTIL: CPU Utilization

16

Additional Metrics
Load - step
Overshoot
Settling Time
Steady-State MR
Sensitivity (ET)

162.5%
35%
720 ms
1%
0
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Summary
• Goal - a theory and practice of feedback control real-time
scheduling
• Real-time systems in unpredictable environments
• FC-EDF
• Future
♦ Link with front-end control
♦ New performance specifications
♦ Model non-linearities
♦ More sophisticated deadline miss semantics
♦ Control design methodology
♦ Real-time web servers
♦ BeeHive real-time database testbed

Related Work
• Ad hoc feedback scheduling
– Mutilevel feedback queue [Blevins76]
– Adaptive Earliest Deadline [Haritsa91]

• Adaptation mechanisms
– Deadline/period adjustment [Abde97][Becc99][Shin99]
– Multimedia QoS [Steinmetz95]
– Imprecise computation [Liu91]

• Feedback resource management in non-rt area
– Web resource management [Abde99]
– Distributed multimedia QoS [Li98][Cen97]
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Design and Evaluation of a Feedback Control EDF Scheduling
Algorithm*
Chenyang Lu

John A. Stankovic

Gang Taoÿ

Sang H. Son

Department of Computer Science, †Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA22903
e-mail: {cl7v, stankovic, son}@cs.virginia.edu, †gt9s@virginia.edu
Abstract
Despite the significant body of results in real-time
scheduling, many real world problems are not easily
supported. While algorithms such as Earliest Deadline
First, Rate Monotonic, and the Spring scheduling algorithm
can support sophisticated task set characteristics (such as
deadlines, precedence constraints, shared resources, jitter,
etc.), they are all "open loop" scheduling algorithms. Open
loop refers to the fact that once schedules are created they
are not "adjusted" based on continuous feedback. While
open-loop scheduling algorithms can perform well in static
or dynamic systems in which the workloads can be
accurately modeled, they can perform poorly in
unpredictable dynamic systems. In this paper, we present a
feedback control real-time scheduling algorithm and its
evaluation. Performance results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm when execution times vary
from the worst case and when there are major shifts of total
load in the system. A key part of this feedback solution is its
explicit use of deadline based metrics.

1. Motivation and Introduction
Real-time scheduling algorithms fall into two categories:
static and dynamic scheduling. In static scheduling, the
scheduling algorithm has complete knowledge of the task
set and its constraints, such as deadlines, computation
times, precedence constraints, and future release times. The
Rate Monotonic (RM) algorithm and its extensions
[Liu73][Leho89] are static scheduling algorithms and
represent one major paradigm for real-time scheduling. In
dynamic scheduling, however, the scheduling algorithm
does not have the complete knowledge of the task set or its
timing constraints. For example, new task activations, not
known to the algorithm when it is scheduling the current
task set, may arrive at a future unknown time. Dynamic
*
Supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9901706 and contract IJRP9803-6 from the Ministry of Information and Communication of
Korea.

scheduling can be further divided into two categories:
scheduling algorithms that work in resource sufficient
environments and those that work in resource insufficient
environments. Resource sufficient environments are
systems where the system resources are sufficient to a
priori guarantee that, even though tasks arrive dynamically,
at any given time all the tasks are schedulable. Under
certain conditions, Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [Liu73] is
an optimal dynamic scheduling algorithm in resource
sufficient environments. EDF is a second major paradigm
for real-time scheduling [Stan98]. While real-time system
designers try to design the system with sufficient resources,
because of cost and highly unpredictable environments, it is
sometimes impossible to guarantee that the system
resources are sufficient. In this case, EDF’s performance
degrades rapidly in overload situations. The Spring
scheduling algorithm [Rama84][Zhao87] can dynamically
guarantee incoming tasks via on-line admission control and
planning and thus is applicable in resource insufficient
environments. Many other algorithms (e.g., RED algorithm
[Butt95]) have also been developed to operate in this way.
This planning-based set of algorithms represents the third
major paradigm for real-time scheduling. However, despite
the significant body of results in these three paradigms of
real-time scheduling, many real world problems are not
easily supported. While algorithms such as EDF, RM and
the Spring scheduling algorithm can support sophisticated
task set characteristics (such as deadlines, precedence
constraints, shared resources, jitter, etc.), they are all "open
loop" scheduling algorithms. Open loop refers to the fact
that once schedules are created they are not "adjusted"
based on continuous feedback. While open-loop scheduling
algorithms can perform well in static or dynamic systems in
which the workloads (i.e., task sets) can be accurately
modeled, they can perform poorly in unpredictable
dynamic systems, i.e., systems whose workloads cannot be
accurately modeled. For example, the Spring scheduling
algorithm assumes complete knowledge of the task set

except for their future release times. Systems with openloop schedulers such as the Spring scheduling algorithm are
usually designed based on worst-case workload parameters.
When accurate system workload models are not available,
such an approach can result in a highly underutilized
system based on extremely pessimistic estimation of
workload.
Unfortunately, many real-world complex problems
such as agile manufacturing, robotics, adaptive fault
tolerance, and C4I and other defense applications are not
predictable. Because of this, it is impossible to meet every
task deadline. The objective of the system is to meet as
many deadlines as possible1. For example, autonomous
robotic systems always suffer from sudden variations in
computational load and overload situations due to highly
variable execution times in robot control algorithms (e.g.,
sensor interpretation, motion planning, inverse kinematics
and inverse dynamics algorithms) [Becc99]. For another
example, in information and decision support systems,
accurate knowledge about transaction resource and data
requirements is usually not known a priori. The execution
time and resource requirements of a transaction may be
dependent on user input or dependent on sensor values. For
these applications, a design based on the estimation of
worst case execution times will result in extremely
expensive and underutilized system. It is more cost
effective to design for less than worst case, but sometimes
miss deadlines.
Another important issue is that these scheduling
paradigms all assume that timing requirements are known
and fixed. The assumption is that control engineers design
the system front-end control loops and generate resulting
timing requirements for tasks. The scheduling algorithms
then work with this fixed set of timing requirements. Real
control systems, in general, are much more flexible and
robust, e.g., instead of choosing a single deadline for a task
which is passed on to the scheduling system, a deadline
range might be acceptable to the physical system. If this
range was passed to the scheduling system, the on-line
scheduling might be more robust.
We believe that due to all these problems, solutions
based on a new paradigm of scheduling, which we call
feedback control real-time scheduling, is necessary for
some important systems. A case for this was made in
[Stan99]. In this current paper we fully develop a feedback
control scheduling algorithm, discuss stability, and present
the evaluation of the algorithm.
In the past, many forms of feedback control have
appeared in real-time and non-real-time scheduling
systems, but it has not been elevated to a central principle;
rather most of the time it is used more as an afterthought
and is usually ad hoc. Most of these techniques also did not
address the key performance metric of real-time systems -

the deadline miss ratios. More discussion of this appears
later in the related work section.

2. Approach
The mapping of control theory methodology and analysis to
scheduling provides a systematic and scientific method for
designing scheduling algorithms. Many aspects of this
mapping are straightforward, but others require significant
insight and future research. We now describe how such a
mapping can be done and what research is necessary. In
section 3 we present an instance of this mapping by creating
an actual algorithm and a runtime scheduling structure.

Controller

Actuators
Plant

System

Sensors

feedback
Set point

Figure 1 Architecture of Feedback Control Systems

2.1. Control theory and real-time scheduling
A typical feedback control system is composed of a
controller, a plant to be controlled, actuators, and sensors
(as illustrated in Figure 1). It defines a controlled variable,
the quantity of the output that is measured and controlled.
The set point represents the correct value of the controlled
variable. The difference between the current value of the
controlled variable and the set point is the error. The
manipulated variable is the quantity that is varied by the
controller so as to affect the value of the controlled
variable. The system is composed of a feedback loop as
follows. (1) The system periodically monitors and compares
the controlled variable to the set point to determine the
error. (2) The controller computes the required control with
the control function of the system based on the error. (3)
The actuators change the value of the manipulated variable
to control the system. In the context of real-time scheduling
problems, our approach is to regard a scheduling system as
a feedback control system, and the scheduler as the
controller. The scheduler utilizes feedback control
techniques to achieve satisfactory system performance in
spite of unpredictable system dynamics. We believe that the
long term potential for a theory and practice of feedback
control scheduling is significant; partly because we can also
build upon the vast amount of knowledge and experience
from control systems.
As a starting point, we will apply PID (ProportionalIntegral-Derivative) control in schedulers. A basic form
PID control formula is
Control ( t ) = C P Error ( t ) + C I ò Error ( t )dt + C D
t

1

If such systems have some critical tasks, they are treated
separately by static allocation of resources.

dError (t )
dt

(1)

We choose PID control as the basic feedback control
techniques in feedback control scheduling for the following
reasons. (1) In term of control theory, the scheduling
system is a dynamic system, i.e., a system whose output
depends not only on the current input, but also on the
previous system inputs. It is known that the current miss
ratio of a scheduling system depends not only on the
currently submitted task, but also on the previously
submitted tasks that remain in the system for queuing,
execution and blocking. It is known that PID control is a
widely applicable control technique in dynamic systems. (2)
Compared with other control techniques, an important
feature of PID control is that it does not require a precise
analytical model of the system being controlled. Instead, a
PID controller designed based on an approximate model
can achieve satisfactory performance. Due to the extremely
complex behavior of current computer systems, it is
impossible to precisely model the dynamics of real world
scheduling systems. However, certain form of approximate
modeling of the scheduling system can be built to help tune
the PID control parameters more systematically (such an
approximate model is presented in section 3.6 of this
paper). (3) According to control theory, basic PID control
can provide stable control in first and second order dynamic
systems. In systems with higher order of dynamics,
however, basic PID control can only provide approximate
control, but an adaptive form of PID control can provide
stable control for high order dynamic systems.

2.2. Feedback control real-time scheduling
To apply feedback control techniques in scheduling, we
need to restructure schedulers based on the feedback control
framework. We need to identify the controlled variable, the
manipulated variable, the set point, the error, the control
function, and the mechanisms of the actuators. We can then
set up the feedback loops based on these selections. The
choice of the controlled variable depends on the system
goal. For example, the performance of real-time systems
usually depends on how many tasks make (miss) their
deadlines. We define the system deadline miss ratio as the
percentage of tasks that miss their deadlines; this is a
natural choice of the controlled variable. The manipulated
variable must be able to affect the value of the controlled
variable. In the real-time scheduling, it is a widely known
fact that the deadline miss ratio highly depends on the
system load, i.e., the requested CPU utilization of tasks in
the system. Thus the requested CPU utilization can be used
as the manipulated variable. Other possible choices of
manipulated variables are the periods/deadlines of tasks in
control applications when there exists the flexibility to
adjust these task parameters [Seto96].
In summary, a feedback control scheduling system
would start with a schedule based on the nominal
assumptions of the incoming tasks (expected start time,
expected execution time and deadline). The system would

then monitor the actual performance of the schedule,
compare it to the system requirements and detect
differences. The system would call control functions to
assess the impact of these differences and apply a
correction to keep the system within an acceptable range of
performance. Research is needed to answer the following
open questions:
• What are the right choices of controlled variables,
manipulated variables, set points, and effective control
functions/mechanisms for feedback control scheduling?
• How to model a feedback control scheduling system?
• How to tune the control parameters to build a stable and
high performance scheduler?
• How to integrate the flexible timing constraints derived
from the front-end feedback control loops in control
systems with an on-line feedback control scheduling
algorithm?
• What is the impact of overhead in feedback control
scheduling and how to minimize it?

3. Feedback Control EDF
We now present an algorithm called Feedback Control EDF
(FC-EDF), which integrates PID control with an EDF
scheduler. With FC-EDF, we demonstrate how to structure
a real-time scheduler based on the feedback control
framework. We will identify specific research issues related
to feedback control scheduling using FC-EDF as a concrete
example. The FC-EDF architecture (shown in Figure 2) can
be generalized to be used as a framework of feedback
control schedulers. For example, we can investigate
feedback control RM by replacing the EDF scheduler in
Figure 2 with a RM scheduler.

3.1. Overview of FC-EDF
To apply PID control to a scheduling system, we need to
decide on the components of a scheduling system
corresponding to those in a feedback control system (Figure
1). First, we need to choose the controlled variable and the
set point of the system. The requirements of an ideal soft
real-time scheduling algorithm should be to (1) provide
(soft) performance guarantees to admitted tasks, i.e.,
maintain low miss ratio among admitted tasks; and (2)
achieve high system throughput and utilization. To satisfy
these requirements, FC-EDF chooses miss ratio among the
admitted tasks, MissRatio(t), as the controlled variable and
an (application dependent) small but non-zero value (e.g.,
MissRatios = 1%) as the set point. Note that 0 is not chosen
as the set point for the following reasons. A system with a
set point of MissRatios = 0 can ignore the second
requirement of soft real-time scheduling, i.e., high
utilization and throughput. When a system achieves a 0%
deadline miss ratio but causes extremely low utilization
(e.g., by unnecessarily rejecting too many tasks), a feedback
control scheduler with MissRatios = 0 will treat it as the
correct state. In contrast, a feedback control scheduler with

a set point of MissRatios ≠ 0 will always try to (lightly)
overload the system to achieve high utilization. Note that in
an unpredictable environment, it is impossible for a system
to achieve 100% utilization and 0% miss ratio all the time
and a tradeoff between miss ratio and utilization is
unavoidable. There can be two approaches to deal with this
tradeoff. The approach of admission control based on
pessimistic estimation is the pessimistic approach, which
always avoids deadline misses at the cost of low utilization
and throughput. This approach has been widely used in hard
real-time systems. On the other hand, the feedback control
scheduling presented in this paper represents the optimistic
approach, which maintains a low (but possibly non-zero)
miss ratio and high utilization and throughput. When a high
misses actually happens due to system load changes, the
scheduler corrects the system state back to the satisfactory
state, i.e., a state with low miss ratio and high utilization
and throughput. This optimistic approach is especially
preferable in soft real-time systems since it provides a soft
performance guarantee in term of miss ratios while
achieving high utilization and throughput at the same time
(see performance evaluation in section 4).
Second, we choose the requested CPU utilization, i.e.,
the total CPU utilization requested by all the accepted tasks
in the system, as the manipulated variable. The rational is
that EDF can guarantee a miss ratio of 0% given the system
is not overloaded, and in normal situations, the deadline
miss ratios increases as the system load increases2. For
simplicity of description, we will use requested utilization
in place of requested CPU utilization in this paper. Third,
we need to design the mechanisms (i.e., actuators) used by
the scheduler to manipulate the requested utilization. An
Admission Controller and a Service Level Controller are
included in the FC-EDF scheduler as the mechanisms to
manipulate the requested utilization. The Admission
Controller can control the flow of workload into the system,
and the Service Level Controller can adjust the workload
inside the system.
The FC-EDF scheduler is composed of a PID
controller, a Service Level controller, an Admission
Controller and an EDF scheduler (Figure 2). The system
performance MissRatio(t) is periodically fed back to the
PID controller. Using the PID control formula (1), the PID
controller computes the required control action ∆CPU(t),
i.e., the total amount of CPU load that need to be added into
(when ∆CPU(t)>0) or reduced from (when ∆CPU(t)<0) the
system. Then the PID controller calls the Service-Level
Controller and the Admission Controller to change the CPU
load of the system by ∆CPU. This system control forms a
feedback control loop in the scheduling system. The EDF
scheduler schedules the accepted tasks according to the
EDF policy.

2

This is under the assumption that the domino effect is rare in real
world applications.
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Figure 2 Architecture of FC-EDF

3.2. Task model
Our initial task model assumes that all tasks have soft
deadlines and all the tasks are independent. For the
convenience of description, this paper assumes a task model
similar to the imprecise computation model [Liu91], but the
scheduling algorithms presented do not depend on the
imprecise computation model. Each task Ti submitted to the
system is described with a tuple (I, ET, VAL, S, D). Each
task Ti has one or more logical versions I = (Ti1, Ti2, … Tik).
Note that when a task has multiple logical versions it does
not necessarily mean that it has multiple implementations.
An imprecise computation can have several different forms
including milestone method, sieve function method or
multiple version method [Liu91]. We call all these methods
that can tradeoff computation value and time as multiple
logical versions of a task for convenience of discussion.
Each version has different execution time and different
value. ET = {ETi1, ETi2, … ETik} (suppose ETi1≥ETi2≥ …
≥ETik) are the nominal execution times of different versions.
Here, nominal execution time instead of worst case
execution time is used in the system to achieve higher CPU
utilization in the system. The execution time is described in
the form of requested utilization. For example, ETi1=0.02
means the 1st version of task Ti requires 2% of the CPU
time. VAL = {VALi1, VALi2, … VALik} represents the
values of different implementation. In this research, different
versions of a task are called service levels. We call a version
with longer execution time and higher value a higher service
level than another version with less execution time and
lower value. Each task has a soft deadline Di and a start time
Si.
Note that FC-EDF does not depend on the imprecise
computation model. FC-EDF only needs a certain flexibility
to adjust the CPU utilization. In our future work, we will
extend the deadline Di to a range of deadlines (Di,min, Di,max).

The deadline of a task Ti could be adjusted dynamically
within the range. By adjusting the deadline of a task, the
Service Level Controller can effectively change the
requested CPU utilization in the system. This extension is
based on the fact that digital control systems are usually
robust, i.e., the task timing constraints are allowed to vary
within a certain range without affecting critical control
functions such as maintenance of system stability [Seto96].
Such extension is also applicable in multimedia systems, in
which the QoS specifications of a multimedia application
can be specified as intervals.

The PID controller is the core of FC-EDF. It maps the miss
ratio of accepted tasks (i.e., error) to the change in
requested utilization (i.e., control signal) so as to drive the
miss ratio back to the set point.
The PID controller periodically monitors the controlled
variable MissRatio(t), and computes the control ∆CPU(t) in
terms of requested utilization with the following control
formula, which is an approximation of formula (1).
∆CPU (t ) = C P error (t ) + C I å IW error (t ) +

error (t ) − error (t − DW )
DW

The Service Level Controller (SLC) changes the requested
utilization in the system by adjusting the service levels of
accepted tasks. For example, if it changes the service level
of task Ti from Tik to Tij, it adjusts the requested utilization
of the system by ETij-ETik, where ETij and ETik are the
estimated CPU requirement of Tik and Tij, respectively. SLC
returns the portion of ∆CPU not accommodated. This
portion of control will be accommodated by the Admission
Controller

3.5. Admission Controller

3.3. PID controller

CD

3.4. Service Level Controller

(2)

where error(t) = MissRatios – MissRatio(t). SP, CP, CI, CD,
IW and DW are tunable parameters of the PID controller.
SP is the sampling period. The PID controller will be called
every SP seconds. For convenience of presentation, we will
take SP as the time unit in our following discussion. CP, CI
and CD are the coefficients of the PID controller. IW is the
time window over which to sum the errors. Only errors in
the last IW time units will be considered in the integral
term. DW is the time window of derivative errors. Only the
error change during the last DW time units will be
considered in the derivative term (i.e., the derivative error is
(MissRatio(t-DW)-MissRatio(t))/DW). The tuning of these
parameters will be discussed in section 3.6. ∆CPU(t) is the
output (i.e., control signal) of the PID controller.
∆CPU(t)>0 means that the requested utilization should be
increased, and ∆CPU(t)<0 means that the requested
utilization should be decreased.
The PID controller will call the Service Level
Controller and the Admission controller to change the
requested utilization of the system by ∆CPU. If the current
requested utilization is CPU(t), the Service Level controller
and Admission Controller will change the requested
utilization to CPU(t)+∆CPU. The PID controller always
tries to change the requested utilization internally by calling
Service Level Controller first so that the system could
respond to the error faster. The admission controller is
called only if the Service Level Controller cannot
accommodate ∆CPU completely.

The Admission Controller (AC) controls the flow of
workload into the system. When a new task Ti is submitted
to the system, AC decides on whether it could be accepted
into the system. Given current system-wide requested
utilization CPU(t) and the CPU requirement of the
incoming task, the Admission Controller admits Ti with
service level k if k is the highest level that satisfies
CPU(t)+ETik<1; Ti is rejected if it cannot be admitted even
with the lowest level.
The Admission Controller’s parameter CPU(t) may be
adjusted when the PID controller cannot accommodate
∆CPU(t) completely with SLC. Suppose SLC changes the
requested utilization by ∆CPUi and ∆CPUi<∆CPU, AC will
accommodate ∆CPUo=∆CPU(t)-∆CPUi, the portion of
∆CPU not accommodated by SLC. It accommodates
∆CPUo by adjusting the estimation of requested utilization
CPU(t) as following est_cpu_util = 1 - ∆CPUo. The
Admission Controller will admit the workload of at most
∆CPUo (when ∆CPUo > 0) or will not admit any new tasks
until the system load has been reduced by amount of more
than |∆CPUo| (when ∆CPUo < 0).

3.6. Modeling and Analysis of feedback control
scheduling
3.6.1. Feedback control scheduling model
An important task of building a stable and highperformance PID-control-based scheduler is to tune the
control parameters (i.e., CP, CI and CD). One way is to tune
the parameters by simulations. However, this approach
would require large amount of experiments to gain enough
confidence in the selected values of the parameters. A more
scientific and systematic approach is to apply control theory
analysis to select the PID control parameters. Such analysis
requires an analytical model of the scheduling system.
Before we present the model of a PID-control based
scheduling system, we define the following notions in the
discrete time domain:
1. SP is a constant sampling period, which is the time
elapsed in interval [k, k+1], k being time instants.
2. MissRatio(z): the miss ratio - the system output and the
controlled variable.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

MissRatios: the set point (i.e., the target) in term of miss
ratio.
CPU’(z): the estimated CPU utilization;
CPU(z): the CPU utilization;
∆CPU’(z): the change in the estimated CPU utilization
(CPU’(z)) . This is the system input;
ug(k): the ratio of the actual total utilization to the
estimation;
mrg(k): the gain that maps the utilization (CPU(z)) to
the miss ratio (MissRatio(z)).
d(k): the disturbance (e.g., associated with the
utilization bound).

Using the above notations, the estimated CPU
utilization follows the following equation:
CPU’(z) = ∆CPU’(z)/(z-1)

(3)

Since the precise execution time of each task is
unknown and changes over time, the actual requested
utilization is usually different from the estimated requested
utilization. In term of control theory, ug(k) is a time-variant
gain (called utilization gain in this paper) of the system. We
can get the (actual) CPU utilization using ug(k):
(4)

CPU(z) = ug(k)CPU’(z)

We can derive the deadline miss ratio based on the
correlation between the deadline miss ratio and the system
utilization. The relationship between the deadline miss ratio
and the requested utilization can be modeled as
MissRatio(z) = mrg(k)CPU(z) – d(k)

(5)

where mrg(k) (miss ratio gain) is a time-variant gain that
maps CPU(z) to MissRatio(z) in overload situations.
The transfer function of the PID controller is:
(6)

H(z) = CP + CI/(z-1) + CD(z-1)/z

In summary, we present the block diagram of the FCEDF scheduling system in Figure 3.

related to the system behavior due to initial conditions. If no
input is applied, an internally stable system will settle to be
close to an equilibrium set point within a definite amount of
time. Although a real-time system could enter an internally
unstable mode when the miss ratio rises monotonically over
time (e.g., when deadlock occurs) even when there is no
change in the workload, this paper will assume an
independent task model and the system is assumed
internally stable when it is made BIBO stable. The issue of
internal stability will be investigated in our future research.
BIBO stability means that the system output is always
bounded for a bounded input. In the context of the
scheduling system, this means that the miss ratio will be
bounded for bounded changes in the workload. It is
important to tune the PID controller such that the BIBO
stability is satisfied to avoid uncontrollable performance
degradation in a scheduling system. For convenience of
description, we will use stability in place of BIBO stability
in this paper. To demonstrate the importance of using a
formal theory to describe feedback control real-time
scheduling, we present the following stability analysis result
(The mathematical proof is skipped due to the length limit
on this paper).
Theorem 1: When ug(k)mrg(k) is close to 1, the FC-EDF
scheduling system established by the block diagram in
Figure 3 is stable if one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
1. CI > 0, |CD| < 1, 2CP – CI + 4CD < 4, and
2 - 2CD2 > CDCP + CP – CI > 0
2. CI = 0, |CD| < 1, and 0 < CP + 2CD <2

The assumption that ug(k)mrg(k) is close to 1 implies
that (1) the estimated utilization is not too far from the
actual utilization and (2) domino effect does not happen.
Under this assumption (which we believe is true for most
soft real-time systems), the stability condition gives the
guidance on how to set the coefficients in the PID control
such that the satisfactory scheduling performance can be
maintained. This is one important reason for basing
feedback control real-time scheduling on control theory.

3.6.2. Stability Analysis
For a control system, there are two forms of stability:
internal stability and BIBO stability. Internal stability is
d(k)

MissRatios

+

CP +

-

CI
C ( z − 1)
+ D
z −1
z

∆CPU’

1 CPU’(z)
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CPU(z)
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+

Figure 3. Block diagram of the FC-EDF scheduling system
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MissRatio(z)

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Simulation Model
An uniprocessor simulator of a soft real-time system was
used to study the performance of FC-EDF and baseline
algorithms. The workload consists of independent periodic
tasks. Each task instance has a deadline that equals its
period. If a task instance is not completed by its deadline, it
is immediately aborted. The simulator (Figure 4) has six
components: sources that generate tasks; an admission
controller that make admission/rejection decisions on
submitted tasks; an executor that models the execution of
the tasks; a monitor that periodically collects the
performance statistics of the system; a PID controller that
periodically computes control signals based on the
performance errors; and a service level controller that
adjusts the service levels of the tasks. A basic EDF
scheduler is embedded in the executor. The admission
controller, service level controller, and PID controller each
can be turned on/off to emulate the different baseline
scheduling algorithms.
performance
statistics

PID
Ctrl

set point

ctrl signal

4.3. Implementation of FC-EDF
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Figure 4. Feedback Control Scheduling Simulator

4.2. Workload Model
Each source is characterized with a period (P) (the deadline
of each task instance equals its period), a set of worst case
execution times {WCETi}, a set of best case execution
times {BCETi}, a set of estimated execution times {EETi},
a set of average execution times {AETi} (WCETi ≥ AETi ≥
BCETi), and a set of values {VALi}, where #service_level1≥ i ≥ 0. Each tuple (P, WCETi, BCETi, EETi, AETi, VALi)
characterizes a service level and
EETi = (WCETi+BCETi)*0.5
AETi = EETi*etf

where etf (execution time factor) can be tuned to change the
accuracy of the estimation. The larger the etf is, the more
pessimistic the estimation is. For example, etf of 1.0 means
that the estimated execution time is equal to the actual
average execution time. The estimation is less than the
average execution time when etf < 1.0; and greater than the
average execution time when etf > 1.0. The actual
execution time of each instance (which is unknown to the
scheduler) is computed as a uniform random variable in
interval [AETi, WCETi] or [BCETi, AETi] depending on a
random Bernoulli trial with probability (AETiBCETi)/(WCETi-BCETi). In our experiments, the workload
is composed of 40 periodic tasks and each task has two
service levels. WCET0 = 2*WCET1, WCETi = 4*BCETi,
VAL0 = 1.0 and VAL1 = 0.5. It follows that etf lies in the
range of [0.4, 1.6]. A uniform distribution is used to
generate WCET0 and P of each task: WCET0 =
uniform(5,10), P = WCET0 *uniform(10,15). P is adjusted
such that 31 of the tasks are harmonious with least common
multiplier of 2400 time units. The same workload is used
for all the experiments. Each different experiment has
varied etf. All the tasks arrive in the beginning of each
experiment to overload the system. Each rejected task will
attempt to get re-admitted all through the experiment.

The parameter settings of FC-EDF in all the experiments
are listed in Table 1. The set point is the soft real-time
performance target miss ratio that the scheduler will
achieve. In practice, this value depends on the tolerance (to
deadline misses) of the application. The SP is equal to the
least common multiplier of the majority of the tasks such
that similar number of task instances are submitted in each
SP. IW controls the length of history that the controller
need to consider. DW affects the agility of the controller to
the sudden change in workload. CP, CI and CD are
coefficients of the PID controller. Note that the values of
CP, CI and CD are tuned so that they satisfy the stability
condition established in Theorem 1 to guarantee the
scheduling performance.
Set Point
0.01
SP
2400 (time unit)
IW
100 (SP)
DW
1 (SP)
CP
0.5
CI
0.05
CD
0.1
Table 1 FC-EDF parameter setting

4.4. Baseline Algorithms
The following baseline algorithms are implemented and
compared with FC-EDF in the experiments.
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• EDF: This is the basic EDF scheduling algorithm. It is
implemented by turning off the admission controller,
service level controller, and the PID controller.
• EDF+AC (EDF with static admission control):
EDF+AC is implemented by turning off the service level
controller and the PID controller. The admission decision is
made once for each periodic task when it is submitted.
• EDF+P (EDF with proportional control): EDF+P is
implemented and configured the same as FC-EDF except
for CP = CD = 0. This algorithm is to test whether the
simple proportional control can provide comparable
performance as PID control.

4.5. Performance Metrics
• Miss Ratio among admitted tasks (MRA = #Misses /
#(Admitted Task Instances)): Although a soft real-time task

1.5

can tolerate a small percent of deadline misses, it usually
requires a soft guarantee in term of miss ratio in order to
maintain its normal functionality. Therefore, the average
miss ratio among admitted tasks should be the most
important performance metric.
• CPU Utilization (UTIL): Soft real-time systems should
avoid under-utilizing the system resources to reduce costs,
thus the CPU utilization is another metric under
consideration.
• Hit Ratio among submitted tasks (HRS = #Hits /
#(Submitted Task Instances)): Hit ratio among submitted
tasks is a measure of the system throughput in term of the
percentage of task instances completed in time among all
the arrivals.
• Value Completion Ratio (VCR =( Σ(Values of hit task
instances) / Σ(Values of Submitted Task Instances) ): Value

completion ratio considers the quality of the results. A task
that misses its deadline contributes 0 value. A task instance
completed with a lower service level contributes a lower
value.

4.6. Experiment A: Steady execution time
Experiment A evaluates the performance of the scheduling
algorithms (EDF, EDF+AC, EDF+P and FC-EDF) when
the average execution time of each periodic task is
statistically steady, but different from the estimation. etf is
constant through each run, but the actual execution time of
each task instance is a random value that differs over time.
Each algorithm made 13 set of runs with each set for a
different etf values in the range [0.4, 1.6]. These
experiments are interesting since, in real-world
applications, it is impossible to make the estimation of
execution time the same as the average actual execution
time at all times. This problem is avoided in hard real-time
systems by using worst-case estimation (etf << 1.0).
However, soft real-time systems usually use nominal
estimations instead of worst-case estimations due to cost
considerations. It is thus important for a soft real-time
system to maintain satisfactory performance even when the
estimation is different from the average actual execution
times. This is one place the value of feedback control is
demonstrated. Experiment A evaluates the algorithms under
situations when the execution time is statistically steady.
The performance under conditions when the execution time
changes dramatically is studied in Experiment B. This is
another place where feedback proves very valuable.
Experiment A results are illustrated in Figures 5-8. Each
point in Figure 5-8 is the average value of 30 runs. The
90% confidence interval for each point of MRA, UTIL,
HRS, and VCR is within ±0.0006, ±0.0058, ±0.0066 and
±0.0046, respectively. Each run lasts for 2880000 time
units (1200 SP).
From Figure 5, we see that both FC-EDF and EDF+P
maintains a very low MRA (<1%) throughout the etf
interval. The MRA of FC-EDF is closer to the set point
(1%) and thus slightly higher than EDF+P since the
Integral control reduces the steady state error of the control.
EDF’s MRA increases sharply when etf > 0.5 and the
system is overloaded. This shows pure EDF cannot provide
acceptable performance in resource-insufficient systems.
EDF+AC maintains low MRA when etf < 1, however, its
performance degrades sharply when the average execution
time is larger than its estimation (etf > 1). This shows that
static admission control based on nominal estimations
cannot provide (soft) performance guarantees under all
situations. Figure 6 shows that EDF always achieves the
highest CPU utilization since it never rejects any tasks.
EDF+AC under-utilizes the system when the average
execution time is lower than the estimation (etf < 1). This
shows that static admission control cannot avoid wasting
the system resources under all situations. Similarly, EDF+P

also under-utilizes the utilization when etf < 1 similar to
EDF+AC. This is because EDF+P does not consider the
accumulated error, and the control signal (∆CPU)
computed with proportional control alone is too small to be
accommodated when the task utilization can only be
adjusted in discrete steps3. In comparison, with the PID
control, FC-EDF maintains high CPU utilization in all the
situations. We can also see that the CPU utilization of FCEDF is consistently higher than EDF+P even when (etf >
1).
Figures 7 and 8 compare the throughput of the
algorithms in term of HRS and VCR. EDF+AC and EDF+P
has a low throughput when (etf < 1) as a result of admission
control based on pessimistic estimation. EDF has the
highest throughput when the system is lightly loaded and
degrades fast as the system load increases. We should also
note EDF achieves its throughput by greedily accepting all
the tasks while at the cost of poor performance for each
task (no performance guarantees for admitted tasks). FCEDF’s throughput is slightly lower than EDF when the
system is lightly loaded (This is actually a result in the
initial phase and the PID control drives the throughput to
the same level as EDF after a short learning period). When
the system is overloaded, FC-EDF consistently achieves the
highest throughput in all situations (except for when etf =
1.6 when it is slightly lower than EDF+P).
In summary, Experiment A demonstrates that under
situations when the estimation of execution time differs
from the (statistically steady) actual execution time, FCEDF is able to (1) provide a soft performance guarantee for
admitted tasks; (2) achieving high system utilization; and
(3) high throughput. None of the other algorithms under
comparison can meet these goals simultaneously.

4.7. Experiment B: Dynamic execution time
In experiment B, the etf is dynamically changed every
720000 time units (300 SP) in order to study the response
of the scheduling algorithms when the average system load
changes dramatically. The etf settings in different intervals
are listed in table 2.
Interval (SP)
etf

3

0-300 300-600 600-900 900-1200
0.8
1.3
0.8
1.2
Table 2 etf setting in Experiment B

While a larger CP can amplify the control signal, it will also cause
severe oscillation and even instability in the system response.
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Figure 9 Sampling MissRatio and CPU Utilization of FC-EDF
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Figure 10 Sampling MissRatio and CPU Utilization of EDF+AC
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Figure 11 Sampling MissRatio and CPU Utilization of EDF

Figures 9-11 illustrates the sampled MRA and UTIL of
FC-EDF, EDF+AC and EDF (EDF+P is dropped in this
experiment since its performance is consistently worse than
FC-EDF) in a typical run. From Figure 9, we can see that
the system starts with approximately 80% of utilization (the
top curve) and 0 miss ratio (the bottom curve) as a result of
the pessimistic admission control. However, after a short
learning period (43 SP), the PID control in FC-EDF causes
the system to increase its utilization (by increasing service
levels and admitting more tasks) to close to 100%. The
system maintains a high utilization and low miss ratio until

the end of 300 SP when the etf suddenly increases to 1.3,
which implies that the system load suddenly increases by
over 60%. This causes the big spike on miss ratio at time
300 SP in Figure 9. FC-EDF responds immediately by
reducing the load (i.e., reducing service levels) to below
100% within 3 SP. In addition to the proportional control,
the fast response is also due to the derivative control in FCEDF which responses to the sudden increase in the miss
ratio. The system comes back to low miss ratio and high
utilization and stays this way until 600 SP when the etf is
reduced to 0.8 (which corresponds to an over 60% loss in

system load). Again, the FC-EDF responds by increasing
the system load. Within 35 SP, the utilization is driven back
close to 100% and the system maintains low miss ratio and
high utilization afterwards. At the end of 900 SP, the etf is
increased to 1.2 and, similar to the time at 300 SP, the
system is back to a satisfactory performance state. We can
also see that all through the run, the MRA is 0 in most
sampling periods but non-zero (around 10% except for the
short transition periods between different etf intervals) in a
small portion of sampling periods. This is the penalty for
achieving high utilization (around 95% throughout the run
except for the short transition periods) and throughput of
the system. Note that due to the random nature of the
system load, it is impossible to maintain both 0 miss ratio
and 100% utilization all the time.
In contrast, from Figure 10, we see that EDF+AC
achieves 0 miss ratio at the cost of low utilization (around
80%) in 0-300 SP and 600-900 SP (when etf < 1.0).
However, the miss ratio is around 20-25% in 300-600 SP
and 900-1200 SP (when etf > 1.0). From Figure 11, we can
see the MRA is around 40% or 65% at different intervals for
EDF, which performs even worse that EDF+AC.
MRA
UTIL
HRS
VCR
FC-EDF
0.011
0.954
0.796
0.537
EDF+AC 0.127
0.889
0.440
0.431
EDF
0.518
1.000
0.482
0.482
Table 3 Overall performance in Experiment B
In summary, the overall performance of the algorithms
is listed in Table 3 (Each data is the average value of 30
runs. The 90% confidence interval of each value of MRA,
UTIL, HRS, and VCR is within ±0.0006, ±0.0023, ±0.0068,
and ±0.0026, respectively). FC-EDF effectively adapts to
the radical changes in the execution time and system load,
and maintains satisfactory performance throughout the run
time. In contrast, both EDF and EDF+AC are unable to
handle the workload and render poor performance.

4.8. Discussions on overhead
Feedback control scheduling algorithms can introduce extra
overhead compared with open-loop scheduling algorithms.
The overhead is ignored in the simulation experiments for
the following reasons. First, the feedback controller can be
executed at a much lower rate than application tasks. In both
experiments, FC-EDF maintains satisfactory performance
while more than 100 task instances are executed between
two subsequent invocations of the feedback controller.
Second, the control algorithm is not complex. The
bookkeeping of the miss ratio, the PID control function, and
admission control adjustment all cost constant time. The
service-level controller is a linear-time (in terms of the
number of admitted tasks) algorithm. The overhead issue
will be further investigated in our future research as we vary
the period of the feedback controller.

5. Related Work
The idea of using feedback information to adjust the
schedule has been used in general-purpose operating
systems in the form of multi-level feedback queue
scheduling [Blev76]. The system monitors each task to see
if it consumes a time slice or does I/O and adjusts its
priority accordingly. This type of control is a crude
correction term that seems to work via ad hoc methods. No
systematic study has been done. [Stee99] presented a
feedback-based scheduling scheme that adjusts CPU
allocation based on application-dependent progress
monitors. This work is done in the context of general
operating systems and the performance of real-time tasks is
not addressed.
In the area of real-time databases, Haritsa et. al.
[Hari91] proposed Adaptive Earliest Deadline (AED), a
priority assignment policy based on EDF. In order to
stabilize the performance of EDF under overload
conditions, AED features a feedback control loop that
monitors transactions’ deadline miss ratio and adjusts
transaction priority assignment accordingly. Adaptive
virtual deadline first [Pang95] aims to achieve the fairness
of an EDF based scheduler to transactions with different
sizes. The linear correlation between deadline miss ratio
and transaction size in the system is measured and fed back
to the scheduler, which adjusts scheduling parameters
dynamically. However, the feedback control in these
algorithms is ad hoc and the issues of stability of the
schedulers is not addressed.
[Seto96] and [Ryu98] both propose to integrate the
design of a real-time controller with the scheduling of realtime control systems. [Seto96] introduced a system
performance index to describe the control cost and tracking
errors of a control system. Their approach was to assign
frequencies to control tasks that optimize the system
performance index under resource constraints in the system.
[Ryu98] is based on a generic analytical feedback control
system model, which expresses the system performance as
functions of the end to end timing constraints at the system
level. A heuristic algorithm is used to find the end-to-end
timing constraints that can achieve the required system
performance. They then use the period calibration method
[Gerb95] to derive the timing constraints for each task in
the system. Both [Seto96] and [Ryu98] aim at providing
design tools that enable control engineers to take into
consideration scheduling in the early design stage of control
systems. The scheduling algorithms in both of these cases
are still open loop scheduling algorithms.
[Becc99] and [Shin99] both utilized the flexible timing
constraints as a mechanism for graceful performance
degradation in control systems. Both of the works assumed
the execution times are known and focused on how to
reassign the periods for tasks to satisfy the utilization
constraints. Instead, our work focuses on using feedback

control loops to maintain satisfactory deadline miss ratio
when the task execution times change dynamically.
Jehuda and Israeli [Jehu98] proposed an automated
software meta-controller to dynamically reconfigure realtime systems. Compared with feedback control real-time
scheduling, the software meta-control is a higher level
control that occurs only when the system mode changes.
In the area of multimedia communication, several
papers [Meer97][Li98][Abde98] presented feedback control
architectures and algorithms for QoS control. These works
are targeted at supporting end-to-end QoS in distributed
multimedia communication and they are not scheduling
algorithms. Meeting task deadlines is not a focus of these
works.
The idea and framework of feedback control
scheduling has been presented in our earlier paper [Stan99].
As an evaluation and extension to our earlier work, this
paper presents simulation experiments that verifies the
advantage of feedback control scheduling in unpredictable
dynamic environments. In this paper, we also present a
discrete control model and stability analysis of the feedback
control scheduling system.

6. Conclusion
In our work, we are systematically exploring the use of
feedback control concepts in soft real-time scheduling
systems. The goal is the development of a theory and
practice of feedback control scheduling. This would be a
new paradigm for real-time scheduling. We have also
demonstrated feasibility of the basic approach by
developing a specific algorithm called FC-EDF and
scheduling architecture as presented here. Another
contribution of our work is that the key performance metric
of the real-time system – the deadline miss ratio – is
directly controlled by the scheduler. The feedback control
scheduler can achieve a soft performance guarantees in
term of deadline miss ratios. An analytical model of the
scheduling system is introduced and analyzed to facilitate
tuning the scheduling algorithm systematically. The
simulation experiments demonstrate that FC-EDF can
maintain satisfactory deadline miss ratio and high system
utilization when the workload changes dramatically.
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×¦Ë$ÐÒ«Ï3Ë$Ð1ÎÐ1ÉÒ«Ô:Ë$ÇtÒ«É§ÎÆ Ú¯ÉQÒÑ©ÇtÙoÎ1Ï°ÐË$Õ3Ì$Ï°Ô°Õ°ÎÌ$Õ3Ñ$ÐÑ$ÇLÎ1ÉNÉÒNÍtÒ«Õ3ÈÏkÑYÒÚ¯ÉQÙ°ÆÑ3ÍtÉQÇYÎÉNÐ1ÎÑ$Æ ÇnÛ
Ú¯ÉNÇLÎÑ$Ç3ÙÎ1ÉQÊ ÉÈË$Ú¯ÚÕ°Ç°Æ¸ÈNÑcÎÆ ËYÇ!Ò«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉNÚÒQÜÝÇ3Ê ÆÞ$ÉxÚÑ$ÇLÖÐÉQÑ©Ê ÛJÎ1ÆÚhÉxÑ$Ô°Ô°ÊÆÈQÑcÎÆ ËYÇ3ÒNÍNÎ1Ï°ÉÒ«É
Ñ©Ô3Ô°Ê Æ¸ÈNÑ©Î1ÆË$Ç3ÒsÑ$ÊÒ1Ë§Ï3ÑOß$É¨Ñ§Ê¸Ñ©ÐÌ$ÉÇ°ÉNÉÙ×¦Ë$ÐsÎÏ°Ð1ËYÕ°Ì$Ï3Ô°ÕnÎxÔ:ÉNÐ1×¦Ë$ÐÚ¯Ñ$Ç3ÈÉYÜàÇ¯Ë$ÐÙnÉQÐ[Î1Ë&ÒÑcÎ«Û
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Ï3Ñ$ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉÕ3Ò1ÆÇ°ÌËYÔtÉQÐÑ©Î1ÆÇ°ÌÒ1ÖnÒÎÉNÚÒÙnÉQÒ1Æ ÌYÇ°ÉQÙ ×¦Ë$Ð³ÙnÉQÒ1ÞLÎ1ËYÔË$Ð³Ò1ÉNÐß$ÉNÐ*Õ3Ò1É$ÜsäËcØÉNßYÉNÐÍ
Î1Ï3ÉQÒ1ÉË$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎÆ Ç3Ì,Ò«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚ¯ÒÑ©ÐÉÇ°Ë$ÎÙnÉÒ«ÆÌ$Ç3ÉQÙ¯×¦ËYÐxÎ1Ï3É/Ç°ÉQÉQÙ°Ò*Ë©×ÐÉQÑ$ÊqÛJÎ1ÆÚ¯ÉÑ©Ô3Ô°Ê Æ¸ÈNÑ©Î1ÆË$Ç3Ò
Ñ©ÇtÙå×jÑ$Æ Ê[ÎËÚ¯ÉNÉÎ,áLÕ3Ñ$Ê Æ ÎÖkË$×³Ò1ÉNÐß±ÆÈNÉhÐÉQáLÕ°ÆÐÉNÚ¯ÉNÇLÎÒQÜäÉQÇ3ÈÉYÍÊ¸Ñ©ÐÌ$ÉhÐ1ÉÒ«ÉÑ©ÐÈÏåÉæSË$Ð1ÎÒ
Ï3ÑOßYÉkÓtÉQÉNÇ]Ô°ÕnÎoÆ ÇLÎ1ËÙnÉÒ«ÆÌ$Ç>Ë$×&Ë$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎÆ Ç°Ì®Ò«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚ¯Ò+Ô°ÐËcß±ÆÙnÆÇ°ÌçáLÕ3Ñ$Ê Æ ÎÖË©×,Ò1ÉNÐß±ÆÈNÉ
Ø¨Æ Î1Ï°ËYÕnÎ/ÈËYÚ¯Ô°Ð1ËYÚ¯ÆÒ1Æ Ç3ÌÔ:ÉNÐ1×¦Ë$ÐÚÑ©Ç3ÈNÉ$Í°Ñ©ÇtÙÑ$ÊÒ1Ë¯Æ ÇLÎË Ñ©Ô°Ô°ÐË$Ô3Ð1Æ¸ÑcÎÉÚ¯ËnÙnÆ ètÈNÑ©Î1ÆË$Ç3Ò³Ë$×
ÉénÆ¸ÒÎÆ Ç3ÌåË$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎÆ Ç3Ì@Ò1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚÒNÜãäËcØÉNßYÉNÐÍÎ1Ï°ÉoÈËYÚhÔ3Ê ÉNé±Æ ÎÖâË©×ÎÏ°É+ÎÑ$Ò1ÞãÑ©Ç3ÙçÊÑYÈÞ@Ë$×
Ô:ËcØ*ÉQÐ«×¦Õ°Ê*Î1Ë±ËYÊÒ&×¦Ë$ÐhÐ1ÉÑ©Ê ÛeÎÆ Ú¯ÉÒ1ÖnÒÎÉNÚêÑ©Ç3Ñ$Ê ÖnÒ1ÆÒ,Ï3ÑOß$ÉÔ°Ð1ÉQß$ÉQÇYÎÉQÙâÉNæ:ÉÈÎ1Æß$ÉÙnÉNßYÉNÊË$ÔnÛ
Ú¯ÉNÇLÎË©×Ï°ÆÌ$ÏoÔtÉQÐ«×¦ËYÐ1ÚÑ$Ç3ÈÉÐ1ÉÑ©Ê ÛeÎÆ Ú¯É§Ë$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎÆ Ç3Ì¯Ò1ÖnÒÎÉNÚÒQÜ
ë Ï°É¯ÙnÉNÓ3Õ°Ì$ÌYÉNÐÆ¸ÒË$Ç°ÉhË©×;Î1Ï°ÉhÚ¯ËYÒ«ÎÆÚ¯ÔtËYÐ«ÎÑ©ÇLÎÎËLËYÊÒÕ3Ò1ÉQÙåÆ Ç9ÈËYÚhÔ3ÕnÎ1ÉQÐ§Ò1ÖnÒÎÉNÚ
Ô°ÐË$ÌYÐÑ$ÚhÚ¯ÆÇ°Ì3ÜàÎ/Æ¸ÒÔtÑ©Ð1Î1Æ¸Ñ©ÊÊ Ö+Õ3Ò«ÉN×¦Õ°Ê×¦Ë$ÐËYÔtÉQÐÑ©Î1ÆÇ°Ì Ò1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚìÑ$Ç3Ñ©ÊÖnÒ«Æ¸ÒQÍ3ÉNßYÉNÇoÎÏ°Ë$Õ°ÌYÏ
ÙnÉQÓ°Õ°Ì$ÌYÉNÐ/×¦Õ°Ç3ÈÎ1ÆË$Ç3Ñ$Ê Æ ÎÖÙnÉNÔ:ÉNÇ3Ù3Ò/ËYÇkÎÏ°ÉhÒ1ÉNÐß±ÆÈNÉQÒÔ°Ð1Ëcß±Æ¸ÙnÉQÙkÓLÖoÎÏ°ÉhË$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎ1ÆÇ°ÌÒ1ÖnÒÛ
Î1ÉQÚoÜäËcØÉNßYÉNÐÍSÎ1Ï°É ÈNË$ÐÐ1ÉÈÎ1Ç3ÉQÒÒ/Ë$×ÐÉQÑ$ÊqÛJÎ1ÆÚ¯ÉËYÔtÉQÐÑ©Î1ÆÇ°ÌÒ«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚ¯Ò!Ù°ÉNÔ:ÉNÇ3Ù°Ò,Ë$Ç@Î1Ï°É
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ï
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Ê¸Ñ$ÈÞÑhÇ°Ë$Î1ÆË$ÇË©×Î1ÉNÚ¯Ô:Ë$ÐÑ©ÊÈNË$ÐÐ1ÉÈÎ1Ç3ÉQÒÒNÜ
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ÙnÉQÓ°Õ°Ì$ÌYÆ Ç3Ì3Ü*ñ3Õ°ÊÊÒ1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚìÒ1ÆÚ,Õ°Ê¸ÑcÎÆ ËYÇÉNæ:ÉÈÎÆ ßYÉNÊÖ+Ñ$Ù3ÙnÐ1ÉÒ1Ò1ÉQÒÎØËÚÑcòËYÐ¨Ô°Ð1ËYÓ°ÊÉNÚÒ¨ÆÇ
ÐÉQÑ©Ê ÛJÎ1ÆÚhÉ!Ñ$Ç3Ñ©ÊÖnÒ«Æ¸ÒNóÊ¸Ñ$ÈÞ Ë$×ÐÉNÔ:ÉQÑ©ÎÑ©Ó3Æ ÊÆqÎÖ Ñ$Ç3Ù+Î1ÆÚ¯É&ÙnÆÒ«Î1ËYÐ«ÎÆ ËYÇ×¦ÐË$Ú<Æ ÇLÎ1ÐÕ3Ò1Æ ËYÇÜ
Å±ÉÈÎ1ÆË$Ç®ôoÔ°ÐËcßLÆ¸ÙnÉÒ,Ò1Ë$Ú¯ÉÓ3ÑYÈÞ±Ì$ÐË$Õ°Ç3Ù9ÐÉNÌLÑ©ÐÙnÆ Ç3Ìo×¦Õ°Ê Ê¨Ò1ÖnÒÎÉNÚêÒ«ÆÚ,Õ3ÊÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇçÑ$Ç3Ù
Î1Ï3ÉÓtÉQÇ°Éè°ÎÒ×¦ÐË$ÚõÕ3Ò«ÆÇ°ÌâÆ Î×¦Ë$Ð ÐÉQÑ$ÊqÛJÎ1ÆÚ¯ÉoÑ$Ç3Ñ©ÊÖnÒ«Æ¸ÒQÜ`àÇÒ1ÉQÈÎ1ÆË$Çö°ÍÎ1Ï3ÉkÙnÉQÒ1Æ ÌYÇWË$×
ÑâÎÉNÚ¯ÔtËYÐÑ$Ê/ÙnÉQÓ°Õ°ÌYÌ$ÆÇ°Ì÷ÉNÇ±ß±ÆÐ1ËYÇ°Ú¯ÉNÇLÎÆ¸ÒÙnÉÒ1ÈNÐ1ÆÓtÉÙ}ÜøÅ±ÉÈÎÆ ËYÇ>ùçÈËYÇLÎÑ©ÆÇ3Ò+Ñ÷Ò«Ï3Ë$Ð1Î
Ò1Õ°Ð1ßYÉNÖ@Ë©×¨Ð1ÉQÊÑ©Î1ÉÙâØ*ËYÐ1ÞkÆÇ÷ÐÉQÑ$ÊqÛJÎ1ÆÚ¯É Ñ©Ç3Ñ$Ê ÖnÒ1ÆÒ&Ñ$Ç3ÙãÒ1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇÜåú*ËYÇ3ÈÊÕ3Ò1Æ ËYÇ3Ò,Ñ$Ç3Ù
×¦ÕnÎÕ°Ð1É!ØË$ÐÞ Ñ©ÐÉ§Ô°ÐÉQÒ1ÉNÇLÎ1ÉÙÆÇÒ«ÉÈÎ1ÆË$ÇûnÜ
ü
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Ñ$ÇLÖkÙ°ÉQÒ1Æ ÌYÇ@Ñ©ÇtÙkÐÉQÒ1ÉQÑ©ÐÈÏåÑ$Ð1ÉÑ$Ò/ÓtÉQÇ°Éè°Î§×¦ÐË$Ú Ò1Æ ÚÕ°Ê¸ÑcÎ1ÆË$Ç@Ë©×³ÈË$Ú¯Ô°Õ°Î1ÉNÐ!Ò1ÖnÒÎÉNÚÒNÜ
ë ±Ï Õ3ÒQÍ$ÎÏ°É/ÊÉNßYÉNÊtË©×ÙnÉNÎÑ©ÆÊ:Ô°Ð1Ëcß±Æ¸ÙnÉQÙ¯Ó±ÖÒ1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ËYÐÒsÐÑ©Ç3Ì$É¨×¦ÐË$Ú Ú¯Ë±Ù°ÉNÊ¸Ò;Ë$×ÚhÆ¸ÈÐË$Ô3Ð1Ë$Û
ÈÉÒ1Ò1Ë$Ð*ÈÏ°Æ ÔÊ ËYÌ$Æ¸È¨Î1ËÈËYÑ$ÐÒ1ÉÚ¯ËnÙnÉNÊ¸Ò*Ë©×ÉénÉÈÕnÎÆ ËYÇÉNÇ±ß±Æ ÐË$Ç°Ú¯ÉQÇYÎ*Æ Ç3ÈNÊ ÕtÙnÆ Ç3Ì,Ë$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎÆ Ç3Ì
Ò1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚ6Ñ©ÇtÙ÷ÊÆ Ó°ÐÑ©ÐÆÉQÒQÜ+*ìÊÑ$Ð1ÌYÉÌYÐ1ËYÕ°ÔçË$×Ò1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ËYÐÒÔ°ÐËcßLÆ¸ÙnÉoÑ9ÚhËnÙnÉQÊ¨Ë©×/Ñ9ÚÑcÛ
ÈÏ°ÆÇ°É§ÑcÎ³Î1Ï°ÉÆÇ3ÒÎÐ1ÕtÈÎ1ÆË$ÇoÒ1ÉÎ³Ê ÉQß$ÉNÊJÍnÑ$ÒÆ Î³ÐÉNÔ3Ð1ÉÒ«ÉQÇYÎÒ*ÑØÉNÊÊSÙ°Éè3Ç°ÉÙÓ:Ë$ÐÙnÉQÐ*Ó:ÉÎØÉNÉQÇ
Ï3Ñ$ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉ§Ñ©Ç3ÙÒ«Ë$×ÎØÑ$Ð1ÉYÜ
ñ°Õ3Ê Ê}Ò1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚ Ò«ÆÚ,Õ3ÊÑ©Î1Ë$ÐÒ;Ù°ÆqæSÉNÐ×¦ÐË$ÚË©ÎÏ°ÉNÐ³Ò1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇÎË±Ë$Ê¸Ò*ÆÇ ÎÏ3ÑcÎÎ1Ï3ÉNÖÚ¯ËnÙnÉNÊ
Ñ©ÊÊtÎ1Ï°É/Ï3Ñ©ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉ¨Æ ÇÑÒ«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚÍ±Ñ©ÇtÙË$Ç°ÊÖÎ1Ï°ÉÏ3Ñ©ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉ$Ü ë Ë±Ë$Ê¸ÒxÎÏ3ÑcÎ³ÙnË,Ç3Ë©Î*Ô3Ð1Ëcß±Æ¸ÙnÉ
Ñ¯ÈËYÚhÔ3Ê ÉNÎ1É!Ï3Ñ$ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉÚhËnÙnÉQÊÇ°ÉQÉQÙ+Î1Ë Ñ$ÊÒ1ËÚ¯ËnÙnÉQÊÒ«Ë$×ÎØÑ$Ð1É§Õ°Ô:Ë$ÇoØ¨Ï°Æ¸ÈÏ+Î1Ï°É,Ñ$Ô°Ô°ÊÆqÛ
ÈNÑ©Î1ÆË$Ç Õ3Ç3ÙnÉNÐ¨Ò«Î1Õ3Ù°Ö ÆÒÙnÉQÔtÉQÇ3ÙnÉNÇLÎÍnË$Ð¨ÙnÆ¸Ò«ÐÉNÌLÑ©ÐÙh×¦Ð1ËYÚ.ÑYÒ«Ô:ÉQÈÎÒÇ°Ë$ÎÚ¯ËnÙnÉNÊÊÉQÙ}-Ü ,Ë©ÎÏ
Ñ©Ê Î1ÉQÐ1ÇtÑcÎ1Æß$ÉÒ³ÈË$Ú¯Ô°ÐË$Ú¯Æ¸Ò«É§Ñ$ÈQÈÕ°ÐÑ$ÈNÖ Ò«ÆÌ$Ç3ÆqètÈQÑ©ÇLÎ1ÊÖ$Ü
àÇåËYÐÙ°ÉNÐ×¦ËYÐÑÒ1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ËYÐÎ1ËÓ:ÉÕ3Ò1É×¦Õ3Ê×¦ËYÐ§Ð1ÉÑ©Ê ÛeÎÆ Ú¯É,ÐÉQÒ1ÉQÑ$ÐÈÏÍ°Î1Ï3ÉÚ¯ËnÙnÉNÊ[Ô°ÐË©Û
ß±ÆÙ°ÉQÙ+Ç°ÉNÉÙÇ°Ë$Î¨Ë$Ç°ÊÖ Ó:É/×¦Õ3Ç3ÈÎÆ ËYÇ3Ñ©ÊÊ Ö+ÈË$ÐÐÉQÈÎÍ±Ó°ÕnÎÑ©Ê¸Ò«ËÎ1ÉQÚ¯ÔtËYÐÑ$Ê ÊÖ ÈËYÐ1ÐÉQÈÎQÜ ë Ï±Õ3ÒNÍ
Æ Î³Æ¸Ò³Ç°ÉÈÉQÒÒÑ©ÐÖ¯Î1ËÑ$ÈQÈË$Õ3ÇYÎ×¦Ë$Ð¨Ñ$Ê Ê}Æ Î1ÉQÚ¯Ò¨Ñ©æ:ÉÈÎÆ Ç°Ì¯ÉNé±ÉÈÕnÎÆ ËYÇÎÆ Ú¯É&Ñ©Î*ÎÏ°É§Î1ÉQÚhÔ:Ë$ÐÑ©Ê
ÐÉQÒ1Ë$ÊÕnÎ1ÆË$ÇkÑ$Æ Ú¯ÉQÙk×¦Ë$ÐÜ/ñ3Ë$ÐÊÑ$Ð1ÌYÉ,Ñ©Ô°Ô3Ê Æ¸ÈNÑ©Î1ÆË$Ç3ÒQÍ3ÎÏ°Æ¸Ò/ÆÇ3ÈNÊ Õ3Ù°ÉQÒÙnÉNÊ¸ÑOÖnÒ×¦ÐË$Ú?ÙnÉQßLÆ¸ÈÉÒNÍ
Ú¯ÉNÚ¯Ë$ÐÖ ÚÑ©ÇtÑ©Ì$ÉQÚ¯ÉNÇLÎÕ3Ç°Æq/Î . )0) 2Ý 1³Ñ©Ç3ÙoÈQÑ$ÈÏ°É!Ò1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚoÜ
*ÔtÑ©Ð1Î*×¦ÐË$ÚÔ°ÐËcß±ÆÙ°Æ Ç°ÌhÑ¯ÙnÉÎÑ©ÆÊ ÉÙ Ï3Ñ$ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉÚ¯ËnÙnÉQÊeÍ°Ñ$ÇÆÇ3ÒÎÐ1ÕtÈÎ1ÆË$ÇoÒ1ÉÎ¨Ò«ÆÚ,Õ°Ê¸ÑcÛ
Î1ËYÐ/Ñ$ÊÒ1Ë Ô°ÐËcß±ÆÙnÉÒÙnÉNÎÑ©ÆÊÉQÙÆÇ3Ò«Î1ÐÕ°Ú¯ÉNÇLÎÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇË©×xÉNénÉQÈÕ°Î1ÆË$ÇÜàÎÐ1ÉÈËYÐÙ°ÒÒÎÑcÎ1Æ¸Ò«Î1Æ¸ÈNÒË$×
Ï3Ñ$ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉ!ÉNßYÉNÇLÎÒQÍtÑYÒ1Ò1ËnÈÆ¸ÑcÎÉQÙoØ¨Æ Î1ÏÎÏ°É,ÆÇ3Ò«Î1ÐÕ3ÈÎÆ ËYÇoÎ1ÐÆ ÌYÌ$ÉNÐÆÇ°ÌÉQÑYÈÏÉNß$ÉQÇLÎQÜ 3xénÑ$ÚhÛ
Ô°ÊÉQÒ§Ë$×*ÉNßYÉNÇLÎÒÐÉQÈNË$ÐÙnÉQÙÓ±ÖåÑÒ1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ËYÐ§Ñ$Ð1ÉYóÆÇ3Ò«Î1ÐÕ3ÈÎÆ ËYÇ@ÉNé±ÉÈÕnÎÆ ËYÇ9ÈNË$Õ°ÇLÎÍÈNÑ$ÈÏ3É
Ú¯ÉNÚ¯Ë$ÐÖ Ú¯Æ¸Ò1Ò1ÉQÒ¨Ñ$Ç3Ù ÎÐÑ$Ç3Ò1ÊÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇÊ Ë±Ë$ÞcÑYÒ«Æ¸ÙnÉÓ°ÕnæSÉN4Ð . 6ë 5 ,61Ú¯ÆÒÒ«ÉÒNÜ
ë ÐÑYÙnÆqÎÆ ËYÇ3Ñ©ÊÊÖ$ÍQÈNË$Ú¯Ô°ÕnÎÉNÐÒ«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉNÚ Ò«ÆÚ,Õ3ÊÑ©Î1Ë$ÐÒ}Ï3ÑOßYÉsÓtÉQÉNÇ!Õ3Ò1ÉQÙ×¦ËYÐ}Î1Ï3Ð1ÉQÉxÔ°Õ°ÐÔtËLÒ«ÉÒNó
798;:(<>= ?4:<A@CBD@ <>EGF<AH9:IKJ @+@ML:NPOK:QSRTFIDU àÇçÑåÒ1Æ ÚÕ°Ê¸ÑcÎ1ÉÙâÉNÇ±ß±Æ ÐË$Ç3ÚhÉQÇLÎQÍ[ÆqÎ
ÆÒÔ:ËYÒÒ«ÆÓ°ÊÉÎËoÓ°Õ°ÆÊÙ9ÑoÒ«Ë$×ÎØÑ$Ð1ÉÔ°Ð1Ë$Î1Ë$ÎÖLÔ:ÉhË©×ÑoÙnÉÒ«ÆÌ$Çå×¦Ë$Ð&Ñ+Ô°ÆÉQÈÉ¯Ë$×*Ï3Ñ$ÐÙ±Û
ØÑ$Ð1ÉYÜ ) ÉQÑYÒ«Õ°ÐÉNÚ¯ÉQÇYÎÒ¨Ë©×;Ñ+Ò«ÆÚ,Õ3ÊÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇÐÕ°Ç°Ç°ÆÇ°ÌÑ$Ô°Ô°ÊÆÈQÑcÎ1ÆË$ÇtÒË$ÇkÎ1Ï°Æ¸Òß±ÆÐ«ÎÕ3Ñ©Ê
Ï3Ñ©ÐÙnØ³Ñ©ÐÉÌ$Æß$É§Ô:ÉNÐ1×¦Ë$ÐÚÑ©Ç3ÈNÉ/Ú¯ÉÎÐ1Æ¸ÈNÒË©×ÎÏ°É&ÙnÉÒ«ÆÌ$ÇÜ
7WVFEXQY?Z:(<>@[BD@ <>EGF<AH9:IKJ @\@ML:NPOK:(Q]RTFIU ñ3Ë$ÐÚÑ©Ç±Ö®Ñ©Ô°Ô°ÊÆ¸ÈNÑcÎÆ ËYÇ3ÒhÎ1Ï3ÉkÔtÉQÐ«Û
×¦Ë$ÐÚ¯Ñ$Ç3ÈÉÆÒÙnÉNÔ:ÉNÇ3Ù°ÉNÇLÎhËYÇãÚ¯ÉNÚ¯Ë$ÐÖ9Ò1ÖnÒÎÉNÚ Ó:ÉNÏ3ÑOß±ÆË$Õ°Ð0Ü *Ò,Î1Ï°ÉoÒ1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ËYÐ
ÈË$ÊÊÉQÈÎÒ Ò«ÎÑcÎÆÒ«Î1Æ¸ÈNÒË$Ç`Ú¯ÉNÚ¯ËYÐ1Ö®Ò«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉNÚ ÉNßYÉNÇLÎÒQÍ³ÆqÎ+Ð1ÉQß$ÉQÑ$ÊÒ ÚhÉQÚ¯Ë$ÐÖçÐÉNÊ¸ÑcÎ1ÉÙ
ÓtË$Î«Î1ÊÉNÇ3ÉQÈÞnÒ³Æ ÇÑ$Ô°Ô°ÊÆÈQÑcÎ1ÆË$ÇtÒNÜ
ô
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79^"@M_`OKaaRPIKabFEcFB@M<A:QSRTI'aedSfdgQ]@MH9dhUi Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎ1ÆÇ°ÌÒ1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚ(ÙnÉQÓ°Õ°ÌYÌ$ÆÇ°Ì¯ÆÒ¨ÆÇnÛ
Ï°ÉNÐÉNÇLÎ1ÊÖ÷ÙnÆ ð ÈÕ°Ê ÎQÍ¨Ñ$Ò¯Ò1ÉNÐß±ÆÈNÉQÒhÇ°ÉQÈNÉQÒÒ1Ñ$Ð1Ö9×¦ËYÐ ÙnÉNÓ°Õ3Ì$Ì$ÉQÐ¯Ë$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎ1ÆË$Ç®Ñ©ÐÉ+ÔtÑ©Ð1Î
Ë©×ÎÏ°ÉoÔ°Ð1ËYÌ$ÐÑ©Ú Õ°Ç3ÙnÉQÐÒÎÕ3ÙnÖ$Ü ) Ë$ÐÉNËcßYÉNÐÍ[Ú¯Ñ$Ç±ÖâÑYÒ«Ô:ÉQÈÎÒ¯Ñ©ÇtÙ÷Ô°ÐË$Ó°ÊÉNÚÒhÆÇ

Ë$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎ1ÆÇ°Ì¯Ò«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚ¯ÒQÍ°Ò1Õ3ÈÏÑYÒÐÑYÈÉ§ÈË$ÇtÙnÆqÎÆ ËYÇÑ$Ç3ÙÙnÉQÑYÙnÊ ËnÈÞnÒQÍ°Ñ©ÐÉ/Ô°ÐË$Ç3ÉÎËhÆÇnÛ
Î1ÐÕ3Ò«ÆË$ÇÜ ë Ï°ÉNÐÉ×¦ËYÐ1ÉYÍ±Î1Ï°ÉQÖ+Ñ©ÐÉ§Ï3Ñ©ÐÙÎ1ËÐÉNÔ°ÐËnÙnÕ3ÈÉ§Ñ©ÇtÙ+ÚÑOÖ Ó:É&ÆÚ¯ÔtËLÒ1Ò1Æ Ó3Ê ÉÎ1Ë
ÈNÑcÎÈÏ+ÆÇÑ¯ÙnÉNÓ°Õ3Ì$Ì$ÆÇ°Ì¯Ò«ÉÒ1Ò1ÆË$ÇÕ3Ò«ÆÇ°ÌÈËYÇ±ß$ÉNÇLÎÆ ËYÇ3Ñ©Ê:Î1Ë±ËYÊÒQÜ
àÎ&Æ¸Ò!Ë$Õ°ÐÑ©ÆÚ Î1ËkÑ$Ô°Ô°ÊÖ@Ò1Æ ÚÕ°Ê¸ÑcÎ1ÆË$Ç9×¦ËYÐ&ÙnÉNÓ°Õ3Ì$Ì$ÆÇ°ÌkÑ$Ç°Ë©ÎÏ°ÉNÐ&ÈNÊÑYÒ1Ò§Ë$×³Ô3Ð1ËYÌ$ÐÑ©ÚÒ
Ø¨Æ Î1ÏÒ«Ô:ÉQÈNÆÑ$Ê³ÈÏtÑ©ÐÑ$ÈÎÉNÐÆÒ«Î1Æ¸ÈNÒQÍ[Ç3Ñ©Ú¯ÉQÊ ÖãÐÉQÑ$ÊqÛJÎ1ÆÚ¯É+ËYÔtÉQÐÑ©Î1ÆÇ°Ì@Ò1ÖnÒÎÉNÚÒ¯Ñ©Ç3ÙWÑ©Ô°Ô°ÊÆ¸ÈNÑcÛ
Î1ÆË$ÇtÒNjÜ *ÒoÑçÒ1ÆÚ,Õ°Ê¸ÑcÎÉQÙ`ÉQÇLß±ÆÐ1ËYÇ°Ú¯ÉNÇLÎ+Æ¸ÒÈË$Ú¯Ô°ÊÉÎÉNÊÖ`Ñ©Ð1Î1Æ ètÈÆ¸Ñ©ÊJÍÚÑ©Ç±ÖË©×!ÎÏ°É@ÐÉÛ
Ò«Î1ÐÆÈÎ1ÆË$Ç3Ò*Î1ÏtÑcÎÑ©Ô3Ô°Ê Ö Î1ËhÎ1Ë±Ë$Ê¸ÒË$Ô:ÉNÐÑcÎÆ Ç°ÌhÆÇoÑÔ°Ï±ÖnÒ«Æ¸ÈNÑ$Ê}ÉNÇ±ß±Æ ÐË$Ç3ÚhÉQÇLÎ³Ñ$Ð1ÉÐ1ÉQÚ¯Ëcß$ÉQÙÜ
äÉQÇ3ÈÉYÍÚÑ$ÇLÖåË©×Î1Ï°É ÚÑ©òË$Ð§Ô°ÐË$Ó°ÊÉNÚÒ!Ø¨Æ Î1ÏâÓ°Õ°ÆÊ¸ÙnÆ Ç3ÌÎ1Ë±Ë$Ê¸Ò×¦Ë$Ð,Ð1ÉÑ©Ê ÛeÎÆ Ú¯ÉÒ«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚ¯Ò
Ñ©ÐÉ§ÉNÊÆ Ú¯ÆÇ3ÑcÎÉQÙ}Ü
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*ÇÑ$Ð«ÎÆqètÈNÆÑ$ÊÒ«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚ<Ï3ÑYÒ¨ß$ÉQÐ1Ö¯×¦ÉQØ Õ3Ç°Ô°ÐÉQÙnÆ¸ÈÎÑ©Ó°ÊÉ×jÑ$ÈÎË$ÐÒNÜ ë Ï±Õ3ÒQÍ3ÑÒ1Æ ÚÕ°Ê¸ÑcÎ1ÉÙ+Ò1ÖnÒÛ
Î1ÉQÚõÒ«ÎÑ$Ð«ÎÆ Ç°ÌâÉNé±ÉÈÕnÎÆ ËYÇWÆÇ`Ñ9ÞLÇ3ËcØ¨Ç®Ò«ÎÑ©Î1ÉØ¨ÆÊ ÊÑ$Ê Ø³ÑOÖnÒÉNénÉQÈÕ°Î1ÉkÑ©ÊË$Ç3ÌåÎÏ°ÉkÒ1Ñ$Ú¯É
Ô3Ñ©Î1ÏÜ ë Ï°Æ¸Ò¨Æ¸Ò³ß$ÉQÐ1Ö ÕtÒ«ÉN×¦Õ°ÊeÍ3ÓtË$Î1Ï×¦Ë$Ð¨ÉNé±Ô:ÉNÐÆÚhÉQÇLÎÒ¨Ñ©ÇtÙ+ÙnÉQÓ°Õ°ÌYÌ$ÆÇ°Ì3Í°ÑYÒ³ÆqÎÆ¸Ò¨Ô:ËYÒÒ«ÆÓ°ÊÉ
Î1ËhÐÉNÔ°ÐËnÙnÕ3ÈÉÑ,Ò«ÎÑ©Î1ÉÐ1ÉÑ$ÈÏ°ÉÙ¯Æ Ç+ÉénÉQÈNÕnÎ1ÆË$ÇÜ ë Ï±Õ3ÒQÍnÑ,Õ3Ò1ÉNÐË©×Ñ!Î1ÉQÚ¯ÔtËYÐÑ$ÊSÙ°ÉNÓ°Õ°ÌYÌ$ÉQÐ
ÚÑOÖ,ÙnÉNÎ1ÉQÈÎxÎ1ÏtÑcÎxÉé°ÈNÉQÒÒ«Æß$ÉÎ1ÆÚ¯É¨Ï3Ñ$ÒxÔ3Ñ$ÒÒ«ÉÙÑ©ÎxË$Ç°É³Ô:Ë$ÆÇLÎ;Æ Ç¯ÉNé±ÉÈÕnÎÆ ËYÇÍYÑ$Ç3ÙhÐ1ÉÒÎÑ©Ð1Î
Ò1Æ ÚÕ°ÊÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇãÎË@ÉNé°Ñ©Ú¯Æ Ç3É Î1Ï3ÉÐÉQÈNÉNÇLÎ1ÊÖâÉénÉQÈNÕnÎ1ÉÙ÷ÐË$ÕnÎÆ Ç3ÉQÒÚhËYÐ1ÉÈNÑ$Ð1ÉN×¦Õ°Ê ÊÖ$Ü ë Ï°Æ¸ÒÆÒ
Ò1Æ Ú¯ÆÊÑ$Ð!Î1ËoÎÏ°É Ú¯ÉÎÏ°ËnÙnË$ÊË$ÌYÖåÕ3Ò1ÉQÙ9×¦ËYÐ,ÙnÉNÓ3Õ°Ì$ÌYÆ Ç°ÌÎÏ°É ÊË$Ì$Æ¸ÈNÑ$Ê;ÈËYÐ1ÐÉQÈÎ1Ç°ÉÒ1ÒË$×¨ÈNË$ÇnÛ
ß$ÉQÇLÎ1ÆË$Ç3Ñ$ÊxÔ°ÐË$Ì$ÐÑ©ÚÒQÜäËcØ*ÉQß$ÉQÐQÍ[Ñ$Ò§ÎÆ Ú¯É+ÆÒÔ3Ñ©Ð1Î&Ë©×¨ÎÏ°É+Ò«ÎÑ©Î1ÉÎÏ°ÉÕtÒ«ÉQÐ&Ø¨ÆÒ1Ï°ÉÒ!Î1Ë
ß$ÉQÐ1Æ ×¦Ö$ÍLÆ ÎÆ¸Ò³ÈÐÕ3ÈÆ¸Ñ©Ê3Î1Ï3Ñ©Î*ÎÉNÚ¯ÔtËYÐÑ$ÊtÓ:ÉNÏtÑOßLÆË$Õ3Ð;Æ¸Ò*Ô3Ð1ÉÒ«ÉQÐ1ßYÉQÙ¯Ó:ÉÎØÉNÉNÇÔ°Ð1ËYÌ$ÐÑ©Ú Ð1Õ3Ç3ÒNÜ

à ÇâÔ°Ï±ÖnÒ«Æ¸ÈNÑ$ÊxÒ«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉNÚÒQÍÚ¯ÉQÑYÒ«Õ°ÐÉNÚ¯ÉQÇYÎ!Ë$×*ÎÏ°É Ò«ÖnÒ«Î1ÉQÚ Ë©×ÎÉNÇãÑ©Ê¸Ò«ËoÆÇLÎ1ÐË±Ù°Õ3ÈÉÒ!Ñ+Ú¯ËnÙ±Û
Æ ètÈNÑ©Î1ÆË$ÇÜ ë Ï°ÆÒ§Æ¸Ò§ÐÉ×¦ÉNÐÐÉQÙÎËÑ$Ò/Î1Ï°É¯Ô°ÐË$Ó:É¯ÉæSÉQÈÎQÜt*Ò§ÐÉQÑ©Ê ÛJÎ1ÆÚhÉ¯Ò1Ö±Ò«Î1ÉQÚ Ñ©ÇtÑ©ÊÖ±Ò1Æ¸Ò
Î1ÉQÇ3ÙÎË×¦ËnÈNÕ3ÒËYÇ@Ò1Ï°Ë$Ð1Î/Ô:ÉNÐÆË±Ù3ÒË$×xÎ1ÆÚ¯É$Í}ÉNßYÉNÇåÒ1ÚÑ©ÊÊÑ$Ú¯Ë$Õ°ÇLÎÒ/Ë©×;Î1ÉNÚ¯Ô:Ë$ÐÑ©ÊÆ ÇLÎÐ1ÕnÛ
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ñÆ ÌYÕ°ÐÉ ï ó`3sé°Ñ$ÚhÔ3Ê ÉË$×Î1Ï3ÉÅ±ÆÚ¯ÆÈQÒÒ1ÆÚ,Õ°Ê¸ÑcÎË$Ð*Ù°ÉNÓ°Õ°ÌYÌ$ÆÇ°Ì&ÆÇLÎ1ÉNÐ1×jÑ$ÈNÉ$Ü ë Ï°ÉÒ«ÆÚ,Õ°Ê¸ÑcÎÆ ËYÇ
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Ñ©ÇoÉQÐ1ÐË$Ç°ÉQË$Õ3ÒÔ°ÆÉQÈNÉ§Ë©×sÈËnÙnÉ$Ü ë Ï°ÆÒÔ°Æ ÉÈÉ!Ë$×[ÈNË±Ù°É!ÆÒÑYÒ1Ò1Õ°Ú¯ÉQÙÎ1Ë¯ÎÑ©ÞYÉ§Ñ$ÇoÕ°Ç3ÙnÉÒ«ÆÐ1ÉÙ
ÉénÉÈÕnÎÆ ËYÇÔ3ÑcÎÏÍ3ËYÐ¨Î1ËÒ1ÉÎÎ1Ï°É&Ô3Ð1ËYÌ$ÐÑ©Ú ÆÇkÑ©ÇÕ°ÇtÙnÉQÒ1Æ ÐÉQÙÒ«ÎÑ©Î1ÉYÍtÑcæSÉQÈÎ1ÆÇ°Ì Ê¸ÑcÎÉNÐÉNéLÛ
ÉQÈNÕnÎ1ÆË$ÇÜ ë Ï3ÆÒ¨ÑYÒ1Ò1Õ°Ú¯ÔnÎ1ÆË$Ç+ÆÒÐÉQÑYÒ«ËYÇ3Ñ©Ó°ÊÉ¨×¦ËYÐ³ÈNË$Ç±ß$ÉQÇLÎ1ÆË$Ç3Ñ$Ê:Ñ$Ô°Ô°ÊÆÈQÑcÎ1ÆË$ÇtÒNÜ[äËcØÉNßYÉNÐÍ
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Abstract
This paper explores aspects concerning system-level
specification, modelling and simulation of real-time
embedded systems. By means of case studies, we investigate
how object-oriented methodologies, and in particular
UML, support the modelling of industrial scale real-time
systems, and how different architectures can be explored by
model simulation. We are mainly interested in the problem
of system specification as it appears from the prospect of the
whole design process. The discussion is illustrated by a
large system model from the telecommunications area, the
GSM base transceiver station.

System specification
Simulation
Module
library

Design

Implementation

Figure 1. The design cycle of RT systems

1. Introduction
Current real-time embedded systems have to fulfill more
and more complex requirements concerning functionality,
timing, power consumption, reliability, cost, etc. Typical
application areas for such systems are telecommunications,
automotive industry, avionics, or industrial process control.
Embedded systems are very often implemented on
distributed
architectures
consisting
of
several
programmable processors and application specific
integrated circuits (ASICs) [1].
Due to the complexity of such systems, design
environments have to be developed in order to assist the
designer throughout the whole design process, starting from
the system specification, going through the design phase,
until the final implementation. In Figure 1 we show a very
simplified view of such a design flow. One of the important
tasks performed during the design phase is architecture
exploration. Several architectures (which differ in number
and kind of processors, interconnection structure, number
of ASICs, memory structure, etc.) and alternatives for task
partitioning are explored in order to find an efficient
solution which also satisfies the imposed requirements.
An essential aspect of such an iterative design process is
the ability to check the functionality of a certain design
alternative and to estimate different parameters
characteristic to it like, for example, timing. Although
formal verification and static analysis are more and more

used in this context, simulation is still the basic technique
which allows to get a feedback concerning the degree to
which a specification or design alternative fulfils certain
requirements [2].
An important trend in current design methodologies for
embedded systems is towards the reuse of pre-designed
components as an alternative to the complete synthesis of
the whole system. Such an approach is well known for the
software design community but has been only recently
considered by hardware designers as a practicable strategy
in order to cope with increasing system complexity [3].
According to such a methodology, pre-designed
programmable cores and ASICs (called intellectual
property (IP) components), stored in a module library
(Figure 1), are used as building blocks for new system
designs.
In order to support such a complex design process, the
system specification has to fulfill several requirements.
Some of them are well known and have been much
discussed in the literature [4, 5, 8]. Such are the support for
concurrency, exception handling, timing, hierarchy, or
nondeterminism. In this paper, however, we are mainly
interested in the problem of system specification as it
appears from the prospect of the whole design process.
Thus, requirements like support for IP-based design,
separation of control and dataflow, or facilities for system
simulation and architecture exploration are of particular
interest. Our main focus is on how object-oriented

methodologies, and in particular UML, support such
requirements and how they can be used for the specification
and design of complex embedded systems. The discussion
is based on the experience gained from the modelling of a
large application in the telecommunications area, namely
the GSM Base Transceiver Station (BTS). This is a
representative example of a large reactive embedded system
and is therefore well suited to illustrate some design
problems and possible solutions. Another example, an
intelligent traffic lights controller, has been used for a set of
experiments concerning the architecture exploration
aspects.
In the following section we identify some of the main
problems to be discussed. Section 3 describes the basic
functionality of a GSM BTS, our main case study. Section
4 presents solutions to the problems identified in section 2,
in the particular context of UML. In section 5 we focus on
aspects related to architecture exploration. The last section
presents our conclusions.

2. Modelling of Real-Time Embedded Systems
Embedded systems, and in general all real-time (RT)
systems, have characteristics that make their design very
complex. They usually exhibit a reactive behaviour,
meaning that they respond in a well-defined manner to input
stimuli. Moreover, the response is time-constrained,
therefore it must occur within a more or less specific time
window. Safe critical embedded systems must be also
robust, showing correct behaviour even in unexpected
circumstances.
Concerning the specification and design of RT embedded
systems, several particular issues have been identified and
discussed in the literature [4, 5, 8]. Such are state-transition
oriented behaviour, inherent parallelism, timing aspects,
exception handling, environment dependency, and nonfunctional characteristics (performance, safety, reliability,
power consumption etc.).
As mentioned in the previous section, in this paper we
are interested in particular aspects of system specification,
which are related to the whole design process. Some of
these problems have been identified as result of our work
related to the modelling and design of RT systems in the
telecommunications area. They are briefly introduced here
and will be further discussed in the following sections:
• Data and control flow separation. The model should
be organized as a set of functional and control layers.
A functional layer performs operations on the incoming data, while a control layer coordinates clusters of
units situated in a lower layer. The amount of control
implemented in a certain layer should not exceed the
minimum needed in order to coordinate the operation
of the lower layers.
• Generic functional and control units. Many functional
or control blocks share certain basic characteristics,
differing just in some aspects. Identifying such generic

units and specifying them as superclasses is essential
in order to manage complexity during the modelling
process.
• Support for architecture exploration. Both the specification methodology and the related design environment should provide the support for exploration of
alternative implementation architectures.
• Timeliness verification. The model must be checked
not only for functional correctness, but also for temporal correctness. We therefore need mechanisms for
specification and checking of timing aspects.
• Multiple abstraction levels. The specification of a RT
system often consists of blocks which are described at
very different levels of abstraction. In the initial specification some blocks can be treated as black boxes and
be specified at a high level of abstraction, while other
blocks are specified in more detail. As result of subsequent design steps, some of the blocks are further
refined while other are left unchanged. Despite such an
unbalance in the abstraction level, a clear separation
between specification of interfaces and that of the
internal behaviour, allows the whole system to be kept
coherent and executable.
• Support for reuse. As mentioned earlier, the reuse of
predefined components (IP-based design) is of
extreme importance in managing the complexity of the
design process. Thus, specifications and models
should be built with a high-degree of reusability as an
essential goal. At the same time, the specification and
design methodology has to support the reuse of existing components.
In the following section we introduce a typical
telecommunication application of high complexity which in
the subsequent sections will be used in order to illustrate the
discussion. All the problems highlighted above will be
analysed, along with proposed solutions, in the context of
an OO design environment based on the UML.

3. The Base Transceiver Station (BTS)
The BTS is one of the devices in the canonical
architecture of the Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM), as defined by the GSM
standardisation group [7]. Figure 2 shows the place of the
BTS in the context of the GSM architecture. The radio
interface connects the BTS with the mobile stations (MS).
A terrestrial link, the Abis interface, connects the BTS with
the Base Station Controller (BSC). The BSC is further
connected with the Network Switching Subsystem (NSS).
The BTS comprises radio transmission and reception
devices, and also all the signal processing specific to the
radio interface. The radio interface is characterized by a
high bit error rate. To counter this, complex modulation/
demodulation algorithms are deployed in the BTS and
computation intensive channel encoding/decoding methods
are applied. Because of the large range of services GSM

base station
controller
(BSC)

MS

radio interface

BTS

network
switching subsystem (NSS)

Abis interface

Figure 2. The BTS in the context of the GSM architecture
offers, the number of these channel encoding/decoding
algorithms is also very large. The BTS also performs the so
called characterization of the radio interface, i.e. it measures
interference level and bit error rates, processes
measurements of received power, and reports the results to
the NSS. In order to adapt more users, a time division
multiple access (TDMA) scheme is used. This allows a BTS
to manage several communication channels multiplexed
both in time and frequency. The BTS allocates/deallocates
and changes the channel mode at the request of the NSS.
Signalling protocols between the BTS and the mobile
stations as well as between the BTS and the infrastructure
are used in order to make such a channel management
possible.

4. The BTS Model
In this section we first present the general structure of the
BTS model. Next, solutions to the problems identified in
section 2 are discussed. The underlying specification and
design strategy is based on an OO methodology. The
discussion here is in the particular context of the UML [5,
10]. General aspects concerning OO methodologies and the
basics of the UML have been much discussed in the
literature [8, 9, 10], and therefore are not mentioned in this
paper.

4.1. General Description of the Model Architecture
In Figure 3 we show the structure of the BTS model. Our
model has been organized on four layers. The bottom layer
consists of purely functional processing units (called
functional units — FU). The control tasks to be performed
by the BTS are distributed among the other three layers. The
responsibilities of the functional units are related to channel
encoding/decoding and to data interleaving/deinterleaving.
The encoding/decoding algorithms are the following:
• CRC encoding/decoding;

•

convolutional encoding/decoding in its various variants (punctured or not);
• tailing;
• fire codes (similar to CRC codes).
Subsequent interleaving/deinterleaving schemes are
applied in order to build radio-bursts from data-blocks and
to assemble data-blocks out of the incoming radio-bursts.
Functional units in the model are specialized for a certain
encoding/decoding or interleaving/deinterleaving task.
The first layer of control, above the functional layer,
consists of the baseband controllers (BC). Their
responsibility is to assure a correct sequence of operations
(performed by the FUs) for each channel mode. BCs are
specialized for the control of channels in a certain channel
mode. By channel mode we understand a set of properties
that characterize the channel. Such properties are:
• semantics of carried data (speech, data, signalling);
• gross data rate, which classifies channels in full and
half rate channels;
• nett data rate;
• whether the channel is dedicated to a particular user at
a moment in time or it is a broadcast (common) channel;
• whether the channel is a duplex one or not.
The next level of control consists of the transmitterreceivers (TRX). A TRX controls a set of BCs. It emits or
receives continuously, but on a single frequency at a given
moment. From the signalling point of view, each TRX
corresponds to a signalling link. A TRX manages traffic and
signalling for eight (due to the TDMA scheme) physical
channels.
The TRXs use the services of the LAPD (Link Access
Protocol for the “D” Channel) and LAPDm (Link Access
Protocol for the “Dm” Channel) protocol interpreters [6].
These modules receive from the TRX the signalling bursts/
blocks and are responsible for assembling the frames,
maintenance of the link, and notification of the TRX
regarding the received message. The two LAPD blocks
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Figure 3. Structure of the GSM BTS model
represent the third and highest layer of control.
The Radio Burst Generator (BuG) is the module that
models the radio subassembly of the BTS. It generates
bursts which are sent to the TRX. The BuG has to be aware
of the time division scheme, as demodulation is performed
differently for different channels.
The Abis Block Generator (BlG) has a similar role to the
Radio BuG. It generates blocks, simulating the time
division scheme deployed on the terrestrial link. These
blocks are then forwarded to the TRXs.
The BTS model has been specified and simulated with
the UML using the iLogix Rhapsody environment [12].

4.2. Deployment of Control
Functional units can be, in principle, reused over many
generations of a telecommunication application and often
they can be also included in different designs. Such different
designs and successive generations of the same design
usually differ in their control aspects (e.g. the protocols) but
not in the basic functions performed. The same philosophy
applies to control units, as well. Protocols are organized on
different layers and from one product to another only
particular layers are modified (upgraded) while other layers
are reused. Therefore, in order to support reusability of
functional and control units, a minimal amount of control
has to be deployed to any processing unit in the model. By
doing this, the potential of reusing the modelling units
increases significantly. Figure 4 shows the UML statechart
for one of the functional units which performs a part of the
channel encoding. The unit, a CRC encoder, is unaware of
evCRCEncCmd
idle

CRC

tm(procD)/itsController->evCmdCompl(result);

Figure 4. Statechart for CRC processing unit

the channel whose processing chain it belongs to. Thus, it
could be used as a building block for both speech encoding
and for fire codes, as well as for any other design in which
CRC encoding is performed. The unit has a very simple
interface: after a processing delay (procD) has elapsed from
the moment it receives a processing command
(evCRCEncCmd) from a controlling entity, it will notify the
controlling entity about completion of the processing and
offer the transformed data (evCmdCompleted(result)).
The same principle of minimum amount of control
deployment was adopted for the controlling units. A
baseband controller, for example, manages functional units
according to the mode of the channel it controls. At the
same time, it is completely unaware of the existence of the
other channels and it does not know anything about the
time-slots structure of the access scheme (a statechart of a
baseband controller is shown in Figure 8).
The TRX, on the other hand, is in charge of the eight
channels it manages. It is the only unit which has to be
aware of the timing scheme in order to identify a channel
correctly and to activate the right baseband controller (the
statechart of the TRX is depicted in Figure 9).

4.3. Separation of Control and Data Flows
Another aspect which improves the reusability of the
various elements of the model is the separation of data and
control flows. Object-oriented modelling particularly suits
this requirement. There are objects which model entities on
the data path, and objects which model controlling units.
Due to the inherent loose coupling between objects, the
separation of control and data flow is easy to achieve. This
aspect is well highlighted in Figure 3. Functional units are
operating on the data path, while no control functions are
embedded within them. On the other hand, baseband
controllers as well as TRXs do not perform any processing
on the data flow. They just coordinate lower level entities
(other controllers or functional units).
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Figure 5. Generic functional units
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4.4. Uniform Interfaces and Generic Units
Various types of low level control or processing units are
treated uniformly by the upper layers. This highly simplifies
the modelling process. Such an uniformity is achieved by
means of the inheritance relationship.
Figure 5 illustrates a class hierarchy for functional units.
Particular interleavers are derived from a generic interleaver
which again is a specialization of a generic functional unit.
For the upper, control layers, every functional unit appears
as this generic unit. A similar strategy also applies to control
units.
Figure 6 shows the class diagram of a generic downlink
baseband controller. The generic controller aggregates
generic functional units of the classes Interleaver (see also
Figure 5), ConvEnc, and ParityEnc. A specific BC
aggregates specialized FUs, depending on the particular
channel mode it controls. A data downlink controller, for
example, is an instantiation of the generic class
DownLkCtrl, and aggregates an instantiation of the class
DataConvEnc and of the class DataIntl (see also Figure 5).
The corresponding class diagram is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Specialization of a downlink controller
Modelling of such timing aspects comprises specification of
deadlines and execution delays.
Execution delays are modelled as time-triggered state
transitions (see Figure 4). The parameter which
characterizes the execution delay on a certain functional
unit is specified as an attribute of that unit. During
architecture exploration, this delay depends on the
particular processor to which the unit is assigned for
execution. This delay has to be estimated [11] and the
resulting value is assigned to the unit. The delay attribute is
specified in the superclass of all functional units (procD in
Figure 5).
The controlling units are in charge of coordinating the
functionality of lower lever units. They are not
characterized by a processing delay in the sense the
functional units are. However, the control units have to
active
deinterl
evBursts/deI->GEN(evDeICmd(params->bursts));
evDeICompl/conv->GEN(evConvCmd(params->block));

4.5. Timing Aspects

idle

Specification of timing aspects is mandatory in order to
verify timeliness and to perform architecture exploration.

convDec
evConvCompl
[else]
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Figure 6. Structure of a downlink controller

watchdog

tm(deadline)
[else]

errCRC

Figure 8. Statechart of a baseband controller

monitor whether certain predefined time intervals have
passed and to take certain decision if a deadline has been
reached. Deadline is modelled by introducing an additional
state, which is entered after a certain time interval has
elapsed. In Figure 8 we illustrate this mechanism for a
baseband controller. If the execution delay of the processing
chain exceeds the predefined value of deadline, the
watchdog state is entered. The TRX interprets this as an
exceptional situation.

4.6. Concurrency Issues
Usually, telecommunication devices, and the BTS makes
no exception, perform a set of well specified operations on
multiple data flows. Identification of this parallelism is
important in the analysis phase because it significantly
influences the object structure of the model. In the UML,
parallelism can be expressed in two ways. First, all the
objects are considered to be parallel entities.
Synchronization is easily achieved by means of message
exchanges. Second, an entity which has been modelled as a
single object can exhibit itself a concurrent behaviour. In
this case the statechart corresponding to the object is
specified as a set of orthogonal (concurrent) components.
Such a case is shown in Figure 9, where the statechart of a
TRX is depicted. The TRX has to handle both uplink and
downlink traffic, as well as signalling information
addressed to it. Those activities are independent to each
other and can be performed concurrently.

4.7. Multiple Abstraction Levels
Our main focus was set on the specification and design
of the digital components of the BTS. However, in order to
perform simulation and architecture exploration, the whole
functionality of the BTS had to be modelled. Thus, the radio
subassembly was simply modelled as a radio burst
generator, at a very high abstraction level. The strong
encapsulation, typical to the object-oriented approach,
allows for an uniform treatment of entities specified at
different abstraction levels. They permit us to concentrate
on the refinement of that part of the model we are mainly
interested in.
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controller

event queue
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controller in
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Figure 10. Intelligent traffic lights controller

5. Architecture Exploration
In order to complete our goal in exploring the way UML
suits the real-time systems design cycle, we imagined a
simpler case study, which allows to easily demonstrate how
architecture exploration can be performed. The example we
have chosen is an intelligent, adaptive traffic lights
controller (see Figure 10).
The controller was designed for a typical two road
crossing (one main road, crossed by a secondary road),
including pedestrian sideways. It is connected with the
controllers in the previous and next crossing on the main
road. Beyond the crossing, on the main road, there is a
departure sensor, used for detecting if a car left the current
crossing, heading to the next crossing on the main road.
This is needed in order to perform statistical analysis on the
time needed for a car to get from one crossing to another.
According to the statistical data, the intelligent subsystem
will adjust the synchronization and traffic lights timing in
order to have an optimal “green wave” on the main road,
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Figure 11. Deployment diagram

corresponding to the fastest communication link in the
module library.
The experimental results are presented in Table 1. We
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Table 1. Simulation results
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which adapts to the current traffic condition.
In Figure 10, the shaded blocks represent the core of the
traffic lights controller. We considered that the controller is
physically mapped on a microcontroller, and the intelligent
subsystem (which performs statistical analysis and adjusts
the timing accordingly) is mapped on a processor. This
mapping is illustrated by the UML deployment diagram in
Figure 11.
A high-level object model diagram of the intelligent
traffic lights controller is presented in Figure 12. The model
was conceived in a way which allows code generation and
simulation with or without the intelligent subsystem.
We assumed that the average waiting time for a car is the
performance parameter of interest. Thus, we explored how
different processors and communication lines affect this
performance parameter. The processing efficiency (PE) is a
parameter of the processor which runs the intelligent
subsystem, and the communication efficiency (CE) reflects
the performance of the communication lines connecting our
controller to the two controllers in the adjacent crossings.
We define PE and CE as follows:

v min
PE = --------v
δ min
CE = --------δ
where v is the execution time for the intelligent
subsystem on the currently considered processor, δ is the
communication delay for an instance of data transfer on the
currently considered infrastructure for the communication
lines, vmin is the value of v corresponding to the fastest
processor in the module library, and δmin is the value of δ

No

11.56

11.56

11.56

11.56

Yes

1.66

5.82

9.09

11.31

run the same scenario (i.e., input vectors), first for the traffic
lights controller without the intelligent subsystem, and
second for the traffic lights controller with intelligent
subsystem, departure sensor and communication lines. For
the case without an intelligent subsystem, the controller
works by granting access to the tracks according to a round
robin strategy. For both settings we explored several values
for PE and CE. As it can be seen from Table 1, the
intelligent subsystem produces a significant increase in
performance. The quality of the system is degraded for
lower performances of the processor and/or communication
line.

6. Conclusions
We discussed several issues concerning the modelling of
complex embedded real-time applications using an OO
methodology with the UML.
We have concentrated on particular issues which are
characteristic to the modelling of large telecommunication
applications. Using the particular example of a GSM BTS
we showed how the UML based methodology allows the
proper layering of a model, the separation of control and
data flows, as well as the definition and combination of
generic units. The main objective is to facilitate complexity
management during the modelling phase. At the same time,
reusability (IP-based design) and architecture exploration
are supported.
Using a smaller example, which allows for a more
detailed discussion, we also presented an example of
architecture exploration and gave some experimental
results.
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Abstract
Within the real-time community a great deal of research
has been, and is being, conducted on scheduling. There exist a diversity of different scheduling algorithms as well as
constraints that should be satisfied by a feasible schedule.
What is not commonly discussed though is how the constraints relate to the requirements on the actual real-time
system. In fact, many constraints are mere artifacts that
cannot be traced to the system design. This often results in
an over-constrained and infeasible scheduling problem. To
avoid this we are conducting a survey on industrial realtime system requirements. The aim is to give a better understanding of how to derive adequate constraints. Furthermore, we believe that by considering constraints imposed
by industrial requirements such as product cost or hardware
limitations, the time complexity of schedule generation can
be greatly reduced. In this paper we present some early
results from our survey. This includes a description of realtime system requirements and how they relate to commonly
used real-time constraints.
Keywords: real-time constraints, real-time scheduling,
system design, constraint programming, complexity reduction

1 Introduction
Scheduling in distributed real-time systems involves assigning n tasks to m processors such that all constraints on
the tasks are satisfied. A common instance of the problem is
to find the optimal schedule according to some objective. In
real-time literature, several scheduling algorithms that deal
with specific real-time constraints (periods, release times
etc.) have been proposed. However, in most cases there
is no clear connection between the theoretical scheduling
problem and the practical design of the real-time system
being scheduled. This makes it difficult to verify the correctness of the constraints with respect to the requirements

in the system design. Are the scheduling constraints due to
limitations in hardware, cost or system behavior? Or are
they more or less intelligent guesses? Previous research
[1, 2] have argued that the latter often is the case. Adding
constraints manually is an iterative process because the ad
hoc assignment often leads to an over-constrained and infeasible system. Apparently, the reason for fabricating constraints is the lack of expressive power in current tools and
the lack of scheduling tools that handle complex constraints.
The facility to consider factors such as cost and hardware
performance is also lacking in most proposed scheduling
algorithms. However, for industrial real-time system developers, these factors are extremely important in order to provide cost-effective solutions. In particular since the trend in
real-time system development is moving towards open systems [3], that is, the system designer is restricted to use
the hardware components available on the market. Designing real-time systems with these prerequisites also affects
the definition of an optimal schedule. The optimality of a
schedule might not only concern the behavior of the tasks
but also the cost of the resulting hardware configuration.
In an attempt to aid industry in this design process, we
have begun work that attempts to identify requirements like
cost and hardware limitations, as well as behavioral aspects
of industrial real-time systems. This paper reports some results from this work and also demonstrates how these requirements can be translated into constraints. Apart from
increasing the expressive power we also believe that, by
introducing additional constraints, the scheduling search
space will be reduced without making the system overconstrained. In particular, we are interested in investigating
how this hypothesis can aid in reducing the search complexity for optimal schedule generation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes some common real-time system requirements.
Section 3 lists some real-time constraints typically found in
literature. Section 4 presents our allocation and scheduling

approach. In Section 5 related work is discussed and Section 6 outlines our future work.

2 Identification of requirements
When trying to identify the requirements on a realtime system from an industrial perspective it is necessary
to work in close relation to industry. We are therefore
performing our investigation in cooperation with Mecel
AB in Göteborg, Sweden. Mecel AB develops tools and
distributed real-time systems for the automotive industry.
However, as an initial attempt we have limited the survey to
requirements and constraint constructs found in literature.
So far, we have found that the requirements can be divided
into three groups which are further described below.

2.1 Behavioral requirements
A model of a real-time system includes tasks, that determine the behavior of the system, and resources, that are
used by tasks. The behavior of the system imposes restrictions on its implementation which affects the scheduling
constraints. Typical behavioral requirements could be task
execution order or task allocation.

2.2 Temporal requirements
Most development tools for real-time systems focus on
modeling the system behavior but lack the expressive power
to handle temporal requirements [4]. This is a serious disadvantage since real-time systems have a temporal behavior
as well as an operational. The temporal behavior depends
on the environment that the system interacts with. That is
why the requirements rarely are stated for each task individually but rather on chains of tasks constituting a specific
function. For instance, a function like cruise control might
have a required update rate which is set independent of the
number of tasks that are part of the function. Most scheduling constraints stem from temporal requirements.

derive the constraints often leads to an over-constrained and
infeasible system. In our approach we try to keep the constraints as close as possible to the original requirements.
Below we discuss how a number of constraints, that frequently appear in real-time literature, relates to typical system requirements.

3.1

Task model

We use the following variables to denote task properties
for a task i.

S
E
R
D
P
B

i

actual start time

i

worst-case execution time

i

release time, i.e., the earliest allowed start time

i

deadline, i.e., the latest allowed finish time

i

period, i.e., the rate that the task is executed with

i

N

i

blocking time, i.e., the time the task is spent preempted
by other tasks
execution node, i.e., the processor the task is scheduled
to execute on

Also, c is used to denote an arbitrary constant where applicable.

3.2

Preemption

Apart from the derivation of constraints, it has to be
decided whether or not tasks are allowed to preempt each
other. By allowing preemption it might be possible to find
schedules for designs that are otherwise infeasible. Let n
denote the number of tasks. Then the time a task i is blocked
due to preemption is defined as:

B

i

2.3 Cost requirements
Apart from mere system requirements, it is in the interest
of industry that development of real-time systems is made
cost-effective. That is why development using off-the-shelf
hardware components has become an interesting alternative. Instead of making hardware for the software, the software has to be made for the hardware. This puts additional
strain on the system design since the flexibility is decreased.
Even though less flexibility is likely to reduce scheduling
complexity, additional hardware constraints have been introduced.

3 Derivation of constraints
In the introduction it was stated that most real-time system constraints are artifacts. The reason for this is the inability of current tools to translate system requirements into
system constraints in an adequate way. In the translation
the requirements are usually divided into a number of simple constraints. Unfortunately, the ad hoc methods used to
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Context switching or task invocation time is usually assumed to be small enough to be neglected or included in the
task’s worst-case execution time. However, there might be
some real-world problems where this approximation is not
desirable. For example, in preemptive scheduling where it
is not known beforehand how many times a task will be preempted. Most likely, the context switch occurring at a preemption will be significant since the state of the preempted
task must be stored away or retrieved. The context switch
time c can easily be incorporated into our previous equation
as:
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3.3 Absolute timing constraints
Absolute timing constraints are direct restrictions on the
temporal behavior of a task.
Execution times express the worst-case execution times
of the tasks. They depend on the hardware the task is scheduled to execute on. This is of importance in a distributed
system where the execution time for a task may differ between the nodes. Let Ei;N be the execution time of task i
on node N . Then this constraint is defined as:

E

i

=

E

i;N

:

fN = N g
i

Deadlines correspond to the responsiveness required by
the system. Usually, there only exists an explicit deadline
for a chain of tasks (end-to-end deadline) and not for each
individual task. A common approach is to split the end-toend deadline into shorter deadlines which are assigned to
each task [5]. This operation may put an unnecessary strain
on the task set. To avoid this, we assign the end-to-end
deadline as the deadline for all tasks in the chain. Let D be
the end-to-end deadline. Let TD be all tasks restricted by
D. Then the deadline constraint is defined as:

8i 2 T jD
D

=

i

D

To ensure that no deadlines are missed, the following constraint is needed:
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Release times are mostly connected to periodic processes
where they restrict the start time of task invocations. This is
explained further below. Many scheduling algorithms impose release times on the tasks as a way to obtain mutual
exclusion between tasks that access the same resource. The
drawback of this technique is the same as for the deadline
assignment mentioned previously, namely the risk of overconstraining the task set. To ensure that a task is not started
before its release time, the following constraint is needed:

S R

i

Periods express how often a task should be executed.
This is linked to how accurate the system needs to be for
interaction with its environment. Periods may restrict the
deadlines since the deadline of a task often is less than its
period (Di  Pi ). Even if that is not true (Di > Pi ), the
k:th invocation of a task must be completed before invocation k + 1. A way to handle scheduling of periodic tasks
is to find the least common multiple of all periods and then

i

i

k , 1)  D : fk > 0; D > P g
i

i

i

Separation constraints [1] express an interval of values
that the period of a task should belong to. In contrast to
deadlines, periods might be limited by a maximum and/or
minimum period value which ensures that the required functionality is obtained. Let l and u be the minimum and maximum value respectively. Then this constraint is defined as:

lP u
i

3.4

Relative timing constraints

Relative timing constraints are also known as local constraints. That is, they express how two tasks relate to each
other. Some common constructs are explained below. Other
constructs are possible [6, 7] and can be expressed in a similar manner.
Precedence constraints deal with the order the tasks
should be executed in. Such constraints are often derived
from the system design because the behavior of a system is
modeled as sequences of operations. If task i should precede task j the constraint is defined as:

i

This assumes that the precedence relations have been
modeled as described later in this paper.

i

schedule each invocation as an individual task. The different scenarios impose the following constraints:
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Distance constraints are a stronger variant of precedence
constraints. In addition to constraining their order of execution, they also express the minimum distance in time between two tasks i and j . A reason for this could be limitations in the processing speed of the environment that the
tasks interact with. It could also be derived from delays in
the communication hardware between two communicating
tasks. If the distance is c, the constraint is defined as:
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Freshness constraints [1] are the opposite of distance
constraints. They express the maximum distance in time
between two (consecutive) tasks i and j . This is used to express that a task uses some result produced by another task.
If the tasks are too far apart in time, the result have become
inaccurate when it is about to be used. This constraint is
typically found in database applications. If the freshness is
c, the constraint is defined as:
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Correlation constraints [1] are related to freshness constraints in that they describe the maximum difference between the finish times of two (concurrent) tasks i and j .
This appears when a third task uses the results from the two
tasks and a too large a time-skew between the parameters
makes the task’s computation faulty. If the correlation is c,
the constraint is defined as:
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Harmonicity constraints [1] relate the periods of two
communicating tasks. It is desired that the period of the
consumer task i is exactly divisible by the period of the
producer task j . If this is the case it is much easier for the
consumer to keep track of the received messages since they
always will arrive with the same interval. This constraint is
defined as:

P

i
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3.5 Resources
To be able to perform their operations, the tasks may
require to use specific hardware components. The performance or functionality of the available components is limited by how expensive the hardware is allowed to be.
Locality constraints concern the allocation of tasks to different nodes. A task might require a specific unit for its
execution that is not present on all nodes. We express this
by simply removing impossible nodes from the task’s node
set. This is a hard-coded constraint. Let N be an impossible
node. This is then defined as:

N 6= N
i

It could also be the case that communicating tasks (i and
A reason for this
could be that the operating system requires that all tasks
within a process are located on the same node. Another
reason could be to lower the cost for the communication
network. This is known as a clustering constraint. The constraint is defined as:

j ) should be located on the same node.

N

i

=

N

j

Locality constrains are often implementation recommendations made by the designer, and less frequently given in
the specification.
Communication between tasks requires a communication media. The time to send a message depends on performance offered by the communication channel. Messages
sent between tasks must themselves be scheduled on the
communication network which affects the scheduling of the
tasks. Message scheduling is non-preemptive. There exist
predefined constraint constructs for this kind of scheduling,
e.g., the serialized constraint [8].

Devices are resources other than processors used by the
tasks during execution. It might be the case that only a limited number of tasks can access a device at the same time,
e.g., shared memory or bus communication. This means ensuring that the amount of the resource used, by concurrent
tasks, never at any point in time is exceeding a given limit.
This can be expressed using the cumulative constraint [8].

3.6

ORing

ORing constraints [6] are not that common but can be
used to express alternative operations. For instance, to explicitly state that a task i must not preempt another task j
(an EXCLUDES relation) means than task i must execute
before or after task j . Any types of constraints can be ORed.
For c constraints this is simply defined as:

constraint1 _ constraint2 _ ::: _ constraint

c

4 Allocation and scheduling
Most published real-time scheduling algorithms are
“hard-coded” with respect to the constraints, task properties and resources they can handle. Even-though a specific
method in most cases outperforms a generic, the former
soon becomes quite complex and it becomes difficult to include new features. That is why we have chosen the constraint programming approach.
The tool we have selected for our experiments is SICStus Prolog [8] and its associated constraint solver for finite domains [9]. The identified real-time system requirements can be expressed using primitive (low-level) constraints which are combined to express more complex (highlevel) constraints. The advantage of this generality is that it
is easy to introduce new high-level constraints as long as
they can be composed by a combination of low-level constraints. The translation of the constraints into code is pretty
straightforward. An interesting feature is the possibility to
guide the search for feasible schedules by varying the search
parameters. By using ”correct” parameters the search time
can be significantly reduced. We hope that it will be possible to automatically detect which heuristic that is best suited
for a specific problem instance.

5 Related work
A great motivation for this paper was the analysis of the
origins of timing constraints presented by Ramamritham in
[2]. The gap between the system design process and the
implementation has been discussed in [10]. We continue
this work by proposing guidelines for the derivation of constraints from system requirements. In [1], a technique to
automatically generate periods and deadlines for each task
from end-to-end deadlines, is proposed. A similar technique to generate intervals instead of single numbers for the
start times has been presented in [7]. Both techniques are
based on constraint solving using Fourier-Motzkin variable
elimination. The ideas and techniques for constraint solving

are already contained in the concept of constraint programming systems.
The use of constraint programming for scheduling has
been investigated in the areas of operations research and
artificial intelligence. However, the scheduling aspects in
these areas are somewhat different from the ones concerning real-time systems. For instance, the optimization objective is different as well as the constraints to be considered.
So far, we have only found one paper that addresses the use
of constraint programming for scheduling of real-time systems [11]. However, this work only addresses the problem
of finding a feasible schedule, while we are more interested
in finding the optimal and most cost-effective schedule.

6 Future work
As previously mentioned, we are currently working together with the industry on a survey on real-time system
requirements. A remaining issue of importance is the definition of an optimal schedule. To this end, we plan to implement a scheduling framework in SICStus Prolog which will
incorporate the described real-time constraints, including a
new notion of optimality. At a later stage we will investigate how the constraints and search heuristics can be used to
reduce the complexity of the scheduling process. Previous
work have shown that this is a viable approach [12, 13].
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laws [1], e.g. process control and automotive
systems. In this paper, we shall adopt hybrid
automata as a basic model for such systems.
A hybrid automaton is a nite automaton extended with di erential equations assigned to
control nodes, describing the physical laws.
Timed automata [2] can be seen as special
class of hybrid automata with the equation
x_ = 1 for all clocks x. We shall present an operational semantics for hybrid automata with
dense time and its discrete version for a given
time granularity. The discrete semantics of
a hybrid system shall be considered as an approximation of the continuous behavior of the
system, corresponding to sampling in control
theory.

In this paper, we present a real time animator
for dynamical systems that can be modeled
as hybrid automata i.e. standard nite automata extended with di erential equations.
We describe its semantic foundation and its
implementation in Java and C using CVODE,
a software package for solving ordinary di erential equations. We show how the animator
is interfaced with the Uppaal tool to demonstrate the real time behavior of dynamical systems under the control of discrete components
described as timed automata.

1

g

Introduction

We have developed a real time animator
for hybrid systems based on the discrete semantics. It can be used to simulate the dynamical behavior of a hybrid system in a
real time manner. The animator implements
the discrete semantics for a given automaton and sampling period, using the di erential equation solver CVODE. Currently the
engine of the animator has been implemented
in Java and C using CVODE. We are aiming
at a graphical user interface for editing and
showing moving graphical objects and plotting curves. The graphical objects act on the
screen according to physical laws described
as di erential equations and synchronize with
controllers described as timed automata in
Uppaal.

is a software tool for modeling, simulation and veri cation of real time systems
that can be described as timed automata. In
recent years, it has been applied in a number
of case studies [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], which demonstrates the potential application areas of the
tool. It suites best the class of systems that
contain only discrete components with real
time clocks. But it can not handle hybrid
systems, which has been a serious restriction
on many industrial applications. This work is
to extend the Uppaal tool with features for
modeling and simulation of hybrid systems.
A hybrid system is a dynamical system that
may contain both discrete and continuous
components whose behavior follows physical
Uppaal

1

A hybrid automaton over X , X_ , G , Act and
is a tuple hL; E; I; T; L0 ; X0 i where

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In the next section we describe the notion of
hybrid automata, the syntax and operational
semantics. Section 3 is devoted to implementation details of the animator. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

 L is a nite set of names standing for
control nodes.

 E is the equation
assignment function:
E : L ! 2X_ .
 I is the invariant assignment function: I :
L ! G which for each node l, assigns an

Hybrid Systems

A hybrid automaton is a nite automata extended with di erential equations describing
the dynamical behavior of the physical components.

invariant condition I (l).

 T is the transition relation: T  L  (G
Act ; )  L. We denote (l; g; ; ; l ) by
l g; !
l.
 l0 2 L is the initial node.
 X0 is the initial variable assignment.
0

0

2.1

Syntax

Let X be a set of real-valued variables X
ranged over by x; y; z etc including a time
variable t.
We use x_ to denote the derivative (rate) of
x with respects to the time variable t. Note
that in general x_ may be a function over X ;
but t_ = 1. We use X_ to stand for the set of
di erential equations in the form x_ = f (X )
where f is a function over X .
Assume a set of predicates over the values
of X ; for example, 2x + 1  10 is such a predicate. We use G ranged over by g; h etc to
denote the set of boolean combinations of the
predicates, called guards.
To manipulate variables, we use concurrent assignments in the form: x1 :=
f1 (X ) : : : xn := fn (X ) which takes the current values of the variables X as parameters
for fi and updates all xi 's with fi(X )'s simultaneously. We use to stand for the set of
concurrent assignments.
We shall study networks of hybrid automata in which component automata synchronize with each other via complementary
actions. Let A be a set of action names. We
use Act = f a? j 2 A g[f a! j 2 A g[f  g
to denote the set of actions that processes can
perform to synchronize with each other, where
 is a distinct symbol representing internal actions.

To study networks of automata, we introduce a CCS-like parallel composition operator. Assume that A1 ; :::; An are automata.
We use A to denote their parallel composition. The intuitive meaning of A is similar
to the CCS parallel composition of A1 ; :::; An
with all actions being restricted, that is, A =
(A1 j:::jAn )nAct. Thus only synchronization
between the components Ai is possible. We
call A a network of automata. We simply view
A as a vector and use Ai to denote its ith component.
In gure 1 we give a simple example hybrid automaton which describes a
bouncing ball and a touch sensitive oor. The
left automaton de nes three variables, x, the
horizontal distance from the starting point,
the height y and the speed upwards u. Initially the x-speed is 1, the ball is at 20 m
height and the gravitational constant is 9:8.
The variables will change according to their
equations until the transition becomes enabled when y <= 0. The middle automaton
is a model of a sensor that will issue a signal
when the ball hits the oor. The right automaton is on the Uppaal side. It synchronizes with the sensor signal and resets a clock

Example

2

The semantics of a network of automata A
z . If the intervals between signals are longer
than 5 time units it will return to the initial is given in terms of a labelled transition syslocation, but the rst interval that is shorter tem with the set of states being the con guwill lead to the location low bounces.
rations. The transition relation is de ned by
the following three rules:
init
x=0
y=20
u=0

 (l; )

z>5
bounce?
z:=0

y<=0
bounce!

; (l[li=li];
0

gi () for some

i [ ]) if li
li , gi , i .

! li and
i

0

 (l; ) ; (l[li=li ; lj =lj ]; ( j [ i)[]) if
?
! l , l g a!
li g a!
lj , gi (), gj (), and
i j
i=
6 j , for some li ; lj , gi , gj , , i, j .
 (l; ) ; (l;  + ) if I (l)() and I (l)( +
0

y<=0
u:=-0.8*u
.
x=1
.
y=
. u
u=-9.8

gi

i

bounce?
z<=5

i

0

j

0

j

0

).

low_bounces

Figure 1: Bouncing ball with touch sensitive where I (l) = Vi I (li ).
oor and control program.
2.3

2.2

The operational semantics above de nes how
an automaton will behave at every real-valued
time point with arbitrarily ne precision. In
fact, it describes all the possible runnings of
a hybrid automata, that are the sequences of
alternating transitions between delays and actions in the form:


1
(l1 ; 1 )
;
(l1 ; 1 + 1 );
s0 ;0 (l0 ; 0 + 0 );
 (l ;  +  );

(l2 ; 2 ) : : : (li ; i );
i i
i (li+1 ; i+1 )
In practice, the \sampling" technique is often used to analyze a system. Instead of examining the system at every time point, only
certain typical time points are chosen to capture or approximate the full system behavior. Based on this idea, we shall adopt a
time{step semantics called Æ{semantics relativized by the granularity Æ, which describes
how a hybrid system shall behave in every Æ
time units. In practical applications, the time
granularity Æ is chosen according to the nature of the di erential equations involved. In
a manner similar to sampling of measured signals the sampling interval should be short for
rapidly changing functions. To achieve ner
precision, we can choose a smaller granularity.
We identify the Æ{transitions as follows:

Semantics

To develop a formal semantics for hybrid automata we shall use variable assignments. A
variable assignment is a mapping which maps
variables X to the reals. For a variable assignment  and a delay d (a positive real),  + d
denotes the variable assignment such that
( + d)(x) = (x) +

Z



i

xdt
_

For a concurrent assignment , we use []
to denote the variable assignment  with
 (x) = V ale whenever (x := e) 2 and
 (x ) = (x ) otherwise, where V ale denotes the value of e in . Given a guard g 2 G
and a variable assignment , g() is a boolean
value describing whether g is satis ed by  or
not.
A node vector l of a network A is a vector of nodes where li is a location of Ai . We
write l[li =li ] to denote the vector where the
ith element li of l is replaced by li .
A state of a network A is a con guration
(l; ) where l is a node vector of A and  is a
variable assignment.
0

0

0

0

Tick semantics

0

0

0

 (l; )7!Æ (l;  + Æ) if (l; );Æ (l;  + Æ) and
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 (l; )7!(l ;  ) if (l; );(l ;  )

choice of implementation is motivated by the
desire to model-check the rest of the Uppaal
The \sampled" runnings of a hybrid au- processes as a closed system. Figure 2 shows
tomaton will be in the form:
Æ

Æ
 the association of animator objects with Up(l0 ; 0 + Æ)7!
(l1 ; 1 )7!
(l1 ; 1 + Æ)7!
(l0 ; 0 )7!
paal automata.
Æ

(l2 ; 2 ) : : : (li ; i )7!
(li ; i + Æ)7!
(li+1 ; i+1 )
plug-in
In the following section, we shall present a
real time animator based on the Æ-semantics.
For a given hybrid automaton, the animasimulator
tor works as an interpretor computing the Ætransitions step by step but in real time, using
CVODE, a di erential equations solver.
0

3

0

0

0

uppaal

Implementation

controller model

Our goal is to extend the Uppaal tool to deal
with hybrid systems. The Uppaal GUI is
written in Java and the di erential equation
solver that we have adopted, CVODE, is written in C. This gives the natural architecture of
the animator: the animator itself with the objects is written in Java and the engine of the
animator in C, connected through the Java
native interface (JNI). The two main layers of
the implementation are the animation system
and the CVODE layers.
3.1

uppaal
environment model

Figure 2: Association between animator objects and Uppaal automata.

3.2

The CVODE Layer

At the heart of the animator we have used
the CVODE [9] solver for ordinary di erential
equations (ODE's). This is a freely available
ODE solver written in C, but based on two
older solvers in Fortran.
The mathematical formulation of an initial
value ODE problem is

The Animation System Layer

The system to be modeled is de ned as a collection of objects. Each object is described
by a hybrid automaton with its corresponding
variables. Every state of the hybrid automaton has a set of equations and transitions.
The equations, conditions (guards) and assignments are given as logical/arithmetic expressions with ordinary mathematical functions such as sine, cosine : : : , and also user
de ned functions.
The evaluation of the object equations, conditions and assignments is written in C. Each
animator object, i.e. a hybrid process, is associated with one Uppaal process that is an
abstraction of the hybrid part and a bridge
to Uppaal. The abstraction is modeled as
a stub process that performs the same synchronizations as the hybrid counterpart. This

x_ = f (t; x); x(t0 ) = x0 ; x 2 RN : (1)
Note that the derivative is only rst order.
Problems containing higher order di erential
equations can be transformed to a system of
rst order. When using CVODE one gets a
numerical solution to (1) as discrete values xn
at time points tn .
CVODE provides several di erent methods
for solving ODE's, suitable for di erent types
of problem. But since we aim at general usage of the animator engine we cannot assume
any certain properties of the system to solve.
Therefore we only use the full dense solver and
assume that the system is well behaved (nonsti in numerical analysis terminology). This
will give neither the most memory eÆcient nor
the best solution, but the most general.
4

We use one CVODE solver for the whole
system. This is set up and started with new
initial values at the beginning of each delay
transition. The calculations are performed
stepwise, one \tick" (Æ{transition) at a time.
After each tick all the conditions of the current state are checked, if any is evaluated to
true one must be taken, continuing in the
same state is not possible. If an assignment
on the transition changes a variable the solver
must be reinitialized before the calculations
can continue.
It is worth pointing out that the tick length
Æ is independent of the internal step size used
by the ODE solver, the solver will automatically choose an appropriate step size according to the function calculated and acceptable
local error of the computation. From the
solvers point of view the tick intervals can be
seen as observation or sampling points.
After each tick the system variables are returned to the Java side of the animator where
they are used either to update a graph or as
an input to move graphical objects.
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Figure 3: Bouncing ball on touch sensitive
oor that continues until bounces are shorter
than 1 second
at a graphical user interface for editing and
showing moving graphical objects and plotting curves. The graphical objects act on the
screen according to the di erential equations
and synchronize with controllers described as
timed automata in Uppaal.
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Abstract -- A framework for real-time traffic over a wireless
channel is proposed in this paper. The deadline dependent
coding (DDC) scheme makes use of modern tools from the
information theory. A combination of hybrid ARQ and soft
decision decoding is used to maximise the probability of
delivering information before a deadline. The strategy of DDC
is to combine different coding and decoding methods with
ARQ in order to fulfil the application requirements. These
requirements are formulated as two QoS parameters: deadline
(tDL) and probability for delivery before this deadline (Pd).
The application can negotiate these parameters with the DDC
protocol, thus creating a flexible scheme. It is still possible to
make probabilistic guarantees on the communication
mechanism.
Index Terms -- real-time, communication

I. INTRODUCTION
There is a tremendous development in the wireless
communication field. New technologies and products reach
the market at increasing rate. Some parts of this evolution
look very promising for industrial applications.
Cabling always caused the industry problems in terms of
costs and feasibility in general. Some applications even
demand a wireless access in order to function.
There have been some implementations of wireless
communication systems for industrial use. The problem of
guaranteeing real-time delivery has been solved in quite an
ad hoc manner. The consequence is that it is hard or
impossible to make any judgement of the security aspects.
In this paper we will describe a framework of working with
such unsecure transfer mechanisms as radio channels.
A real-time communication channel is characterised by the
fact that it is equally important to deliver in time, as it is to
deliver the correct data. In literature the real-time field often
mentions two classes of real-time systems; hard and soft
real-time systems. A hard real-time system is a system
where you cannot tolerate any late delivery of a result. In a
soft system on the other hand you can tolerate a late
delivery but with a degraded value to the system.
The uncertainty concerning security in wireless
transmission has prevented it from being used in hard realtime systems.
If we have control over the communication channel
security, wireless communication can replace cables in a
vast number of applications. A class of industrial

applications is measurement and control on rotating parts.
Here it is obvious why wireless communication is
necessary.
Another application is communication to and from different
kind of vehicles in factory automation situations. In control
systems in general, cabling is something we would like to
replace.
In all these cases it is not clear if it is a hard – or a soft realtime system. In general we would like to turn away from
the notion of hard and soft real-time systems as if there only
exist these two classes. In our framework we introduce a
probabilistic view of the communication mechanism. This
means it is no longer meaningful to talk about hard or soft
real-time systems. We rather talk about deadline for
delivery and the probability to succeed in delivering before
this deadline. We therefore introduce two parameters:
deadline (tDL) and probability for delivery (Pd). These two
parameters can be used for setting bounds on the
communication system, or stating requirements.
The values of these parameters can be derived by means of
classical safety analysis methods. In the process of making
requirement analysis of the system tDL and Pd is one result.
If this shall be a powerful tool in designing real-time
systems including wireless communication links, there must
be mechanism in the protocol for guaranteeing the
parameters.
If the two parameters are viewed as quality of service
parameters (QoS) of a communication mechanism it means
that a protocol layer can negotiate the parameters with an
underlying layer. If we give the protocol these properties
the communication system can guarantee the delivery based
on the parameters or reject the transmission request. If the
request is rejected the application have a possibility through
an exemption.
What we strive for is to maximise the probability that the
communication system will be able to accept the
transmission request. Aspects that must be considered is not
only static and dynamic channel properties like throughput
and error rate, but also multi-user interference.
In communication systems one can use several means for
increasing the probability of success. Different diversities
are such means. Time diversity is one and frequency
diversity is another. Both these tools are used in our
approach to guarantee tDL and Pd.
The main idea is that the tDL and Pd parameters are mapped
onto a retransmission protocol. The retransmission protocol

plays the role of maximising the success rate and still being
able to reject requests that cannot be handled.
The protocol performs a series of transmissions with
different amount of redundant information, thus the closer
to the deadline the more information the receiver will have
in the decoding process. We denote this series of
transmissions a transmission suite.
In a multi-user radio system it is important to keep the
interference, from all acting nodes, down. This is one of the
reasons for trying to get the information across with as little
redundant information as possible, thus the lower amount of
redundant bits in the beginning of the transmission suite.
Closer to deadline it is more important to get the
information across than not interfering with others; so more
redundant information is needed.
In section II the background and the main ideas behind the
DDC scheme are described. A previous work by the authors
[1] evaluating a DDC scheme based on hard decision
decoding is discussed.
In this work a decoder based on a soft decision mechanism
will be evaluated. Different decoding techniques and
algorithms using soft decision decoding are examined in
section III. The application of these algorithms to the DDC
scheme is discussed.

II. BACKGROUND
A node communicating in real-time must not only remit the
correct information, but also deliver it within a certain limit
of time, the deadline. As a missed deadline can have
disastrous consequences, a real-time system must leave
some sort of performance guarantee, a quality of service.
When a hard real-time system is designed it is often
assumed that the deadline must be met with unity
probability. This is a situation that cannot be achieved with
any physical system. As the consequences for missing a
deadline is disastrous in a hard real-time system we want to
quantify the probability for this event.
The application designer states the probability as a
requirement. The communication mechanism then
transforms this request into actions in the protocol, using
models of the communication channel and different
communication methods.
We base our system on the Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) method, the Deadline Dependent Coding (DDC)
scheme, and linear block codes as explained below.

usually with a Rayleigh distribution. By spreading the
messages to be sent, by means of orthogonal codes, they
use a wider frequency spectrum, thus reducing the fading
damages on a particular frequency band. CDMA also gives
instant access to the media, an important issue in a real-time
system, where time is a valuable resource. Less
administration is required when a new user is added as
opposed to TDMA for example. Naturally here is a limit to
the number of simultaneous users in a CDMA system, but it
still degenerates gracefully.

B. Deadline Dependent Coding
In [1] the Deadline Dependent Coding (DDC) scheme was
used. This coding scheme strives to meet the demands on
deadline (tDL) and probability of a correct delivery before
the deadline (Pd), and at the same time keeping the activity
factor of the network as low as possible. This is realised by
using hybrid ARQ [2], which means that both an error
correcting code and a retransmission scheme is used as
opposed to just an error detecting code and retransmissions.
The message to be transmitted is coded differently
depending on the deadline and the requested delivery
probability. In the beginning of the time window a high rate
coded message, i.e. few redundant bits, is transmitted, see
Fig. 1. If no acknowledge signal is received, the procedure
will be repeated until a certain retransmission deadline is
reached. When this occurs the receiver performs a bit-wise
majority voting procedure in order to restore the correct
message. If the receiver still fails to decode the result from
the majority voting procedure a low rate coded message, i.e.
a large number of redundant bits, will be sent as a last
attempt to get a correct delivery before deadline.
Deadline
No.
of
Transmissions

Retransmission
Deadline
LC
HC

HC
HC

Time

Fig. 1. The Deadline
Transmission Suite.

A. Media Access Method
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) uses orthogonal
codes in order to separate the different users and thereby
providing multiple access.
The advantage of CDMA in our case is that it rejects
multipath reception to some extent. Multipath reception is a
typical phenomenon in radio communication and is the
result of the message bouncing of obstacles and having to
travel different paths of different length. Thus, multiple
copies of the same message are received within a certain
time window. The radio channel also experiences fading,

Dependent

Coding

(DDC)

C. Linear Block Codes
The error correcting codes used in the DDC scheme are
Reed-Solomon codes. These codes are especially good at
correcting burst errors, which is a common error type in a
wireless system due to the fading.
Block codes introduce controlled amounts of redundancy
into a transmitted data stream, providing the receiver with
the ability to detect and correct errors caused by noise on

the communication channel. The data stream is divided into
blocks and redundancy is added to each block
independently, thus producing a larger block.
Each code can be described by a generator matrix, which is
multiplied with the data bits to produce a code word, and a
parity check matrix, which when multiplied with the
received code word is zero if no errors are present.
The data source generates blocks of k messages symbols
taking values from the Galois Field, GF(q) [2]. Each
message block is then encoded, generating a code word of n
code word symbols, each symbol taking values from GF(q).
Consequently, the total amount of redundancy, r,
introduced is r = n - k. The code word symbols are then
sent to the modulator. We have used a BPSK modulation
technique and as Reed-Solomon codes are nonbinary, the
q–ary code word symbols must be translated into binary
channel symbols before transmission. The receiver recovers
the channel symbols from the demodulator and passes them
along to the translator for conversion back to q-ary code
word symbols. The received code word symbols are sent in
n-symbol blocks to the error control decoder. As the noisy
channel corrupts the modulated carrier, the symbol block
arriving at the error control decoder contains errors.

D. Hard Decision Decoding
To decode the Reed-Solomon codes a bounded distance
decoder was used in [1].
A bounded distance decoder will select the code word
closest in hamming distance [2] to the received code word if
and only if that distance is less than the bounded distance. If
there is no code word within the bounded distance a
decoder failure is declared. The hamming distance between
two code words is the number of positions in which they
differ. A bounded distance decoder will make an error
whenever the received code word is within the bounded
distance of another code word than that which was sent, see
Fig. 2.

P(E)

P(F)

Fig. 2. Bounded Distance Decoding. In the centre of each
sphere is a code word. P(F) is the probability of decoder
failure and P(E) the probability of decoder error.

The hamming distance implies hard decision decoding, i.e.
the decoder first determine whether it is a binary one or a
zero in a particular position of the received code word by
means of quantization and thereafter calculates the code
word distance based on the binary representation of the

code word. Decisions based directly on the unquantized
demodulator output, so-called soft decisions decoding,
requires a more complex decoder that can handle analog
inputs, but offers a significant performance improvement
over hard decision decoding.

III. SOFT DECISION DECODING OF LINEAR BLOCK CODES
Soft decision decoding is now introduced in the DDC
scheme in order to enhance the performance with respect to
probability of delivering before the deadline.
We have developed a toolbox with different decoding
methods which can used in the DDC framework. These
methods are based on a trellis representation of block code.
The trellis concept is explained in section III.A. Two
different decoding algorithms, the Viterbi and the BCJR
algorithm, are explained in section III.B and III.C
respectively. Both these decoding algorithms are used in
conjunction with the trellis. The Viterbi algorithm has a
lower complexity and is thus faster. The BCJR algorithm on
the other hand can be used in a turbo decoding scheme,
explained in section III.D, resulting in a faster and more
powerful decoding strategy. Turbo decoding, which is an
iterative decoding strategy, used in conjunction with ARQ
gives new possibilities for adapting the transmission suite
and the coding to a particular tDL and Pd request.
Which strategy to use in which situation to make the most
of the remaining time is what is to be examined and
simulated in the near future.

A. Trellis Representation of Linear Block Codes
For many years the algebraic decoding of linear block codes
was considered the only possible. Convolutional codes on
the other hand could be decoded using soft decision
decoding with the Viterbi algorithm on a trellis. The fact
that block codes also can be interpreted as trellises was first
described in [3] and later in [4].
Consider a binary (n,k) block code C over GF(q) with parity
check matrix, H. A message of k information bits is shifted
into the encoder and is encoded into a code word of n code
bits [5]. The code words in C are all the n-tuples x with
elements from GF(q), such that Hx=0. One n-bit code word
is shifted out on the channel each interval t. This procedure
can be viewed as a finite state machine, FSM, and C can be
represented by an n-section trellis diagram of length t. A
trellis is a directed graph consisting of n+1 states and
branches, see Fig. 3.
A branch in the i-th section of the trellis connects a state
S i 1  ¦i 1 (C ) to a state S i  ¦i (C ) and is labeled with a
code bit ui that represents the encoder output at the bit
interval from time (i-1) to time i. A branch represents a
state transition. The branches diverging from the same state
have different labels. Each path from the initial state S 1 to
the final state S t is a code word in C.

sequence. It should be noted that it is only for block codes
that we know that we are in the all zero state in the end,
otherwise it would not be a code word.

Fig. 3. Trellis for RM(8,4). Horizontal branches represent
the label binary zero.

The collection of nodes at time i is obtained from the nodes
at time (i-1) by:
S i (l )

S i 1 ( j )  D m h i ; m

j  ¦i (C )

0,1,..., q  1,

(1)

The transitions between the nodes at time i-1 and i are
labeled by the particular value of u i D m .
The trellis representation described can be used for soft
decision decoding of the block codes in the DDC scheme
described in section II.C.

B. Decoding with Viterbi
A trellis can be used to perform soft decision decoding
based, no longer on the hamming distance between code
words, but the Euclidean distance. We simply search trough
the trellis looking for the sequence that minimizes the
Euclidean distance. However, we do not have to compute
the distance for all q k possible sequences. We can use the
Viterbi algorithm [6] to eliminate certain sequences that
merge in the trellis with other sequences that are much
closer to the received sequence. The Viterbi algorithm
works as follows:
Step 1) For block codes we know that we start at time t=0 in
the all zero state, so we initialize its metric to zero. We then
calculate the branch metric for the branches emerging from
the all zero state. Either Euclidean metric or hamming
metric may be used. The paths or survivors and their metric
are stored for each new state.
Step 2) Increase t by one. Compute the metric for all the
paths entering a state by computing the new branch metric
and adding that to the corresponding state metric of the
surviving state from the previous time step. For each step
with a merger, store the path with the largest metric, the
survivor, and its metric and discard all other paths.
Step 3) If t is smaller than the length of the trellis repeat
step 2, otherwise choose the all zero state as "winner" and
choose the corresponding sequence of survivors as output

C. Decoding with BCJR
The Viterbi algorithm is optimal in the sense that it
minimizes the word error probability by selecting the
maximum likelihood sequence (called maximum likelihood
sequence detection, MLSD). It does not, however, minimize
the symbol or bit error probability, by choosing in each case
the symbol or bit with the maximum aposteriori probability
(MAP). The complexity of a MAP decoder is significantly
higher and is, in general, not an alternative to MLSD since
in most applications a MLSD decoder and a MAP decoder
will have virtually identical performance. The main asset of
the MAP decoder is that it produces aposteriori information
bit probabilities, which can be used, in an iterative or
concatenated decoding scheme.
An algorithm that does perform MAP decoding is the
BCJR-algorithm [3]. The BCJR algorithm calculates the
aposteriori probabilities for each symbol using the trellis as
described below.
We define
D t (m) Pr{S t m; Y1t }
(2)
as the joint probability of the partial received sequence
( Y1 ,..., Yt 1 ) and the state S t m

E t (m)

Pr{YtW1 , S t

m}

(3)

as the conditional probability of the remaining sequence
( Yt 1 ,..., YW ) excluding t given the state at time t is S t m ;
and
J t (m c, m) Pr{S t m;Yt | S t 1 m c}
(4)
as the joint conditional probability of Yt and that the state
at time t is S t m , given that the state at time t-1 is
mc .

S t 1

Step 1)

D 0 ( m)

and

E t (m)

are initialized according to:

1, and

D 0 ( m)

0, for m z 0

(5)

and
EW (0) 1, and

EW ( m )

0, for m z 0

(6)

D 0 ( 0)

Step 2) As soon as Yt is received, the decoder computes:

D t ( m)

¦c Pr{S 

M 1

t 1

m 0

m c; S t

m; Y1t }
(7)

¦c D  (mc)  J (mc, m)
t 1

t

m

and
J t (mc, m)

¦ p (m | mc)  q ( X | mc, m)  R(Y , X )
t

X

t

t

(8)

where pt (m | mc) are the transition probabilities of the
trellis,

qt ( X | mc, m)

the output, where X belongs to some

finite discrete alphabet, and R(Yt , X ) are the derived block
transition probabilities.
Step 3) Once the complete sequence Y1t has been received,
the decoder recursively computes:

E t (m )

¦ Pr{S 

m c; YtW1 | S t

M 1

t 1

mc 0

m}
(9)

¦c E  (mc)  J  (m, mc)
t 1

t 1

m

and the APP can then be calculated as:
V t (mc, m) Pr{St 1 mc; Y1t 1} 

Pr{S t m; Yt | S t 1 m c}  Pr{YtW1 , S t
D t 1 (mc)  J t (mc, m)  E t ( m)

IV. CONCLUSIONS
(10)

m}

It should be noted that the BCJR has to go through the
trellis twice, once for calculating D t 1 ( m c) and J t (m c, m )
while the sequence is being received and once recursively
to calculate E t (m ) and the APP.

D. Turbo Decoding
If some sort of concatenated coding scheme is used,
iterative or turbo decoding can be used. The idea with
iterative decoding is to divide the aposteriori probabilities,
obtained from the BCJR algorithm, into three parts, a priori
information, intrinsic information and most importantly
extrinsic information. The extrinsic information is the
indirect information you gain about a particular data bit
from the other bits in the concatenated scheme. This
extrinsic information is the fed back into the decoder as a
priori information and the information is decoding once
again, but this time with enhanced a priori knowledge, see
Fig. 4.

A priori
Inf .

received
sequence

We have put forward a framework for transmitting realtime data over a radio channel based on the Quality of
Service parameters deadline (tDL) and probability for correct
delivery before deadline (Pd). Initial studies show a high
probability of delivering the data before deadline. In this
ongoing work we use a set of tools for handling
information, such as hybrid ARQ, trellis representation of
linear block codes, the Viterbi algorithm, the BCJR
algorithm and Turbo decoding. These methods are used in
conjunction with the deadline dependent coding (DDC)
scheme in order to maximise the probability of delivering a
message before a given deadline.
The DDC-protocol strategies for using the tools in different
situations are not yet studied in detail. As an example, when
high probability, Pd is required and the deadline, tDL is
small, two simultaneous actions can be taken: require more
information from the transmitter and simultaneously
performing some turbo decoding iterations for maximising
the probability of correctly decoding the data block before
deadline.
The required deadline and probability of delivery can be
negotiated by the application, thus forming a flexible
transmission mechanism. We believe that DDC might be a
way of making it possible to use wireless radio channels in
time- and safety critical applications.
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Abstract
Wireless technology’s like Bluetooth and W-LAN has
reached a tremendous attention the last years. The
manufacturing industry could probably make large
benefits from using these technologies. In this paper we
propose new definitions of QoS parameters to be able to
handle real-time traffic in wireless networks. Initial
assumptions regarding media access in a multihop
network is presented. Finally simulations showing that it
is possible to map the new QoS parameters on a routing
algorithm.

1. Introduction
The last years, tremendous steps have been taken in the
field of local wireless communication. Concepts like
Bluetooth, homeRF and W-LAN have been developed.
These technologies will be found in all kind of different
electronic devices, like mobile phones laptops, palmtops,
and watches. We have found that the industry can benefit
from using these technical advances in an industrial
manufacturing environment. Likely applications are;
mobile test-instruments, temporarily sensors, sensors
mounted at moving machine parts and autonomous robots.
The traffic in these types of systems is often delay
sensitive and/or error sensitive. Unfortunately are the
radio media known to be stochastic in its nature, causing
non-deterministic delay by re-transmissions or bit errors in
the messages.
A voice channel from a bas-station to a mobile phone,
this is a real-time communication link with delay
constraints on the delivery of a packet, but a voice channel
can tolerate a bit error rate (BER) of 0.1 %. If a sampled
data value from a sensor should be sent over a
communication link, such a high BER can not be
tolerated. Often when real-time communication is
discussed, the message delivers before deadline is the
quality parameter and that is true, as long as the media not
causing any message errors or any re-transmission is
preformed. When the message is totally destructed by
interference (forward error correction have not been able
to extract the information), then the only way of
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recovering the information is re-transmission of the packet
or accepting that the information is lost.
If we want time and safety deterministic
communication over the radio media, we have to define
the quality of the media. The quality of a radio channel is
often defined by the bit error rate (BER). From this we
can define the probability of error free delivery (P) before
a deadline (D). These two parameters (P, D) can be used
for setting bounds on the communication system, or
stating requirements of a link or a path through a network.
The layers in a communication protocol stack are given
the requirements from the layer above. And the resources
from the layer below, each layer has the possibility to
optimize the resources given from below with the
requirements from the layer above. Each layer strives to
maximize the performance of the communication system
with respect to D and P.

2. Link management
Meeting quality of service (QoS) guaranties over one
radio link in a real-time communication system is
fundamental, but because of the insecure radio media
adaptation to the physical environment is necessary.
Aspects considered of a radio media is not static like bit
error rate of wired link, the error rate is variable
depending on the fading radio signal, multi-user
interference, interference caused from certain types of
equipment, like microwave ovens and arc welders.
Different types of diversity can be introduced to combat
the interference, examples of diversity methods are; time
diversity, space diversity, code diversity or simply
increase the signal power. But all these methods have their
drawback; our aim is to dynamically find the most
efficient method or combination of methods to maximize
the performance over a link or a path over a number of
links through a network. At the same time minimizing the
multi-user interference (signal power) to not reduce the
system performance due to the requirements of the QoS
parameters P and D for the link, one method with code
and time diversity is presented in [2].

3. Media access

4. Network layer simulations

If a large number of units should be able to
communicate with each other, media access methods must
be used. Deterministic media access methods like TDMA
and polling schemes does not scale with increased number
of units, the bandwidth must be reused on a very local
basis. Today this is often done with bas-stations, dividing
an operation area into cells, each unit in the cell is
accessed by the base station according to a TDMA
schedule or different units are given different frequencies
(FDMA). This gives a static infrastructure, but when the
number of units continue to increase the size of the cell
will get smaller and smaller and the number of basestations increases and the wired backbone will get more
and more complex. There are already today industries that
are considering putting a Bluetooth [1] units in their
products in order to down load software wireless in the
factory. Sooner or later there will be large amounts of
such units per 100 square meters that wants to connect to
access points.
One possible way out of this is the use of ad-hoc
networks forming clusters depending on the density of
units, the units in a cluster adapting their signal power to
physical size of a cluster minimizing the multi-users
interference. This is possible if each cluster is able to
perform the media access function of the base-station and
repeating a message through the cluster to neighbor
clusters until an access point (base station) to the wired
network is reached by the message. The Bluetooth [1]
standard provide the possibility creating these clusters.
The standard provides both synchronous messages and
asynchronous messages inside a cluster, very close to the
function of a field bus [15], synchronous message are time
triggered and the asynchronous messages are event
triggered. Also inter cluster communication is possible but
there is however no support for inter cluster synchronous
messages. The exchange between two clusters will be
done through a gateway unit, belonging to two clusters.
This unit will experience a scheduling problem to which
clusters it should belong to at the moment. The standard
has no support for routing a message through a network of
clusters. Is it possible to match the QoS parameters P and
D to each cluster and solving media access scheduling at
the gateway units between two cluster, then it should be
possible to route a message through a network of clusters.
Each cluster schedule the traffic inside the cluster, a
synchronous channel (time-triggered) passing through the
cluster is scheduled statically as virtual circuit. Eventtriggered messages are scheduled dynamically as
asynchronous traffic. A message must be routed either to
an access point to the wired backbone or to a destination
in the local area.

In this section an on-going work on mapping the QoS
parameters D and P on a routing protocol for a wireless
real-time multihop network is described. Multihop
networks [3,4,5,6,7] means that a packet is able to travel
longer distance then the nodes radio range (single hop), by
using multiple hops over other nodes.
In this work no clustering methode is used, forcing us
to use a non-deterministic media access method,
combining direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) with
carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). This is not a time
deterministic media access, because of the collisions that
can happen at the receiver, but as mentioned in previous
chapter the cluster method will be implemented and then
asynchronous messages are possible through the network.
The interesting part so far is the behavior of the routing
algorithms and the possibility to match the parameters P
and D to an insecure media. No access points to a wired
network are yet present which will probably be the
bottleneck points of the local multihop network.
The advantage of a wireless multihop networks, is that
it does not use an infrastructure like the base station
networks. The multihop network does not have any
critical nodes that the network survival is dependent upon.
A transmitting node only has to reach its nearest
neighbors, instead of covering the whole area; this causes
less interference to the surrounding traffic. Multihop
networks gives a local and distributed view of the
network, and probably the most intense traffic are local in
an industrial environment.
In a wireless network, a node has radio connection with
multiple nodes. The environment is mobile and the radio
link between nodes is subject to frequent changes,
therefore the flexibility of the routing is very important.
The higher layers above the network layer is able to
negotiate with the network layer protocol about the QoS
parameters.
The higher layer asks the network layer protocol about
the possibility to send a packet over the network with a
deadline (D). The network protocol answers with a P that
tells the about the possibility for a packet to reach the
destination nod before D expires. Then the higher layers is
able to reconsider D and try again until an agreement
about the QoS parameters D and P is reached, and then
the transmission starts.
Weights (W) are assigned to each radio connection
(links) between neighbor nodes. The value of W reflects
the QoS of a link between two nodes. In this work, the
link weight W is the time between a node generating or
receiving a packet until it is received correct by next
destination node. Other properties can be mapped to W

such as: bit error rate (BER), probability of error free
delivery or number of hops.
Information is stored in every node about W for each
outgoing link. The update mechanism [8] below is used to
update W; this gives a moderate adaptation of W value on
each link. The learning rate η moderates the update of W,
to combat frequent link weight fluctuations (ping pong
effects between two links)

Wnew = W + η (Wupdate − W )
The routing algorithm tries to find a path through the
network; it calculates the sum of the weights (Wt) for
different paths from source to destination. The path with
the best Wt is chosen, this path gives the highest
probability for a packet to reach the destination node,
before deadline expires.
The routing algorithm in use at the moment is the
highly dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector
routing algorithm (DSDV) [9]. DSDV is more distributed
and gives less routing control overhead than the more
centralized link-state method [10], which is another wellknown routing algorithm.
The calculation of P given Wt and D, is one of the
most critical parts of this protocol. At a source node a
routing table gives Wt and the next node address along the
path to the destination, D is given by the application. P is
then retrieved from a look-up table with the index D and
Wt. The look-up table is developed using statistics from
simulations, modeling the distribution of P in respect to D
and Wt.

4.1 Simulations
A discrete event, network simulator (NESU)[12] has
been developed and used for the performance evaluation.
NESU is a flexible platform, designed for evaluating and
comparing network routing algorithms. All the nodes have
their individual parameters, such as speed, trajectory, and
packet intensity etc. The nodes can move in a rectangular
region (in this case 60 x 60 m) according to a given
motion model. All nodes have a fixed radio transmitting
power, which in our case gives a transmitting radius about
20 m, depending on the interference in the area. The radio
channel model [2,13] determines the radio connection
between two nodes, the BER is calculated for every
packet sent over the link. If the BER ratio is over a
specified threshold, the packet is considered destroyed.
A 25-node mobile multihop network has been
simulated, using the following simulation parameters. The
radio transmitter/receiver has been assumed the PRISM
chipset [14]. The PRISM chipset gives a bandwidth of

1Mbit/s and a transmitting power of 63 mw, it is based on
DSSS multiplexing. The nodes move with a speed ranging
from 0 to 3 m/s. The time between two data packets are
generated at each node, is exponential distributed. If there
is no possible path between source and destination the
packet is deleted and counted as destroyed, a data packet
is 3000 bits long and takes 3ms to send one hop.
In this, ongoing work initial simulations have shown
following results: When the node motion is Brownian,
there is a possibility that the nodes are grouped into
different clusters without any connections. Due to this
effect, only 85% of correct arrival are reached even if the
deadline approaches infinity, this can be considered by
power control inside a cluster where the nodes control
their transmitting power according to the density of nodes.
We have also investigated a more likely motion model
for the nodes, where the nodes are moving in a more
predictable way. The intense traffic with small deadlines
(20ms, average 1,5 hop) is local, typically this can be a
moving smart sensor sampling a value on a large machine
sending the value to a smart actuator. An autonomous
robot traveling around the factory delivering things at
different machines, has a less intense but more ”global”
traffic with longer deadline (50ms, average 2,5 hop).
Some nodes are not mobile at all they may be control
computers sampling data from sensors and sending data to
actuators. In a more planed environment like this, about
95% of the packets arrive correct before their deadline is
expired. Multi-user interference in this case causes packet
loss. Collisions occur when two nodes tries to send to the
same node at the same time or when a node is busy
transmitting and another nod tries to reach the busy node.
These collisions are very time consuming and the deadline
expires sometimes, because of re-transmission.

Ppredicted

Preal

0.3
0.34
0.4
0.39
0.5
0.50
0.6
0.62
0.7
0.73
0.8
0.82
0.9
0.89
1.0
0.97
Table 1: Real probability Vs predicted probability
for a message path through the network before
deadline is expired.
Although the degree of correct arrival have not been
the best depending on the insecure radio media and
collisions, the prediction of a packets correct arrival is
possible (Table1). This is the key to map the parameters P
and D to a multihop network. We can say that a message
has probability P of reaching its destination before the
deadline is expired.

5. Conclusions
Industries have a great interest of using the wireless
technical advances in an industrial manufacturing
environment. But the problem is that today, are the
definitions for real-time communication traffic not
suitable for the radio media.
The ability to say that a message has a probability of
correct delivery to destination before deadline gives the
opportunity to discuss real-time communication over the
wireless media.
The multihop network simulations show that the one
most important factor for delivering a packet in time is the
control of collisions in receiving nodes, which possible
can be done with clusters and another media access
protocol then the combining of DSSS and CSMA.
Another important guarantee is that every node in the
network has a path to the other nodes. This problem can
be solved with clusters that adapt their physical size to the
density of nodes. The fact that multihop network is
scaleable with respect to bandwidth when new nodes are
added is very much in favor of these network.

The scheduling protocol for the gateway nodes
between two clusters must be dealt with. And the
parameters P and D must be mapped on this schedule.
One other thing that should be looked into are the use
of power control to control the physical cluster size with
respect to the density of nodes.
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1. Introduction:
The work described in this statement is to be performed within the ARTES project with
the same name as above. The project has been active since January 2000. The described
areas of focus only account for a part of the ARTES project. This work package,
together with the survey of research and industrial applications, accounts for the work
to be done during the first year.
Current work is based on previous work reported in [1 - 5]. The network, referred to as
control channel based fibre ribbon ring (CC-FPR), is based on fibre ribbon links
connected together in a ring topology, see fig. 1. Each link is unidirectional and consists
of 10 fibres. A medium access method referred to here as one cycle method (OCM) was
proposed in [1,2]. The medium access method together with the network provides
support for, among other services, slot reservation and spatial reuse of slots. The
medium access method uses a separate fibre or channel for sending network arbitration
information between the nodes in the network. This implies that there is no arbitration
overhead sent over the data channel. The medium access method supports both fair
sharing and reservation of bandwidth.
The future work proposed in this report is aimed at an increased understanding of how
different classes of real-time traffic (hard and soft traffic) affect each other in a CC-FPR
network. Simulation of the network loading will be used as a method to gather results.
We believe that this study also will result in a more general understanding, or at least
directions for further study, in the area of integrated support for hard and soft real-time
traffic.
Previous work [3, 4] has shown that it is possible to extend the functionality of the
network with functions for parallel processing. This support may increase performance
in parallel processing applications and will be further studied and analysed with focus
on real-time support. Again, simulation will account for a large part of the results
1
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Fig 1. The control channel based fibre ribbon
pipeline ring network.
In [5] a new medium access method referred to as the two cycle method (TCM) was
proposed in order to get better support for heterogeneous real-time traffic. Its properties
will be analysed and compared to the original method OCM by making simulations. A
comparative study will be performed based on simulations of both OCM and TCM.
Conclusions will be drawn as to the two methods suitability for different applications.
Lastly a case study of current and emerging real-time communication methods and
network technologies will be performed in parallel with this first-year work-package.
Possible target applications, which future work may be directed towards, will be
identified.

2. Main areas of focus (work package)
2.1. Extra functionality
In the studied network a separate fibre is used for distributing network arbitration
information. This control fibre may also be used for “special services”; sending extra
information such as barrier synchronisation, global reduction, acknowledge of packets
and flow control. Services such as global reduction and barrier synchronisation, are
useful in parallel processing and may increase performance. Some research has already
been published [3, 4]. The extended functionality of the control channel will be further
investigated and the results of it studied, especially in terms of real-time support.
Implications of its use, latency of packet acknowledgement etc. will also be studied.

2.2. A new medium access method
A proposition of a new medium access method, two-cycle method (TCM), was reported
in [5]. The method has not yet been presented or published at an international
conference. TCM differs from the original method, OCM, in that the nodes in the
network may vote for access to slots. A control package is sent twice around the ring as
opposed to once in OCM. This gives some drawbacks such as latency but also, as
further research may prove, advantages. For example since it is always the message
with highest priority, e.g., earliest deadline that gets to reserve a slot, one can regard the
TCM method as to provide global optimisation of message timing constraints. How to
best make use of this will be investigated. The integration with already supportedd realtime services in OCM will also be investigated. Simulations of TCM will be carried out,
see below. Average- and worst case analysis of the method will confirm the simulation
results.

2.3. A study and simulation of network load
A study of the implications of combining hard real-time traffic with soft quality of
service (QoS) constrained real-time traffic in a ring network, such as previously studied,
will be conducted. The motivation for this study is to see how useful the network
capacity, remaining after a network already has a certain load of hard real-time (HRT)
traffic, is to soft real-time (SRT) traffic. In other words, the capacity overhead required
in a network to successfully perform certain tasks will be investigated? This knowledge
is useful when designing networks and making capacity planning and performance
predictions.
The questions posed in the part of the research will be answered partly by doing
simulations. Statistical models of hard real-time, QoS constrained soft real-time will be
defined together with a definition of the network, see fig. 2. These parameters may be
decided by studying similar work and by using common sense.
The simulation will be executed with the notion that the HRT load will affect the
possible load of SRT traffic and that it may not be possible to schedule traffic to 100%
of maximum network capacity.

QoS SRT
(Stat. model)

Reject Rate
100%
HRT
(Stat.
model)

Hard
Load

Fig 2. The model used for simulation

Questions that simulation will try to answer:
• How does a certain load level of hard traffic effect incoming soft traffic, e.g. reject
rate, jitter etc.?
• How much QoS SRT traffic the network can be loaded with at a certain HRT load
level.
• Can an optimum balance of traffic be found?
Simulations will be carried out with varying parameters on a basic network
configuration. The performance of TCM and OCM will be evaluated and compared.
Conclusions may be drawn as to the suitability of the two methods in different
situations. A metric for best describing network load will be chosen or developed.

2.4. Case study and future work
A survey of state of the art communication networks will be conducted in parallel to the
rest of the work. This will also give an opportunity to study emerging industrial
applications with high communications demands and will thus give guidelines for
future work. In the survey it will thus be possible to identify applications that may draw
benefit from the technology conceived within the scope of this work. Further research
efforts may be directed towards studying particular applications. Examples of systems
that have previously been studied are radar signal processing systems [6].

3. Summary
CC-FPR, the network that this research is based on has in previous work demonstrated
promising properties of determinism etc. In this work proposal, we present ideas for
further investigation and improvements towards integration of heterogeneous real-time
services. We believe that the simulations and study will give indications of how to best
integrate soft and hard real-time communication in high performance networks.
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Abstract: The ARTES project no: A4-9805 aims to progress the state of the art on software
architectures for complex control systems. A specific goal of the project is to provide a system
architecture suitable for scalable, maintainable and reconfigurable mechatronics systems controlled
by an embedded distributed computer system. This are requirements found by the legged locomotion
systems that are being studied and used as a case study within the project. In this report, we briefly
introduce the system characteristics and give introductory knowledge on the key research issues
around system architecture.

Background
A mechatronics system embodies technologies
from several engineering disciplines in the
domains of mechanics, automatic control,
computer software and hardware. In such a
system, the major portion of system functionality
is realized by adopting automatic control through
computer software and hardware, as well as a
variety of sensors and actuators. As this
approach promises enhanced functionality,
performance and flexibility, more and more
traditional mechanical solutions in modern
machinery are being improved or replaced by the
mechatronics solutions. For example, ABS
(Antilock Brake Systems) for the performance of
the breaking system of a car or the x-by-wire
flight controls in a modern passenger airplane.
There is inherent complexity in this
multidisciplinary approach. First, the complexity
arises
from
the
multidimensional
interdependency across the involved domain
technologies (i.e., mechanics, electronics,
automatic control, computer software and
hardware). To complete a specific task or to
satisfy a desired non-functional quality attributes
(e.g., versatility, modifiability, maintainability,
etc.), this interdependency needs to be correctly
established and handled in the system. Second,
the software makes the system structure and
behavior less comprehensible and controllable.
This is caused by the lack of physical constraints
and the large "state-space" of software (e.g., the
fine-grained codes and their complex
interrelations). In contrast to the physical
constraints in other engineering disciplines, there
are only storage and (temporal) performance
constraints on software. This gives tremendous
design freedom of software; however, also
makes the design more error-prone. As a

mechatronics system has physical impact on its
environment, software failure is often
intolerable.
To facilitate the development and maintenance
of the system, a variety of measures managing
the complexity are needed. At this point,
managing the software complexity becomes
extremely important for the system functionality
and dependability. In the following sections, we
will list some key concepts on how to handle the
complexity with the focus on software. The aim
is to illustrate some important research issues
around the system architecture.

An architecture-based design
approach
To handle the complexity, the design must
progress in a top-down and evolutionary manner.
In a systematic top-down approach, the system is
hierarchically decomposed into lower level
constituent units and their relationships. With the
abstractions, we can concentrate on the system
temporal and spatial structures, which in turn
determine the essential properties of the system.
For software, it means that programming-in-thelarge and the programming-in-the-small issues
are separated. Meanwhile, the design should also
progress evolutionarily in the sense that we map
requirements on the system decompositions and
remedy any inconsistency as the design goes on.
The above mentioned design approach is an
architecture-based design approach. Although no
consensus on the definition of system
architecture has been reached today, we believe
architecture is a high-level (i.e., abstract)
representation of the logical, temporal and spatial
structures of the system. It shows how the
system properties in terms of functional and non-

functional quality attributes are determined by its
constituent units and their relations. Working
concretely with architecture for the system
design implies the following issues.
System architectural description
One of the most important research issues
around system architecture is the description of
the system abstractions, i.e. system architectural
description. It is the basis for all design
activities, e.g., comprehension, communication
quality prediction, trade-off, decision-making,
manipulation, modification, reuses, etc.
The most fundamental requirement on the
description is completeness in the sense that the
described information should be sufficient for
the purposes. For mechatronics software, the
description should at least include the functional
and behavioral/temporal aspects of the system.
To facilitate the comprehension, the description
should be based on the principle of separationof-concerns. It means that the description should
be given in multiple hierarchical layers and
orthogonal views (e.g., the structural, functional,
behavior, and reliability views, etc.).
The research of architectural description for
mechatronics systems should focus on
elaborating the needed information for the
design, as well as integrating and improving
legacy modeling techniques.
Software components
In practice, no design proceeds in a purely topdown manner. During the design, the designers
have to use knowledge relating to the system
implementation. Otherwise, a semantic gap
between an architecture and its implementation
may arise. For instance, they may consider
similar control algorithms and software codes for
quality prediction, and available off-the-shelf
components (e.g., sensors, microprocessors,
communication bus system, real-time operating
system, drive units and actuators, etc.) for
implementation. Thus, accessing bottom-up
information is unavoidable in a top-down design
approach and has impacts on the system
architecture.
Fundamentally, a software component is a
constituent unit of a software system. As the
system exists in different hierarchical layers,
there are also different classes of software
components. For the real-time software, we may

consider the software hierarchy runs from the
automatic control solutions at the top level to the
software implementation at the lower level (e.g.,
class and object in an Object-Oriented language).
The constituent parts in these layers have
multiple interrelations established by the adopted
automatic control logic (e.g., required control
data flow, desired timing and synchronization),
the chosen software implementation (e.g., time
consumption and shared timing resource), and
the shared hardware resources (e.g., I/O,
memory, processor). Thus, to support the design
and to achieve flexibility and reuse, the interface
of a software component should provide
sufficient information so that these multiple
interrelations can be established properly.
Some answers on how to classify the software
components in the system and how to define
their logical, structural and temporal contexts, as
well as the required implementation resources
and services, should be provided by the research.
Architectural principles and styles
During the design, the designers also use the
knowledge from the engineering background
(i.e., evaluation criteria, and mature solutions on
partitioning/structuring, allocating/distributing,
scheduling, etc.). Architectural principles and
styles formulate the essential features of existing
mature solutions of software, which can be
compared with the principles and mature
solutions in other well-established engineering
domains. Under the circumstances, it is easier to
reuse the existing solutions, to elicit hidden
requirements in time, and to provide early
quality predictions for the domain systems. Thus,
research efforts are needed to identify and
categorize useful architectural principles and
styles.

Conclusions
To illustrate the key research issues around
system architecture, we have briefly introduced
the system characteristics and the architecture
based system design approach. The fundamental
problems needs to be tackled by the research are:
what constitute the system software and how
they interact with each other; how the system
architectural description should be provided so
that comprehension and analyses are facilitated;
how to make software engineering more mature
and constrained. A summarization of the project
status can be found in the project homepage
(http://www.damek.kth.se/~chen.html).
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$EVWUDFW In this paper we are going to introduce a novel framework for formal and probabilistic
arguments of component reuse in safety-critical real-time systems. Using both quantitative and qualitative
descriptions of component attributes and assumptions about the environment, we can relate input-output
domains, temporal characteristics, fault hypotheses, reliability levels, and task models. Using these
quantitative and qualitative attributes we can deem if a component can be reused or not. We can also deem
how much and which subsets, of say input-output domains, that need additional functional and safety
verification. This framework will give formal and probabilistic arguments for reuse of components in
safety-critical real-time systems.

 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
The introduction of computers into safety-critical systems lays a heavy burden on the software
designers. The public and the legislators demand reliable and safe computer systems, equal to or
better than the mechanical or electromechanical parts they replace. The designers must have a
thorough understanding of the system and more accurate software design and verification
techniques than have usually been deemed necessary for software development. However, since
computer related problems, relating to safety and reliability, have just recently been of any
concern for engineers, there exists no holistic engineering knowledge of how to construct safe
and reliable computer based systems. There exist only tidbits of knowledge and no silver bullets
that can handle everything. Some people do nonetheless, with an almost religious glee, decree
that their method, principle or programming language handles or kills all werewolves (bugs) [8].
In order to be able to design software that is as safe and reliable as the mechanical or
electromechanical parts it replaces, and to reduce the time to market (TTM) focus of current
research and practice has turned to the reuse of proven software components. The components
can be arbitrary small or large in terms of functionality. The basic idea is that the system designer
should be able to procure (or reuse) software components in the same manner as hardware
components can be acquired. Hardware component like nuts, bolts, CPUs, memory, A/D
converters can be procured based on functionality, running conditions (environment) and their
reliability. Hardware components are typically divided into two classes, commercial and military
grade components, where military grade electronics can withstand greater temperature spans,
handle shock and humidity better than commercial components. However, for software it is not so
easy to make the same classification since the metrics of software are not based on physical
attributes, but rather on its design, which is unique for each new design. In fact, software has no
physical restrictions what so ever, like mass, size, number of components. Software has neither
structure nor function related attributes like strength, density and form. The sole physical entity
that can be modeled and measured by software engineers is WLPH. With but a few exceptions all
safety critical systems are also real-time systems.

In this paper we are going to introduce a framework for formal and probabilistic arguments of
component reuse in safety-critical real-time systems, based on the restrictions that time, and the
component contracts impose on the system behavior.

 :KDWDUHVRIWZDUHFRPSRQHQWV"
There exists yet no commonly agreed upon definition of what constitutes a software component.
Most people do however agree that the concept of components is the idea of reusable software
entities. In this paper, for the sake of enabling analysis of components in safety-critical real-time
systems we do not only define a component in terms of software. A component must also be well
documented in terms of design documentation and preferably also in terms of test documents, and
in evidence of the reliability achieved.
We have chosen a hierarchical/recursive definition of components in real-time systems (RTS).
The smallest components are the actual assembly instructions provided by the processor, some
way up in the hierarchy a component is a task or process. A task is a unit that usually performs a
single calculation, for instance calculating a new process value based on measurements collected
by another task. On the next level, several tasks can work together in a transaction where the
transaction itself is a component. A transaction is a set of functionally related and cooperating
tasks, e.g., sample-calculate-actuate loops in control systems. The relationship between the
cooperating tasks with respect to precedence (execution order), interactions (data-flow), and a
period time typically define each transaction.

software

and

software system

task
transactions

)LJXUH+LHUDUFKLFDOGHILQLWLRQRIFRPSRQHQWVIRUUHDOWLPHV\VWHPV
All tasks and transactions together make up a software system that also might be a component
from the complete systems point of view. As an example, the software controlling the air bag in a
car could be considered as a component from the air bags point of view.
As this definition eventually forces us to define the universe as a software component, we have to
stop the recursion somewhere. At least on the level of abstraction in this paper, the operating
system is not considered a component. We like to think of the operating system as the
infrastructure for the computer system. It provides the necessary services for the software but it
also restricts the possibilities of implementing the requirements put upon tasks and transactions.

 &RPSRQHQWFRQWUDFWV
A contract is a specification for a component in terms of what functionality a component
provides. Furthermore, the contract states the conditions under which the specified functionality
works. In other words, a contract of a software component is a statement saying that: provided
that certain assumptions are fulfilled, the specified functionality will be provided and error free.
Such contracts can be described with arbitrary formality. The more formal the contracts are, the
richer possibilities of verifying that the component will work correctly in a system, or that the
software system will work correctly with the new component as a part of it. In this paper we will
settle for a functional description in some natural language although we could use some formal
temporal language such as timed automata [1]. However, the main focus in this paper is on the
specific demands put on component contracts in safety-critical real-time systems.
As the temporal behavior is of great importance for the correctness of real-time systems, the
temporal assumptions have to be specified in the contracts. The temporal attributes make up the
task model that is used when formally verifying the temporal behavior of the system, i.e., if the
system is schedulable or not. However, there exist two different task models for tasks in a realtime system, one that exists on the design level and one that is actually provided by the given
infrastructure. Typically, the design task model consists of end-to-end deadlines for transaction,
jitter constraints, etc which is realized in the implementation using the temporal attributes at hand
in the infrastructure. As a consequence, we will divide the contract into two different main parts,
the design task model and the infrastructure task model.

 7KHGHVLJQWDVNPRGHO
As discussed in the introduction, our view on components in real-time systems is that they are
either single tasks or a transaction consisting of tasks and transactions. Thus, the contract must
specify whether or not the component is a transaction or not. If the component is indeed a
transaction it has a precedence relation between the cooperation tasks and there is a flow of data
between the tasks. Note that a single task is a specialization of a transaction as it is a transaction
without any precedence relations or data-flow. There might be several different ways to represent
precedence relations. We will, however settle with a simple graphical notation called a
precedence graph. A precedence graph is simply a directed graph visualizing all tasks in the
transaction interconnected by an arrow indicating the direction of the precedence relation between
those tasks. In Figure 2 a simple precedence graph is shown where task $ precedes, task % and
task &. We can also see that task % and & precede task '.
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Concerning the data-flow in a component we are interested in exposing three different attributes
in the contract namely: where, how and what. The attribute “Where”, declares the receiver of
data, i.e. another task within the component. The data can flow throughout the component using
different strategies. The two different possibilities are synchronous and asynchronous. If data is
transported in an asynchronous manner, the contract must specify how the data is treated on the
receiver side. This is important since data can be consumed either faster or slower than it is
produced in a multi-rate transaction. If data is produced in a faster pace than it is consumed, the
contract must specify whether or not new data should overwrite old data or if data should be
buffered to provide history. Finally, concerning communication, the size of data is important, as
the size will restrict the speed at which the component can execute.
The temporal attributes for a real-time component specifies the required temporal behavior for the
component. As discussed, these attributes must not necessarily have there correspondence in the
infrastructure, but should rather be realized using the constructions provided by the infrastructure.
As we focus on reuse in this paper, we want our components to be as general as possible in terms
of the temporal constraints. The generality is obtained by specifying the temporal constraints as
time intervals. Later on in Section 3, we will elaborate further on how these intervals are
obtained. Transaction components (where a single task is a special case) have period times, jitter
constraints on period times, end-to-end deadlines, etc. However, it is not trivial to represent the
period time for a component consisting of several tasks all running with different period times
(multi-rate). We propose that period times are only valid for single-task components. The period
time of a transaction is inherited from the system in which the component will be reused. The
tolerances on the period times of a component are given in terms of decreased/increased inter
arrival times, however where the precedence, and mutual exclusion relations, are preserved
between the sub-components. This is a way of parameterize the component to fit in a new
environment.

 ,QIUDVWUXFWXUH
Derived from the recursive definition of components and component relations, we can with
respect to real-time systems define the components forming the basis for running the real-time
tasks as the infrastructure, i.e., the real-time operating system and its attributes. We are now going
to give a qualitative classification of the infrastructure for real-time operating systems based on
their execution strategy, synchronization mechanisms, and communication mechanisms.
([HFXWLRQVWUDWHJ\
The execution strategy of a real-time system defines how the tasks of the system are run. A usual
classification is event and time triggered systems. An event-triggered system is a system where
the tasks activation is determined by an event that can be of external or internal origin, e.g., an
interrupt, or a signal from another task. There are usually no restrictions what so ever on when
events are allowed to arrive, since the time base is dense (continuos). For time-triggered systems
events are only allowed to arrive into the system, and activate tasks, with a certain minimum and
maximum inter-arrival time; the time-base is sparse. The only event allowed is the periodic
activation of the real-time kernel, generated by the real-time clock.
Another characteristic of an execution strategy is the support of single tasking or multitasking.
That is, can multiple tasks share the same computing resource (CPU), or not? If the infrastructure
does support multitasking does it also support task interleavings, i.e., does it allow an executing
task to be preempted during its execution by another task, and then resumed after the completion
of the preempting task?

A very common characteristic of an execution strategy, especially for multi-tasking RTS, is the
infrastructure task model. The task model defines execution attributes for the tasks [2][7][11][12].
For example:
•

([HFXWLRQWLPH, & . Where & ⊆ [%&(7 , :&(7 ], i.e., the execution time for a task, M, varies
depending on input in an interval delimited by the task’s best case execution time (%&(7 )
and its worst case execution time (:&(7 ).
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•

3HULRGLFLW\, 7  Where 7  ⊆ [7 ,7 ], i.e., the inter-arrival time between the activations of
a task, M, is delimited by an interval ranging from the minimum inter-arrival time, to the
maximum inter-arrival time. For strictly periodic RTS, 7 =7 .
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•

2IIVHW, 2 . Where 2 defines an offset relative the period start at which the task M should be
activated. Offsets also go by the name release times.

•

3ULRULW\, 3 . Where 3 defines the priority of task MWhen several tasks are activated at the
same time, or when an activated task has higher priory than the currently running task, the
priority determines which task should have access to the computing resource.

•

'HDGOLQH, ' . Where ' defines the deadline for the task, M, that is, when it has to be finished.
The deadline can be defined relative task activation, its period time, absolute time, etc.
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For different infrastructures the task model vary with different flavors of the above-exemplified
attributes.
6\QFKURQL]DWLRQ
Depending on the infrastructure we can either make necessary synchronizations between tasks
off-line if it is time triggered and supports offsets, or we can synchronize tasks on-line using
primitives like semaphores. In the off-line case we guarantee precedence and mutual exclusion
relations by separating tasks time-wise, using offsets.
&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
Communication between tasks in RTS can be achieved in a multitude of ways. We can make use
of shared memory which is guarded by semaphores, or time synchronization, or we can via the
operating system infra structure send messages, or signals between tasks. Depending on the
relation between the communicating tasks, in respect to periodicity, the communication can vary
between totally synchronous communication to totally asynchronous communication. That is, if
task L sends data to task M, and both tasks have equal periodicity, 7 = 7 , we can make use of just
one shared memory buffer. However, if 7 > 7 or7 < 7 the issue gets more complicated. Either
we make use of overwriting semantics (state-based communication), using just a few buffers, or
we record all data that has been sent by the higher frequency task so that it can be consumed by
the lower frequency task when it is activated. There are several approaches to solving this
problem [3][4][5].
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 )DLOXUHVHPDQWLFV
Components can fail in different ways. The manner in which they fail can be categorized into
failure modes. Failure modes are defined through the effects, as perceived by the component user:
1. 6HTXHQWLDOIDLOXUHEHKDYLRU
This failure mode includes:
•

&RQWUROIDLOXUHV, e.g., selecting the wrong branch in an if-then-else statement.

•

9DOXHIDLOXUHV, e.g., assigning an incorrect value to a correct (intended) variable.

•

$GGUHVVLQJIDLOXUHV, e.g., assigning a correct (intended) value to an incorrect variable.

•

7HUPLQDWLRQIDLOXUHV, e.g., a loop statement failing to complete because the termination
condition is never satisfied.

•

,QSXWIDLOXUHVHJ, receiving an (undetected) erroneous value from a sensor.

0XOWLWDVNLQJDQGUHDOWLPHIDLOXUHEHKDYLRU
2. 2UGHULQJIDLOXUHV, e.g., violations upon precedence relations or mutual exclusion relations.
3. 6\QFKURQL]DWLRQIDLOXUHV, i.e., ordering failures but also deadlocks.
4. ,QWHUOHDYLQJ IDLOXUHV, e.g., side effects caused by non-reentrant code, and shared data, in
preemptively scheduled systems.
5. 7LPLQJIDLOXUHVThis failure mode, yields a correct result (value), although the procurement
of the result is time-wise incorrect. For example, deadline violations, early start of task,
incorrect period time, too much jitter, too many interrupts (too short inter-arrival time), etc.
6. %\]DQWLQH DQG DUELWUDU\ IDLOXUHV. This failure mode is characterized by a non-assumption,
meaning that there is no restriction what so ever with respect to which effects the component
user may perceive. Therefore, has the failure mode been called malicious or fail-uncontrolled.
This failure mode includes two-faced behavior: a component can output “X is true” to one
component user, and “X is false” to another component user.
The above listed failure modes build up a hierarchy where byzantine failures are based on the
weakest assumption (a non-assumption) on the behavior of the components, and sequential
failures are based on the strongest assumptions. Hence byzantine failure is the most severe and
sequential failure the least severe failure mode. The byzantine failure mode covers all failures
classified as timing failures, which in turn covers interleaving failures, and so on.
More formally: Sequential failures ⊂ Ordering failures ⊂ Synchronization failures ⊂ Interleaving
failures ⊂ Timing failures ⊂ Byzantine failures. That is, 1 ⊂ 2 ⊂ 3 ⊂ 4 ⊂ 5 ⊂ 6.
The component user can also characterize the failure modes according to the viewpoints domain
and perception. A distinction can be made between primary failures, secondary failures and
command failures [6]:
•

3ULPDU\IDLOXUHV
A primary failure is caused by an error in the software of the component so that its output
does not meet the specification. This class includes byzantine failure modes, and
sequential failure modes.

•

6HFRQGDU\IDLOXUHV
A secondary failure occurs when the input to a component does not comply with the
specification. This can happen when the component is used in an environment not
designed for, or when the output of a preceding task (component) does not comply with
the specifications of a succeeding task’s (component) input. This class includes
interleaving failures, and sequential input failure modes.

•

&RPPDQGIDLOXUHV
Command failures occur when a component delivers the correct result but at the wrong
time or in the wrong order. This class covers timing failures, synchronization failures,
and ordering failures.

The above classification of failure modes is not restricted to individual instances of failures, but
can be used to classify the failure behavior of components, which is called a component’s failure
semantics [9].
•

)DLOXUHVHPDQWLFV
A component exhibits a given failure semantic if the probability of failure modes, which
are not covered by the failure semantic, is sufficiently low.

If a given component is defined to have ordering failure semantics, then all individual failures of
the component should be ordering or sequential failures. The possibility of more severe failures,
like timing failures, should be sufficiently low. The failure semantic is a probabilistic
specification of the failure modes a component may exhibit, which has to be chosen in relation to
the application requirements. In other words, the failure semantics defines the most severe failure
mode a component user may have to consider. Fault-tolerant systems are designed with the
assumption that any component that fails will do so according to a given failure semantic. If
nonetheless, the failure of a component violates the failure semantic, then nothing is guaranteed
and the whole system might fail. This consideration leads to the important concept of assumption
coverage [10], which is closely related to the definition of failure semantics.
•

$VVXPSWLRQFRYHUDJH
Assumption coverage is defined as the probability that the possible failure modes defined
by the failure semantic of a component proves to be true during practical conditions on
the fact that the component has failed.

For components defined as having byzantine failures semantics the assumption coverage is
always 1.0, i.e., the confidence in the failure semantic is total. This is safe since byzantine failures
belong to the most severe failure mode. In all other cases the assumptions of the failure semantics
may be violated because the component may show byzantine behavior. Consequently, will
assumption coverage (confidence) be less than total (1.0).
The assumption coverage is a critical parameter when designing and reusing reliable components.
If the assumptions are relaxed too much in order to achieve good assumption coverage, the design
becomes overly complicated since severe failure semantics (like byzantine) have to be
considered. On the other hand, if too many assumptions are made, the system design is easier, but
the assumption coverage might be unacceptably low. In practice there is thus a need to
compromise between system complexity and assumption coverage.

 &RPSRQHQWEDVHGDQDO\VLV
In this section we are going to introduce a framework for formal and probabilistic arguments of
component reuse in safety-critical real-time systems. The basic idea is to provide evidence, based
on the components contracts and the experience accumulated, that a component can be reused
immediately, or if only parts can be reused - or not at all. That is, we want to relate the
environment for which the component was originally designed and verified for, with the new
environment where it is going to be reused. Depending on the match with respect to input-output
domains and temporal domains we want to deem how much of the reliability from the earlier use
of the component can be inherited in the new environment. Faced with a non-match we are
usually required to re-verify the entire component. However, we would like to make use of the
parts that match and only re-verify the non-matching parts.
Specifically, we are now going to introduce two analyses, one with respect to changes in the
input-output domain, and one with respect to changes in the temporal domain.

 ,QSXWRXWSXWGRPDLQDQDO\VLV
We are now going to establish a framework for comparative analysis of components input-output
domains, i.e. their respective expected inputs and outputs, as defined by the components contracts
(interfaces). But, we are also going to relate the input-output domain to its verified and
experienced reliability, according to certain failure semantics. We can represent the input-output
domain for a component, F, as a tupel of inputs and outputs; Π(F) ⊆ ,(F) × 2(F). Where the input
domain, ,(F), is defined as a tupel of all interfaces and their respective sets of input; ,(F)⊆ ,(F) ∪
… ∪ ,(F) . Further, the output domain, 2(F), is defined as a tupel of all interfaces and their
respective sets of output; 2(c)⊆ 2(F) ∪ … ∪ 2(F) .
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The basic idea is that, given that we have a reliability profile, 5(F), of a component’s input-output
domain, Π(F and that the attributes for the real-time components are fixed, we can deem how
well the component would fare in a new environment. That is, we would be able to make
comparative analysis of the experienced input-output domain and the domain of the new
environment.
For example, assume that we have designed and verified a component, F, that has an input
domain ,(F) corresponding to a range of integer inputs, ,(F) = [40,70], to a certain level of
reliability.
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)LJXUH7KHUHOLDELOLW\IRULQSXWGRPDLQ>@
Consider now that we reuse this component in another system, where all things are the same
except for the input domain, , (F) = [50,80], and that we by use and verification have achieved
another level of reliability.
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)LJXUH7KHUHOLDELOLW\IRUMRLQWLQSXWGRPDLQ
We can now introduce a new relation called the experienced input-output-reliability domain, ((F)
⊆ (Π (F) × 5 (F))∪ … ∪ (Π (F) × 5 (F)), which represent the union of all input-output domains
and the achieved reliability for each of these domains. This union is illustrated in Figure 4. Using
this ((F) we can deem if we can reuse the component immediately in a new environment Π (F)
and inherit the experienced reliability, or we can put another condition on the reuse, a reliability
requirement.
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)LJXUH 5HOLDELOLW\ FDQQRW EH JXDUDQWHHG LQ QHZ
HQYLURQPHQW
In Figure 5, the new environment and the area named ;, illustrates the reliability requirement. If
it can be shown that Π (F) × 5 (F) ⊆ ( F then the component can be reused without reverification. However if the reliability requirement cannot be satisfied as illustrated in Figure 5,
reuse cannot be done without additional verification.
QHZ
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If the Π (F) × 5 (F) ⊂ ((F), then we cannot immediately reuse the component without reverification, however we need not re-verify the component entirely. It is sufficient to verify the
part of the input domain that is non-overlapping with the experienced one, i.e., (Π (F) × 5 (F))
\( F .
QHZ

QHZ

QHZ

QHZ

By making this classification we can provide arguments for immediate reuse, arguments for reverification of only cut sets and non-reuse. For example, assume that the Π (F) (the area named
< in the Figure 6) has an , (F) = [35,45] then we can calculate the cut set for , (F) and ,(F) to
be , (F) = [35,40]
QHZ

QHZ

QHZ

FXW

 7HPSRUDODQDO\VLV
Whenever a new component is to be used in a real-time system, the new temporal behavior of the
system must be verified, i.e. that all tasks are schedulable. For real-time systems schedulability
means that no task in the system will ever violate its timing requirements, for instance deadlines,
start times, jitter, etc. In order schedule a system the components have to be decomposed into
their smallest possible entities, i.e., their tasks. Thus, the level of abstraction provided by the
component concept is violated.
In this section we will discuss the impact of changing some of the temporal attributes for a
component when reusing it. The following situations are dealt with:
•

The same infrastructure and the same input-output domain

•

The same input-output domain but a different infrastructure

A change in the temporal domain is always initiated by the system in which the component will
run in. For instance, if the new system executes on different hardware, the execution times might
vary (a faster or slower CPU). The changes can also originate from the requirements of the new
system, for example the component has to run with a higher frequency than originally designed
for.

 7KHVDPHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHDQGLQSXWRXWSXWGRPDLQ
In this case, the infrastructure is exactly the same in the new environment as the one previously
used. Consequently, we have an exact match between the sets of services provided (denoted as 6
below). The services required by the design task model for the component have been satisfied
earlier which implicates that they still are satisfied in the new environment. Thus, 6(F) ⊆
6 (LQIUDVWUXFWXUH) and 6 (LQIUDVWUXFWXUH) = 6 (LQIUDVWUXFWXUH) holds, where 6(F) is the set of
services required by componentF.
ROG

QHZ

ROG

Moreover, the new input-output domain for the new instance of component F, Π (F), is
completely within the verified range of input-output for the component Π(F). Formally the
following must hold: Π (F) ⊆ Π(F).
QHZ

QHZ

The only alteration is in one or several of the temporal attributes for the component. Such a
change requires the system to undertake a schedulability analysis [2][7][12] where the component
is decomposed into its smallest constituents, the tasks. The component can be considered to fit
into the new system if the system is schedulable and the relations between the tasks in the
component, as well as the tasks in the new system, are not violated.

 7KHVDPHLQSXWRXWSXWGRPDLQEXWGLIIHUHQWLQIUDVWUXFWXUH
There exist two different types of infra-structural changes:
•

One where the infrastructures are different, but where the infrastructure parts pertaining to the
component are the same. More precisely, if 6(F) ⊆ 6 (LQIUDVWUXFWXUH)∩Sold(LQIUDVWUXFWXUH),
then the necessary services are provided by the new infrastructure. If this is the case, and a
correct mapping of the services required by the component to the new infrastructure is
performed, we can reuse the component with same confidence in its reliability as in the
original environment.
QHZ

•

One where the infrastructures are different and the infrastructure parts pertaining to the
component are non-compliant. Formally if the 6(F) \ Snew(LQIUDVWUXFWXUH) ≠ ∅.

In the latter case where the new infrastructure does not enable the same implementation of the
design task model, a new mapping from the design must be performed. This mapping is a matter
of implementing the new infrastructure model using the services provided in the new
infrastructure. If this mapping is not possible then we cannot reuse the component at all. If the
mapping is possible, we can still argue if this is reuse at all, since major parts of the component
must be modified. Here we make a clear distinction between modify and parameterize, where
modifications are changes in the source code and parameterizations leave the source code
unchanged, but its behavior can be changed dynamically.
As an example, consider a component that has been proven to have certain reliability in an
infrastructure that provides synchronization between tasks using time-wise separation. If now the
component is reused in an infrastructure that handles synchronization using semaphores the
synchronization strategy has to be changed. Consequently, we cannot assume anything about the
reliability regarding synchronization failures. We have to assume weaker failure semantics since

the preconditions for which the reliability estimates regarding synchronization failures are no
longer valid. That is, we cannot guarantee anything regarding synchronization failures in reusing
the component.
The graph below illustrates the different reliabilities for the fault hypotheses (assumptions of
failure semantics as introduced in section 2.3), 1 through 5 for component F
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If the assumptions made for the reliability measure of fault hypothesis 3 is changed, the reliability
is inherited from fault hypothesis 2 (see Figure 8), and we cannot say anything about the
reliability regarding stronger failure semantics.
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)LJXUH7KHQHZUHOLDELOLW\IDXOWK\SRWKHVLVDIWHUUHXVHLQDQHZLQIUDVWUXFWUH
Just as in the previous case where the infrastructure was not changed, the schedulability analysis
must be performed all over again, ensuring that no temporal constraints are violated in the
component as well in the rest of the system.

 $PHDVXUHPHQWRIUHXVDELOLW\IRUFRPSRQHQWV
For every new environment in which a component is successfully reused, the broader is the
usability of that component. That is, it has been empirical proven that the component can be used
in different environments, and is thus highly reusable. The graph in Figure 9 exemplifies this for
changes in the period times of a component. The greater the reliability (denoted as 5  the more
confident we can be that the component will work correctly for that given period time. The
greater the number of period times covered by the diagram, the more reusable the component is.
However, one can argue that a component that has been reused in a lot of different environments
but where every reuse resulted in a low reliability is really reusable? Consequently, the reusability
is a combination of the number of environments where the component has been used, and the
success of every such reuse.

5

Such a graph can be generated for every type of attribute in the component contract. For instance,
the different types of real-time operating systems for which the component has been reused. In
this case, the distribution is also a measurement of the portability for the component.
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 &RQFOXVLRQV
In this paper we have presented a novel framework for arguments of reuse of components in
safety-critical real-time systems. In this framework, we formally describe component contracts in
term of its temporal constraints given in the design phase (the design task model) and the
temporal attributes available in the implementation (the infrastructure). Furthermore, the inputoutput domain for a component is specified in its contract. By relating the input-output domain,
fault hypotheses, probabilistic reliability levels and the temporal behavior of the component, we
can deem if a component can be reused or not. We can also deem how much and which subsets,
of say input-output domains, that need additional functional and safety verification based on
reliability requirements in the environment in which the reuse is intended.
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Abstract
Performance tuning of a parallel application is often hard. The use of standards, such as
POSIX threads, makes it possible to move a multithreaded application from one platform to
another. Doing performance tuning for many platforms are even tougher since the implementation of the standards may vary on different operating systems. The developer need tools for
analysing how the application will behave on different operating systems in order to do adequate performance tuning.
In this paper we present a technique based on cross-simulation that will solve the issues
above. The technique uses a monitored execution of a multithreaded application on a single
processor workstation running the Solaris operating system. Then the technique, which has
been implemented in a tool, simulates a multiprocessor with an arbitrary number of processors running either Solaris or Linux. The tool then displays the behaviour of the application
on the selected target configuration.
Validation, using a subset of the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite, shows that the tool predicts
speed-ups correctly. The average error in the predicted speed-up when simulating Linux is
5.8%. All this can be done using the ordinary Solaris workstation on the developer’s desk,
without even having a multiprocessor.

1. Introduction
Writing parallel applications for multiprocessors is often hard. In many cases the reason for using
a multiprocessor is to achieve more computing power for the application. Doing performance tuning of a multithreaded application for a multiprocessor is an important but tedious task and few
tools are available for the developer. Most tools require the application to be executed on the target multiprocessor, e.g., [5, 7, 9, 18].
When introducing standards, such as POSIX threads [3], the aim is to make applications portable. This makes it possible to move one application from one operating system, e.g. Solaris, to
another operating system, e.g. Linux. However, it is not obvious that an application tuned for one
operating system will run efficiently on another operating system. Different characteristics for the
operating systems may lead to different tuning or trade-offs when tuning the application for both
operating systems.
The developer then has to tune the application for several operating systems, using different
tools for the different operating systems. The developer must also have access to all combinations
of multiprocessors and operating systems in order to do the performance tuning. Not only a tedious task to do, in many cases it is impossible (and expensive) to have all the machines needed.
In this paper we present a tool called VPPB (Visualization of Parallel Program Behaviour).
The tool is capable of executing a multithreaded application (using POSIX Threads) on a single
processor workstation with Solaris and shows how the execution would be if the application were
executed on an SMP (Symmetric MultiProcessor) with an arbitrary number of processors, running
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either Solaris or Linux. The predictions are with good accuracy. The tool has perviously been
used for prediction on Solaris for Solaris-threads [1, 2, 15]. The tool has now been extended to
cover the major parts of POSIX threads as well. The tool can now also mimic the Linux 2.2 operating system. Based on an execution of an application on a single processor Solaris workstation,
the tool is able to predict the behaviour of the application on a multiprocessor running Linux.
Thus, the tool is able to perform cross-simulation. We use the term cross-simulation when a program is monitored on one operating system and then simulated for another (target) operating system. The performance tuning of the application can be done on the developer’s ordinary
workstation without the need for a multiprocessor.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the VPPB system and
in Section 3 Solaris, Linux, and POSIX threads are briefly discussed. Section 4 shows the validation of the predictions and Section 5 shows that the same application will execute differently on
different operating systems. Section 6 discusses the result and points at some future work, the
conclusions are found in Section 7.

2. Overview of VPPB
The VPPB consists of three major parts, the Recorder, the Simulator, and the Visualizer. The
workflow when using the VPPB system is shown in Figure 1. The developer writes the multithreaded program (a) in Figure 1, compiles it, and an executable binary file is obtained. After that,
the program is executed on a uni-processor. When starting the monitored execution (b), the
Recorder is automatically placed between the program and the standard thread library. Every time
the program uses the routines in the thread library, the call passes through the Recorder (c) which
records information about the call, i.e., the identity of the calling thread, the name of the called
routine, the time the call was made, and other parameters. The Recorder then calls the original
routine in the thread library. When the execution of the program finishes all the collected information is stored in a file, the recorded information (d). The recording is done without recompilation
or relinking of the application, making our approach very flexible.
The Simulator simulates a multiprocessor execution. The main input for the simulator is the
recorded information (d) in Figure 1. The simulator also takes the configuration (e) as input, such
as the target operating system, number of processors, etc. The output from the simulator is information describing the predicted execution (f).
Using the Visualizer the predicted parallel execution of the program can be inspected (g). The
Visualizer uses the simulated execution (f) as input. The main view of the (predicted) execution is
a Gant diagram. When visualizing a simulation, it is possible for the developer to use the mouse to
click on a certain interesting event, get the source code displayed, and the line making the call that
generated the event highlighted. With these facilities the developer may detect problems in the
program and can modify the source code (a). Then the developer can re-run the execution to
inspect the performance change. The VPPB system is designed to work for C or C++ programs
that uses the built-in thread package [7] and POSIX threads [3] on the Solaris 2.X operating system. The Simulator is able to simulate both Solaris and Linux.

3. POSIX Threads and Some Key Differences Between Solaris and Linux
Both Solaris and Linux 2.2 implement the POSIX thread interface [3]. However, there are differences between the implementations. Solaris uses a two-layered approach illustrated in Figure 2
[6, 12]. In the user level there are user level threads. These threads are executed in a non preemptive way. This means that the thread must, in some way, voluntarily give up the execution in favor
of another thread. This could be done explicitly or implicitly by calling a synchronization primitive that blocks the thread or releases a previously blocked thread with higher priority.
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Figure 1: A schematic flowchart of the VPPB system.

The kernel level threads (also known as LightWeight Process, LWP [15]) are scheduled by the
kernel in a pre-emptive fashion. The scheduling is priority based, with a round robin policy on
each priority level. The priority is changed over time, the longer time an LWP executes the lower
priority and longer time slices it gets. Each CPU has it’s own run queue. In order to migrate an
LWP to another CPU the LWP must have been in the queue for some pre-defined time without
being selected by the current CPU. The user level threads are executed by the LWPs. This means
that the kernel only schedules LWPs, the user level threads are not seen by the kernel. From the
user level threads’ point of view the LWPs could be seen as virtual CPUs. A user level thread
might be bound to a specific LWP, i.e., the user level thread will (indirectly) be scheduled in a preemptive manner. Non-bound user level threads will execute on the LWPs that are not bound to any
thread. There could be many LWPs to serve this kind of user level threads.
A Multithreaded Solaris Process
Non-bound threads
User level

Kernel level

Thread

Thread

LWP

Thread

LWP

Bound thread
Thread

LWP

Figure 2: The thread model in Solaris. A bound thread may only execute on the LWP that it is bound to,
whereas a non-bound thread may execute on any LWP that is not bound to a user level thread.
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Linux [8] uses an single-layered approach, similar to merging the Thread and LWP concepts
in Solaris together into one single unit. The creation of threads is made by cloning the parent
thread, using the system call clone. This is quite similar to fork, but the cloned threads share the
same address space, open files, etc. However, each thread gets its own process id and is scheduled
as a process. The scheduling is pre-emptive and time-sliced, as for any other process in Linux.
The time-slices are fixed (210 milliseconds). Linux calculates a goodness-value in order to choose
between which thread/process to execute next. This goodness-value represents two things, first it
represents how long the thread has executed in its current time slice. A thread that has been executed a small part of its time slice will be given a higher goodness value than threads that have
executed a longer part of their time slice. The second thing is that threads are favourized to run on
the same processor as previously. This is done by increasing the goodness value for the thread
when the processor it previously executed on looks for a new thread to execute. Newly awakened
threads can force another thread from a processor when the newly awakened thread has a higher
goodness value than the other thread.
There are also differences between synchronizations as well. In Linux all locks has ordered
queues. When a thread releases the lock, the first thread in the queue is given the lock and put in
the running queue. In Solaris, there is no ordered queue (for guaranteed). When a thread releases
a lock, it may lock it again, before any other thread (both those waiting in the queue or other) has
been able to grab the lock.

4. Validation of the Predicted Execution Times
4.1. The SPLASH-2 benchmark suite
The validation of the predictions was made using a subset of the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite
[17]. The applications that we used from the SPLASH-2 suite are listed with the data set in Table
1. All applications that we used are from the scientific and engineering domain.
Table 1: The parallel applications together with the data set sizes we used.
Application

Description

Data set size/Input data

Ocean (contiguous)

Simulate eddy currents in an ocean basin

258-by-258 grid

Water-Spatial

Molecular dynamics simulation, O(N) algorithm

512 molecules, 30 time steps

FFT

1-D n Six-step Fast Fourier Transform

4M points

Radix

Integer radix sort

16M keys, radix 1024

LU (contiguous)

Blocked LU-decomposition of a dense matrix

768x768 matrix, 16x16 blocks

Raytrace

Producing a raytraced picture

balls4

Barnes

Simulates interaction between a number of bodies
in three dimensions

2048 bodies

Cholesky

Factors a sparse matrix into the product of a lower
triangular matrix and its transpose

tk29.0

Radiosity

Producing a raytraced picture

Default, batch mode, en 0.1

All executions were made on a Sun Ultra Enterprise 4000 with 8 processors and 512 MByte
memory. The operating systems in this validation was Solaris 2.6 and Linux 2.2 (RedHat 6.1).
The compiler used for both Solaris and Linux was the egcs-1.1.2 (a.k.a. gcc 2.91.66). Since the
SPLASH-2 applications are designed to create one thread per physical processor, one log file
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were made for each processor setup when using the Recorder. Thus, 9 applications running each
on 4 different CPU setups generated a total of 36 log files. The benchmarks were modified in
order to remove spinning locks and task stealing as described in [2].
4.2. Validation results
Table 2 shows the measured and predicted speed-up for the 9 applications from the SPLASH-2
benchmark suit on the Solaris platform. The real speed-up is the middle value of 5 executions of
the application. The error is defined as |((Real speed-up) - (Predicted speed-up))/(Real speed-up)|,
where |-x| = |x| = x, for all x > 0.
Due to the recordings, the monitored uni-processor execution takes somewhat longer than an
ordinary uni-processor execution of the application. However, our measurements showed that the
execution time overhead for doing the recordings was very small. The maximum overhead, which
was obtained for Radiosity, was 16.4% of the total execution time, but still more than half of the
36 log files caused less than 0.5% overhead. Another concern was the size of the log files. 75% of
the log files were less than 2Mbyte in size. The largest log file, which was obtained for Radiosity,
was 20.4 MByte. This file could be handled without any problems. Consequently, neither the execution time overhead, nor the size of the log files caused problems for these applications.
Table 3 shows the measured and predicted speed-up for the 9 applications from the SPLASH2 benchmark suite on the Linux 2.2 platform. The columns are the same as in Table 2.
The mean error for Solaris was 1.6% while when simulating the Linux platform the mean
error was less than 5.8%. Thus, the error on the Linux platform is then on average 3.6 times larger
than on the Solaris platform.
4.3. Study of the application with the largest error, Ocean
There are three applications in Table 3 that has large errors in the predictions. These are Ocean,
FFT, and Radiosity. Ocean has the largest error and we will focus on that application for this
study.
The first thing to notice is the total CPU time needed to execute the application (without the
Recorder) behaves quite differently on Solaris and Linux. Since the monitoring is done on Solaris
all the overhead, etc., on Solaris is incorporated in the monitoring. Thus, if Solaris behaves differently than Linux, the estimation can be no good. The CPU time needed to execute Ocean is shown
as the first row in Table 4. The values are normalized to the case for 1 processor for easy comparison reasons. As can be seen, Solaris increases the needed CPU time with up to twelve percent
when executing the 8 threaded Ocean. On the other hand, Linux needs three percent less CPU
time to execute Ocean with 8 threads than with one thread. The difference between Solaris and
Linux is then 15.5% (1.12 / 0.97).
By increasing the data set for Ocean to 514 and 1026, theses differences decrease as shown in
the two last rows in Table 4, to 5.0% and 1.1%, respectively for the case with 8 threads. It is then
most likely that the predictions also will be more accurate for Linux as the needed CPU time does
not differ. In Table 5 the predictions for Ocean on Linux is shown. As assumed the error in the
predictions drops as the data set increases. The measured CPU time can then act as an indicator of
the degree of reliability of the prediction.
The measured CPU time may not only act as an indicator, it could also be used to compensate
the prediction. In the case of Ocean with data set 258 there is an difference of 15.5% between
Solaris and Linux. Thus, the monitored execution on 8 processors was 15.5% longer on Solaris
than on Linux and this made the predicted execution for Linux 15.5% longer as well, assuming an
even distribution of the overhead over the whole execution. If the predicted execution was 15.5%
longer, the predicted speed-up will only be 86.6% ( 1 / 1.155) compared to the speed-up without
the differences in CPU time. Thus, by adding 15.5% more speed-up we are able to compensate for
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Table 2: Measured and predicted speed-ups for the benchmark applications on Solaris 2.6.
Application

Ocean

2 processors

4 processors

8 processors

Real Speed-up

1.98

3.67

4.39

Pred. Speed-up

1.90

3.35

4.35

4.0%

8.7%

0.9%

Real Speed-up

1.99

3.93

7.41

Pred. Speed-up

1.97

3.83

7.24

1.0%

2.5%

2.3%

Real Speed-up

1.58

2.22

2.76

Pred. Speed-up

1.59

2.23

2.80

0.6%

0.5%

1.4%

Real Speed-up

1.99

3.96

7.66

Pred. Speed-up

1.99

3.96

7.79

0.0%

0.0%

1.7%

Real Speed-up

1.78

3.02

4.45

Pred. Speed-up

1.78

3.00

4.50

0.0%

0.7%

1.1%

Real Speed-up

1.88

2.97

4.86

Pred. Speed-up

1.88

2.94

4.83

0.0%

1.0%

0.6%

Real Speed-up

1.85

3.60

5.78

Pred. Speed-up

1.81

3.42

5.89

2.2%

5.0%

1.9%

Real Speed-up

1.94

3.56

6.35

Pred. Speed-up

1.93

3.57

5.97

0.5%

0.3%

6.0%

Real Speed-up

1.60

2.30

2.94

Pred. Speed-up

1.60

2.30

2.90

0.0%

0.0%

1.4%

Error

Water-spatial

Error

FFT

Error

Radix

Error

LU

Error

Raytrace

Error

Radiosity

Error

Barnes

Error

Cholesky

Error

the differences in CPU time. The predicted speed-up is 4.35 and with a 15.5% increase it will be
5.02. The latter is much closer the real measured value of 5.77.
The result of calculating in the same way for the other data sets and number of processors is
shown in Table 5 within square brackets. The average error in Table 4 has decreased from 7.8% to
5.6% due to this compensation. In three cases the predictions become worse than without compensation, however, those errors are still within the range of errors for the Solaris prediction in
Table 2 as well as the errors reported in [2].
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Table 3: Measured and predicted speed-ups for the benchmark applications on LINUX 2.2.
Application

Ocean

2 processors

4 processors

8 processors

Real Speed-up

1.99

3.75

5.77

Pred. Speed-up

1.90

3.35

4.35

4.5%

10.7%

24.6%

Real Speed-up

1.99

3.95

7.75

Pred. Speed-up

1.97

3.83

7.24

1.0%

3.0%

6.6%

Real Speed-up

1.71

2.56

3.40

Pred. Speed-up

1.59

2.23

2.80

7.0%

12.9%

17.6%

Real Speed-up

1.98

3.93

7.17

Pred. Speed-up

1.99

3.96

7.79

0.5%

0.8%

8.6%

Real Speed-up

1.81

3.11

4.80

Pred. Speed-up

1.78

3.00

4.50

1.7%

3.5%

6.2%

Real Speed-up

1.82

2.85

4.41

Pred. Speed-up

1.88

2.94

4.83

3.3%

3.2%

9.5%

Real Speed-up

1.85

3.75

5.05

Pred. Speed-up

1.81

3.42

5.89

2.2%

8.8%

16.6%

Real Speed-up

1.94

3.51

6.03

Pred. Speed-up

1.93

3.57

5.98

0.5%

1.7%

0.8%

Real Speed-up

1.60

2.30

2.93

Pred. Speed-up

1.60

2.30

2.90

0.0%

0.0%

1.0%

Error

Water-spatial

Error

FFT

Error

Radix

Error

LU

Error

Raytrace

Error

Radiosity

Error

Barnes

Error

Cholesky

Error

5. Scheduling Differences
When dealing with performance debugging, the speed-up metric does not give all the information
needed. If the speed-up is not as the desired speed-up there are some kind of performance bottlenecks in the application. The VPPB system has, as mentioned in Section 2, the ability to show the
execution flow as a Gant diagram. This diagram can help the developer understand where the bottlenecks are and how to remove them.
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Table 4: Normalized CPU time required to execute the OCEAN benchmark with different data sets on Solaris
and Linux.
Data set

Operating
System

1 Thread

2 Threads

4 Threads

8 Threads

Solaris

1.00

0.99

1.03

1.12

Linux

1.00

0.96

0.97

0.97

Solaris

1.00

1.02

1.04

1.05

Linux

1.00

1.00

1.01

1.00

Solaris

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.01

Linux

1.00

1.01

1.00

1.00

258

514

1026
Table 5: Ocean on Linux with different data sets. A compensated values are given in square brackets.
Data set

258

514

1026

2 Processor

4 Processor

8 Processor

Real Speed-up

1.99

3.75

5.77

Pred. Speed-up

1.90 [1.96]

3.35 [3.56]

4.35 [5.02]

Error

4.5% [1.5%]

10.7% [5.1%]

24.6% [13.0%]

Real Speed-up

1.84

3.67

5.27

Pred. Speed-up

1.94 [1.98]

3.71 [3.82]

4.51 [4.74]

Error

5.4% [7.6%]

1.1% [4.1%]

14.4% [10.1%]

Real Speed-up

1.96

3.83

6.93

Pred. Speed-up

1.90 [1.88]

3.74 [3.74]

6.66 [6.73]

Error

3.1% [4.1%]

2.3% [2.3%]

3.9% [2.9%]

In Section 4 there is very little difference between the predicted speed-up for the Solaris platform and the Linux platform. Although the speed-up is similar, the execution flow may not be the
same. To illustrate that issue Figure 3 shows the same execution segment of the Barnes benchmark. Each horizontal line in the figure represent an executing thread over time. Different symbols indicate different events, e.g., an arrow facing downwards represents a locking operation.
Different colours (appear as different gray shades in black and white printing) are used for
mutexes, semaphores, etc. Though the execution flow is quite different in Figure 3 the source
code is the same. This shows that the execution flow is different when using different operating
system, and thus the performance bottlenecks may also differ between the operating systems.
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Linux
Solaris
Figure 3: Execution flows for Barnes. Solaris is the upper graph, Linux is the lower. The five ovals in the
Solaris graph indicates the same events as the five ovals in the Linux graph.

6. Discussion and Related Work
6.1. Comments on the validation
Validation of the cross-simulation was done on a Sun Enterprise 4000 with 8 CPUs by executing 9
benchmarks from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite. Only three applications had larger than ten
percent error in the predicted speed-up. A further study of the application with the largest error
(Ocean) shows that the error is reduced when the data set grows.
As the data set increases the overhead for executing Ocean on Solaris decreases. Since this
overhead is included in the monitored data used for the cross-simulation the simulation results for
small data sets may not be very accurate. By compensating the predictions with the measured
overheads, the error of the predictions was reduced with up to nearly a factor of two.
The reason for the increased usage of CPU time on Solaris, when increasing the number of
threads in the Ocean application has not been found. A further study of the reason for this behaviour on Solaris is considered to be future work. Understanding why the error for the benchmarks
FFT and Radiosity is almost twice as large as the largest error on Solaris could also be interesting
future work.
Currently the VPPB system implements all the POSIX thread primitives that are common
between Solaris and Linux except the thread cancelling primitives. The semaphore primitives are
supported, although semaphores are not a part of the POSIX threads, but originate from
POSIX.1b.
6.2. Other tools
There are a number of tools, shown in Table 6, which make it possible to visualize the (predicted)
behaviour of a parallel application using any number of processors. However, these tools are
either developed for message passing systems or for non-standard programming environments.
Only a few tools, PARAVER and SIEVE, can do some kind of cross-simulation. The PARAVER tool uses the DIMEMAS simulator [4]. DIMEMAS is a simulator for distributed memory
multiprocessors, and the ability to re-configure in order to mimic different operating systems is
limited. In [10] there is no validation of the predictions at all. In SIEVE all simulation is performed by scrips working like macros on a spread-sheet, where the spread-sheet is the trace file.
By supplying different scripts different operating system can be simulated. The SIEVE system
does not address the issue of data monitoring. In [13] there is no validation of the predictions at
all.
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Table 6: Comparison of some visualization tools similar to VPPB.
Name

Platform

Language

Crosssimulation

Comment

Reference

CHIP3S

Mathematica

CHIP3S

Yes

Pseudo language

[10]

PARAVER

Any PVM3 platform

Any with PVM3

Yes

Message passing

[11]

PERFSIM

TMC CM-5

CM-Fortran

No

Limited visualization

[16]

PIE

VAX 11/780, VAX
11/784, MicroVAX

MP with Pascal

No

Pseudo language

[14]

SIEVE

BBN GP1000

pC++

Yes

Hard to use the scripts

[13]

7. Conclusion
POSIX threads are used to make multithreaded applications portable. However, the implementation of POSIX threads differs for different operating systems. Thus, an application will not always
have the same performance and behaviour on different operating systems. Tuning multithreaded
applications for a multiprocessor is hard. Tuning applications for good performance on several
operating systems is even harder. Most tools use a real execution of the multithreaded application
on a given operating system in order to give the developer support in the performance tuning, e.g.,
[5, 7, 9, 18]. It is often impractical and expensive to have several multiprocessors in order to run
different operating systems.
In this paper we have presented a tool, called VPPB, that based on an execution of a multithreaded application on an ordinary single processor Solaris workstation can predict the behaviour of application on a multiprocessor with arbitrary number of processors, running Solaris or
Linux 2.2. The predictions are accurate, with an mean error of 5.8% for the predicted speed-ups
for Linux, and even better for Solaris. The validation was made by using 9 of the benchmarks
from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite on a Sun Enterprise 4000 with eight processors.
During a detailed study of the Ocean benchmark we have shown that it is possible to find an
indicator that shows how reliable the predictions are. The indicator is based on the CPU time
required to execute an application with a different number of threads. This indicator works on a
single processor workstation with Solaris.
The Ocean benchmark also shown that the indicator can be successfully used to compensate
the predictions in order to get more accurate predictions. With Ocean the error in the predictions
was reduced with up to almost a factor of two.
Thus, we have shown that it is possible to use the described tool to predict the behaviour of an
multithreaded application on a multiprocessor with either Solaris or Linux, with the means of a
single processor workstation running Solaris.
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Abstract.

Static timing analyzers, which are used to analyze real-time systems, need to
know the minimum and maximum number of iterations associated with each loop
in a real-time program so accurate timing predictions can be obtained. This paper
describes three complementary methods to support timing analysis by bounding
the number of loop iterations. First, an algorithm is presented that determines the
minimum and maximum number of iterations of loops with multiple exits. Even
when the number of iterations cannot be exactly determined, it is desirable to know
the lower and upper iteration bounds. Second, when the number of iterations is dependent on unknown values of variables, the user is asked to provide bounds for these
variables. These bounds are used to determine the minimum and maximum number
of iterations. Specifying the values of variables is less error prone than specifying the
number of loop iterations directly. Finally, a method is given to tightly predict the
execution time of inner loops whose number of iterations is dependent on counter
variables of outer level loops. This is accomplished by formulating the total number
of iterations of a loop in terms of summations and solving the resulting equation.
These three methods have been successfully integrated in an existing timing analyzer
that predicts the performance for optimized code on a machine that exploits caching
and pipelining. The result is tighter timing analysis predictions and less work for
the user.
Keywords:

Hard Real-Time Systems, Worst-Case Execution Time, Static Analysis

1.

Introduction

To be able to predict the Best-Case Execution Times (BCETs) and
Worst-Case Execution Times (WCETs) of a program, one must know
Part of this work has be previously published in the Proceedings of IEEE RealTime Technology and Applications Symposium, June 1998, under the title \Bounding
Loop Iterations for Timing Analysis".
y

c 1999 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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the number of iterations that can be performed by the loops in the
program. Under certain conditions, such as a loop with a single exit,
many compilers statically determine the exact number of loop iterations
(Benitez and Davidson, 1988). Applications for determining this number include loop unrolling (Hennessy and Patterson, 1996), software
pipelining (Lam, 1988), and exploiting parallelism across loop iterations
(Stone, 1990). When the number of iterations cannot be exactly determined, it is desirable in a real-time system to know lower and upper
bounds on the number of iterations. These bounds can be used by a
timing analysis tool to more accurately predict BCETs and WCETs.
Many existing timing analyzers require that a user specify the number of iterations of each loop in the program. This speci cation may be
requested interactively (Park and Shaw, 1991; Li et al., 1995). Thus,
each time the timing analyzer is invoked for a program, the bounds
for every loop in the program must be speci ed, which is error prone
and tedious for the user. Alternatively, one could specify this information as assertions in the source code to prevent repeated speci cations of the same information (Burns et al., 1996; Puschner and Koza,
1989; Kligerman and Stoyenko, 1986).
However, there are still several disadvantages. First, the user is still
required to write the assertions. Second, there is no guarantee that
the user will specify the correct minimum and maximum number of
iterations. This problem may easily occur when a user changes the
loop, but forgets to update the corresponding assertion. Also, code
generation strategies, such as whether to place instructions for the loop
exit condition code at the beginning or end of the loop, may cause the
number of loop iterations of the transformed loop to vary by one iteration from the loop in the source code. Finally, compiler optimizations,
such as loop unrolling or software pipelining, may a ect the number
of times a loop iterates. Inhibiting di erent code generation strategies
or compiler optimizations to more easily estimate loop bounds would
sacri ce performance, which is quite undesirable.
It would be more appropriate to have the compiler automatically
and eÆciently determine the bounds for each loop in a program when
possible. This paper describes three methods that support timing analysis by bounding the number of loop iterations. First, an algorithm
is presented that determines bounds on the number of iterations for
loops with multiple exits. Second, support is provided for loops whose
number of iterations is dependent on loop-invariant variables. Finally, a
method is given to accurately predict the number of iterations for inner
loops, whose number of iterations varies depending upon the values of
counter variables of enclosing outer loops. All three of these methods
are eÆciently implemented and result in less work for a user. The
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last method also results in tighter timing analysis predictions. These
methods were implemented by modifying the vpo compiler (Benitez and
Davidson, 1988) to analyze loops and the information about number of
loop iterations is passed to a timing analyzer (Arnold et al., 1994; Healy
et al., 1995; White et al., 1997; Healy and Whalley, 1999a) to predict
performance. Note that these methods applied in vpo could be used in
other compilers or on assembly or machine code les as well.
2.

Related Work

Previous work to bound the number of loop iterations has used abstract interpretation (Ermedahl and Gustafsson, 1997) and symbolic
execution (Lundqvist and Stenstrom, 1998; Liu and Gomez, 1998) to
automatically derive the number of loop iterations. These approaches
are quite powerful, but e ectively requires simulating all paths of a
loop for every loop iteration. Thus, they require signi cant analysis
overhead, which would be undesirable when analyzing long running
programs.
Our work on bounding iterations for nested loops was inspired by
the work of Sakellariou (Sakellariou, 1997; Sakellariou, 1996). He calculated the total number of iterations for loops that are dependent
on counter variables of outer loops in order to obtain better load balance by assigning approximately the same number of loop iterations
to each processor. The approach used was to formulate summations
representing the number of loop iterations by hand and to interface to
a mathematical package o -line to solve the equations. In this paper,
we describe a method to automatically calculate the average number of
times that a loop will iterate and how to use this information to obtain
tighter timing predictions.
3.

Bounding Iterations for Loops with Multiple Exits

In this section we present a method to determine a bounded number of
iterations for natural loops with multiple exits. The method includes
the following steps. (1) First, the conditional branches within the loop
that can a ect the number of loop iterations are identi ed. (2) Next,
we calculate when each of the identi ed branches can change its result
based on the number of loop iterations performed. (3) Afterwards, the
range of loop iterations when each of these branches can be reached
is determined. (4) Finally, the minimum and maximum number of
iterations for the loop is calculated. These steps are described in the
following subsections.
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Identifying the Branches That Can Affect the
Number of Loop Iterations

In this subsection some terms are de ned to facilitate the presentation
of the methods in this paper. A more complete description of these
terms can be found elsewhere (Aho et al., 1986). We de ne the number
of loop iterations as the number of times the header is executed once
the loop is entered (Arnold et al., 1994). A basic block is a sequence
of instructions with a single entry point at the beginning and a single
exit point at the end. A natural loop is a loop with a single entry point.
The header of a natural loop is the single basic block where the loop is
entered. Transitions from within the loop to the header are called back
edges. Block A dominates block B if every path from the initial node
of the control ow graph to B has to rst go through A. For instance,
the header of a natural loop dominates all blocks in the loop. Similarly,
block B postdominates block A if all control paths from block A to the
exit node of the graph contains block B. A block always dominates and
postdominates itself.
An iteration branch in a loop is a conditional transfer of control,
where the choice between the two outgoing transitions can directly or
indirectly a ect the number of loop iterations. The iteration branches
in the loop that can directly a ect this number are branches that have
(1) a transition to a basic block outside the loop or (2) a transition to
the header block of the loop or to a block that is postdominated by the
header. Iteration branches that can indirectly a ect the number of loop
iterations are those branches whose two successors are postdominated
by di erent iteration branches. Figure 1 shows an algorithm to calculate
the set of iteration branches I for a loop. The worst-case complexity of
the algorithm is O(B 2 I 2 ), where B is the number of basic blocks in the
loop and I is the number of iteration branches. However, we believe
that the average complexity would be closer to O(B ) since iteration
branches that indirectly a ect the number of loop iterations are not
common, particularly in numerical applications.
Figure 2(a) contains the code for a toy example C function that
will be used to illustrate the algorithm for calculating loop iteration
bounds for loops with multiple exits. Figure 2(b) depicts the RTLs,
representing SPARC assembly instructions, that the vpo compiler has
generated for this function. Note that the relational operator in the
conditional branches are sometimes reversed from the relational expressions in the source code. (No delay slots have been lled in order
to simplify the example.) Figure 2(c) explains the RTL notation used.
The loop consists of basic blocks 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The header of
the loop is block 7. The algorithm shown in Figure 1 identi es block 5
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//Find the iteration branches that can directly a ect the number of iterations
I = fg
FOR each block B in the loop L DO
IF (B has two successors S1 and S2 ) THEN
IF (S1 62 L) OR (S2 62 L) OR
(S1 2 PostDom(Header(L))) OR (S2 2 PostDom(Header(L))) THEN
I = I [ B
END IF
END IF
END FOR

//Find the iteration branches that can indirectly a ect the number of iterations

DO

FOR each block in B in the loop L DO
IF (B has two successors S1 and S2 ) AND (B 62 I ) THEN
IF (there exists J; K 2 I AND J 6= K AND
S1 2 PostDom(J ) AND S2 2 PostDom(K )) THEN
I

=I[B

END IF
END IF
END FOR
WHILE (any change to I )

Figure 1. Finding the Set of Iterations Branches for a Loop

as containing an iteration branch since it has a transition to block 6,
which is postdominated by the loop header. Blocks 3, 5, and 7 are
identi ed as having iteration branches since they have a transition to
block 4, which is not in the loop. Block 2 is added to the set of blocks
containing iteration branches since it can indirectly a ect the number
of iterations by transferring control to either block 3 or block 5, which
both have been identi ed as containing iteration branches.
Once the blocks containing iteration branches for the loop have
been identi ed, a precedence is established that represents the order
that these blocks can be executed on any given iteration of the loop.
This precedence relationship can be represented as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG). The nodes in the DAG represent the blocks containing the iteration branches and two additional nodes, continue and
break. Figure 3 shows the DAG depicting the precedence relationship
between the blocks containing exit conditions from Figure 2. The construction of the DAG can conceptually be accomplished by starting
with the graph representing the loop, replacing all back edges with
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main()
{
int i, j;
extern int somecond;
for (i = 0, j = 1; i < 100; i++, j += 3)
if (j > 75 && somecond || j > 300)
break;
}

(a) Source Code
r[10]=0;
r[9]=1;
r[11]=HI[_somecond];
PC=L18;

1

IC=r[9]?75;
PC=IC<=0,L21;

2

r[8]=R[r[11]+LO[_somecond]];
IC=r[8]?0;
PC=IC==0,L21;

3

L17

PC=RT;

4

L21

IC=r[9]?300;
PC=IC>0,L17;

5

L19

L18

r[10]=r[10]+1;
r[9]=r[9]+3;

6

IC=r[10]?100;
PC=IC>=0,L17;

7

PC=L19;

8

(b) Corresponding RTL Instructions
r[9]
r[10]
HI[<address>]
LO[<address>]
R[<address>]
IC=<item>?<item>;
PC=IC<relop>0,<label>;
PC=RT;
PC=<label>;

: register allocated to variable j
: register allocated to variable i
: high portion of address
: low portion of address
: integer memory reference
: comparison
: conditional branch
: return
: unconditional jump

(c) Explanation of RTL Notation

Figure 2. Example Loop with Multiple Exits

transitions to continue, replacing each transition out of the loop with
a transition to break, and collapsing all nodes that do not represent
iteration branches. The actual implementation of the DAG construction started with only nodes representing continue, break, and blocks
containing iteration branches and used domination and postdomination
information to establish the edges between the nodes. This algorithm
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7
2

break

3
break

5
continue

break

Figure 3. Precedence Relationship between Iteration Branches from Figure 2

is essentially a sort and requires O(I log I ) complexity, where
number of iteration branches in the loop.
3.2.

I

is the

Determining When Each Iteration Branch Changes
Direction

In this subsection a technique is presented that calculates when each
iteration branch can change its result based on the number of loop
iterations performed. This technique is similar to those used by other
compilers that can calculate the number of iterations of a loop with a
single exit (Benitez and Davidson, 1988). For each iteration branch we
derive the information shown in Table I. When all of the requirements
listed in Table I are satis ed, the iteration branch is classi ed as known.
Otherwise, the iteration branch is classi ed as unknown. Note that
detection of unknown iteration branches in a loop does not mean that
the number of iterations of a loop cannot be bounded. Using the derived
values, we apply Equation 1 to straightforwardly calculate on which
iteration, N , that a known iteration branch i will change direction.
Table II shows the values derived for the example in Figure 2. The
iteration branch in block 3 is classi ed as unknown since the variable
somecond is not a basic induction variable. The complexity of this
algorithm is O(I ), where I is the number of iteration branches, since
each iteration branch need only be examined once.
 limit (initial + before ) + adjust 
+2
(1)
N =
before + after
In addition, we have to select a value for adjust and checks have to
be made in case the iteration branch will always or never be satis ed.
Table III shows under what conditions we can use Equation 1 to determine when an iteration branch changes direction. The column \Test
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
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Table I. Information Calculated for Each Iteration Branch
Term

Explanation

Requirement

variable

The control variable on which
the branch depends, i.e., the
variable being compared in the
block containing the iteration
branch.

limit
relop

The value being compared to
the variable in the block containing the branch.
The relational operator used to
compare the variable and the
limit. I.e., the iteration condition is: \variable relop limit ".

initial

The value of the variable when
the loop is entered.1

before

The amount by which the variable is changed before reaching
the iteration branch in each
iteration.
The amount by which the variable is changed after reaching
the iteration branch in each
iteration.
An adjustment value of -1,
0, or 1, which compensates
for the di erence between relational operators (e.g. < and
<=).

The control variable must be a basic induction variable, that is a variable v whose only
assignments within the loop are of the form
v := v  c where c is a constant. In addition, we require that the variable change by
a constant integer amount on every loop iteration. We ensure this by checking that each
basic block containing an assignment to a basic induction variable dominates all of the
blocks containing the tails of the back edge
transitions.
The limit must be an integer constant. We will
describe how this requirement can be relaxed
in Section 4.
Our initial description requires that the relational operator be an inequality operator (i.e.
<, <=, >=, and >). We will describe how to
relax this requirement in Section 3.5 to more
accurately handle the equality operators (i.e.
== and !=).
The initial value must be an integer constant.
We will describe how this requirement can be
relaxed in Section 4.
The amount by which the control variable is
incremented or decremented must be an integer constant and these changes must occur on
each complete iteration of the loop.2
The amount by which the control variable is
incremented or decremented must be an integer constant and these changes must occur on
each complete iteration of the loop.

after

adjust

1

This value is found by searching backwards in the control ow for assignments to
variable. The search starts with the preheader, which is the block outside the loop
preceding the loop header.
2
In other words, the basic blocks containing these changes must dominate every
predecessor block of the header that is in the loop.
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Table II. Derived Information for Each Iteration Branch in Figure 2
branch variable register limit relop initial before after adjust
block 2
j
block 3 somecond
block 5
j
block 7
i

r[9]
r[8]
r[9]
r[10]

75
0
300
100

<=
==
>
>=

1
N/A
1
0

0
0
0
0

3
0
3
1

class

N

0
known 26
N/A unknown N/A
0
known 101
-1
known 101

Table III. How to Determine When a Branch with an Inequality Test Changes Direction

Operator
<=
<=
<=
<=
<
<
<
<
>
>
>
>
>=
>=
>=
>=

N

Condition
Test Result
adjust
rst  limit & incr > 0 is false on the N th iteration
0
rst  limit & incr  0 always true
rst > limit & incr  0 always false
rst > limit & incr < 0 is true on the N th iteration
1
rst < limit & incr > 0 is false on the N th iteration
1
rst < limit & incr  0 always true
rst  limit & incr  0 always false
rst  limit & incr < 0 is true on the N th iteration
0
rst  limit & incr > 0 is true on the N th iteration
0
rst  limit & incr  0 always false
rst > limit & incr  0 always true
rst > limit & incr < 0 is false on the N th iteration
1
rst < limit & incr > 0 is true on the N th iteration
1
rst < limit & incr  0 always false
rst  limit & incr  0 always true
rst  limit & incr < 0 is false on the N th iteration
0
Where rst = initial + before , incr = before + after ,
is de ned in Equation 1, and adjust is used in Equation 1.

Result" shows under what conditions we can conclude that the iteration
condition will always/never be true and when we should use Equation 1
to determine at which iteration the branch changes direction, as well as,
what value to use for adjust in Equation 1. Note that when before+after
= 0 we need not use Equation 1 and thus we do not cause a divide by
zero exception.
Figure 4 shows two loops where Equation 1 cannot be applied. Our
implementation detects that the loop in Figure 4(a) exits after a single
iteration. Recall that the number of iterations is the number of times
that the loop header block (i.e. testing i > 100 in the example) is exe-
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cuted once the loop is entered (see Section 3.1). The loop in Figure 4(b)
is classi ed as unbounded since the loop may never exit depending on
how over ow of negative integer values is handled.
for(i = 0; i > 100; i++)
A;

for(i = 0; i < 100; i--)
A;

(a) Loop That Exits Immediately

(b) Loop That May Never Exit

Figure 4. Two Loops Which are Handled Without Equation 1

3.3.

Determining the Iterations When Each Iteration
Branch Can Be Reached

The next step is to determine the iterations on which it is possible to
execute each node of the DAG. Calculating these ranges requires O(I )
complexity, where I is the number of iteration branches. We record this
information as a range of iterations and attach a range to each node
and edge. The DAG is processed top-down.
The head of the DAG is assigned the range [1..1]. All other nodes
are assigned a range that is the union of the ranges of all incoming
edges. The outgoing edges of a node i are assigned ranges using one of
the following two rules:
1. If iteration branch i is known, then relop and the direction of
the increment (i.e. the sign of before +after ) is used to determine
which edge is taken on the rst N 1 iterations. That edge is
assigned the range that is the intersection of [1..N 1] and the
range of node i. The other outgoing edge is assigned the range that
is the intersection of [N ..1] and the range of node i. If a range
assigned to an outgoing edge is empty, then this edge corresponds
to an infeasible transition and is deleted from the DAG.
i

i

i

i

i

i

2. If iteration branch i is unknown, then both outgoing edges are
assigned the same range as node i.
Figure 5 shows the DAG of iteration branches in Figure 3 on page 7
with the range of possible iterations for each node and edge also depicted. Nodes with known iteration branches are marked with a K and
unknown iteration branches are marked with a U. Iteration branch 7
will take the transition to branch 2 on the rst 100 iterations. Note this
iteration range of [1..100] corresponds to the variable i's value range
of [0..99]. At this point, all values of variables have been abstracted as
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ranges of loop iterations. Node 5's transition to a break is deleted since
the range associated with that transition is empty (i.e. the transition
is not possible).
7
[1..100]
K

2

[26..100]

[101..

]

break

[1..100]

[26..100]
3

[1.. ]

K

U

[26..100]

[1..25]
[26..100]

break

K

5
[1..100]

[1..100]

continue

Figure 5. DAG of Branches with Ranges of Iterations

3.4.

Determining the Minimum and Maximum Loop
Iterations

The ranges of iterations associated with each node and edge of the DAG
can be used to calculate the minimum and maximum number of iterations for the loop. To determine the minimum and maximum iteration
value for each iteration branch, the DAG is processed in bottom-up
order. The algorithm requires O(I ) complexity, where I is the number
of iteration branches. The minimum and maximum iteration values
for the root node of the DAG will be the minimum and maximum
iteration values for the entire loop. Figure 6 de nes the notation used
in this subsection. Note that the range has been calculated using the
technique presented in Section 3.3.
The following rules are used to assign minimum and maximum
iteration values to edges.
1. If an edge is pointing to a break, then both the edge exit min and
edge exit max are assigned the value of edge range min. (If there
is a transition to a break, then the loop can only make that transition once.) This is the only point where a bounded value can be
introduced since these are the only points where the loop can exit.
2. If an edge is pointing to a continue, then the edge exit min and
edge exit max values for that edge are marked as unbounded, which
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[edge_range_min..edge_range_max]
<edge_exit_min, edge_exit_max>
<node_exit_min, node_exit_max>

edge_range_min: lowest loop iteration when this edge can be reached
edge_range_max: highest loop iteration when this edge can be reached
edge_exit_min: first iteration when this edge may lead to a break
edge_exit_max: first iteration when this edge must lead to a break
(on subsequent iterations it must also lead to a break)
node_exit_min: first iteration when this node may lead to a break
node_exit_max: first iteration when this node must lead to a break
(on subsequent iterations it must also lead to a break)

Figure 6. Notation Used in Rules for Assigning Iteration Values

we will represent with ` '. (These transitions do not supply any
information about when the loop exits.)
3. If the iteration branch associated with a node is classi ed as known,
then the node exit max for the node is set to the smallest of the
bounded edge exit max values on the outgoing edges or is denoted
as unbounded if both outgoing edges have unbounded edge exit max
values. (The loop has to exit when it will encounter a break.)
4. If the iteration branch associated with a node is classi ed as unknown, then the node exit max for the node is set to the largest
of the edge exit max values on the outgoing edges of the node or
is denoted as unbounded if either outgoing edge has an unbounded
edge exit max value. (Use the largest value when it is not guaranteed that the node will actually reach the exit associated with a
lower value.)
5. The node

exit min for a node is set to the smallest of the bounded
edge exit min values on the outgoing edges of the node or is denoted
as unbounded if both outgoing edges have unbounded edge exit min
values. (The smallest value represents the rst possibility to exit
the loop.)

6. An edge not leading to a break or continue is an edge leading to
a node representing an iteration branch. The edge exit min and
edge exit max values assigned to the edge depend upon one of
three possible relations between the range of the edge and the
iteration values of the node. These relations and the corresponding
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edge assignments are depicted in Table IV. For example, the edge
assignment when node exit min satis es case 1 and node exit max
satis es case 2 would be hedge range min, node exit max i. Case 1
depicts that the edge exit is set to edge range min since this is the
rst iteration the edge can be traversed when the edge may lead
to a break. Case 2 shows that the edge exit is set to the node exit
when it is within the range of iterations that the edge is executed.
Case 3 illustrates that the edge exit is set to unbounded when there
is no iteration on which the edge will be traversed after the edge
can lead to a break.
Table IV. Rules for Assigning Iteration Values to an Incoming Edge
Case
1

Condition

Test



2

Edge Exit

node exit < edge range min

edge range min  node exit
node exit  edge range max
edge range max < node exit




3
Legend:

edge range min
&

node exit

= [edge range min .. edge range max]
= node exit (i.e. node exit min or node exit max)



7

K

<26,101>
<26,_>
K

2

<101,101>
break

<26,_>
<26,_>
U

3

<_,_>

<26,_>
<26,26>

<_,_>

break

5

K

<_,_>
<_,_>
continue

Figure 7. DAG of Iteration Branches with Minimum and Maximum Iteration Values

Figure 7 shows the same DAG as in Figure 5 on page 11, but with
minimum and maximum iteration values assigned to edges and nodes.
Node 5 and its incoming edges are assigned unbounded values since
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for (i = 0; i != 100; i++)
A;
(a) Bounded Loop

for (i = 0; ; i++) {
if (i < 100 && somecond)
continue;
if (i == 50)
break;
}
(b) Potentially Unbounded Loop

for (i = 0; i != 100; i += 3)
A;
(c) Unbounded Loop

Figure 8. Examples of Loops with Iteration Branches Using Equality Operators

there is no transition to a break for the range of loop iterations in
which they are executed. Node 3 is assigned a minimum iteration value
of 26 since that is the rst possible iteration at which the node can take
a transition to a break. Node 3's maximum iteration value is unbounded
since node 3's iteration branch is classi ed as unknown and there is
no guarantee that the transition to the break from node 3 will ever be
taken. The minimum and maximum iterations for the entire loop is 26
and 101, respectively, since these are the iteration values in node 7,
which is the root exit condition.
3.5.

Supporting Iteration Branches Using Equality
Operators

As stated in Table I on page 8, an iteration branch using an equality
operator (i.e. == or !=) was earlier described as always being treated as
an unknown branch. This may result in looser, but safe iteration bounds
for loops containing equality operators. One reason for not addressing
iteration branches that use the equality operators is that they may
cause loop iteration ranges to become noncontiguous and would complicate the algorithms for bounding the number of iterations. However, in
many cases iteration branches with equality operators can be handled
using only contiguous ranges of iterations. For instance, Figure 8(a)
contains a loop with an equality operator that our implementation
was able to successfully bound. Our implementation classi es iteration
branches with equality operators as known when the following three
additional requirements to those speci ed in Table I are satis ed:
1. First, every path ending in a back edge in the loop must include
the iteration branch with the equality operator. Figure 8(b) shows
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Table V. How to Determine When an Equality Test Changes Direction

Operator
Condition
Test Result
adjust
==
rst < limit & incr > 0 is true on the N th iteration
1
==
rst > limit & incr < 0 is true on the N th iteration
1
==
rst = limit & incr = 0 always true
==
rst = limit & incr 6= 0 is false on the 2nd iteration
==
otherwise
always false
!=
rst < limit & incr > 0 is false on the N th iteration
1
!=
rst > limit & incr < 0 is false on the N th iteration
1
!=
rst = limit & incr = 0 always false
!=
rst = limit & incr 6= 0 is true on the 2nd iteration
!=
otherwise
always true
Where rst = initial + before , incr = before + after ,
N is de ned in Equation 1, and adjust is used in Equation 1.

an example of a loop that may not execute the test for equality on
the iteration in which the loop could exit.
2. Next, one of the outgoing transitions of the iteration branch with
an equality operator must be to a break.
3. Finally, the following expression, which is part of Equation 1, must
result in an integral value.

limit

i

(initial + before )
before + after
i

i

i

i

In other words, the variable must equal the limit of the iteration
branch on some iteration. Figure 8(c) depicts a situation where the
variable i will be assigned values (0, 3, : : : 99, 102, : : : ) that will
skip over the limit (100).
When the above requirements are ful lled we have to check the
initial value and increments to the variable, similar to Table III on
page 9, and also choose a value for adjust. Table V shows when we can
use Equation 1 on page 7 to determine on which iteration an equality
test will change direction. Note that when before+after = 0 we need
not use Equation 1 and thus we do not cause a divide by zero exception.
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4.

Supporting a Non-constant Loop-Invariant Number of
Iterations

Sometimes a bounded number of iterations for a loop cannot be determined since the loop exit conditions involve the values of variables.
Traditionally, timing analyzers have resolved this problem by requiring
a user to specify the maximum number of iterations for a loop interactively (Park and Shaw, 1991; Li et al., 1995) or as an assertion in
the source code. (Burns et al., 1996; Puschner and Koza, 1989) Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the user will specify the correct
number of iterations. Compilers may employ di erent code generation
strategies or compiler optimizations that can a ect the number of loop
iterations. Thus, even an astute user may specify the number of loop
iterations incorrectly.
Frequently the variables on which the number of loop iterations
depend are loop invariant. In this case, a loop-invariant expression is
calculated to represent the number of loop iterations. Essentially, we
will still use Equation 1 on page 7, but relax the requirement that
the limit and initial values have to be constants. Figure 9 shows an
example function and it's corresponding SPARC RTLs. (Some compiler
optimizations, such as loop strength reduction, have not yet been performed to simplify the example.) In this example, the control variable
for the loop is r[13] and the limit is r[12], which is loop invariant.
The block preceding the loop is examined to determine the expression
associated with the limit, which is expanded in the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

r[12]
r[9]+r[10]
r[9]+R[r[10]+LO[ n]]
r[9]+R[HI[ n]+LO[ n]]
m+n

# from
# from
# from
# from

instruction 12
instruction 5
instruction 4
instruction 3

The register r[9] has been allocated to the argument m, whose value
was also passed to the function in the same register. The compiler
remembers the register and the blocks where each live range of a local
variable or argument is allocated to a register. Thus, the compiler was
able to associate the register r[9] with the argument m and that the
memory reference is to the global variable n. We use Equation 1 to
generate a symbolic expression (containing the local variable m and
global variable n) to represent the number of iterations, as shown in
Figure 10.
When the compiler can determine that the number of iterations is
non-constant and loop invariant, the loop-invariant expression is passed
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int sumarray(a, m)
int a[], m;
{
int i, sum;
extern int n;

17

r[8] : address of array a
r[9] : argument m

sum = 0;
valuebnd m[10:100] n[20:80]
for (i = 1; i < m+n; i++)
sum += a[i];
return sum;
}

r[11] : variable sum
r[13] : variable i

(b) Register to
Variable Mapping

(a) Source Code

# instruction 1
# instruction 2
# instruction 3
# instruction 4
# instruction 5
# instruction 6
# instruction 7

1

L18 r[10]=r[13]<<2;
r[10]=R[r[8]+r[10]];
r[11]=r[11]+r[10];
r[13]=r[13]+1;
IC=r[13]?r[12];
PC=IC<0,L18;

# instruction 8
# instruction 9
# instruction 10
# instruction 11
# instruction 12
# instruction 13

2

L25 PC=RT;

# instruction 14

3

r[11]=0;
r[13]=1;
r[10]=HI[_n];
r[10]=R[r[10]+LO[_n]];
r[12]=r[9]+r[10];
IC=0?r[12];
PC=IC>=0,L25;

(c) SPARC RTLs

Figure 9. Loop with a Non-constant Loop-Invariant Number of Iterations

to the timing analyzer. The user is prompted by the timing analyzer
for the minimum and maximum values for each variable in this expression. To simplify identi cation of these variables, the timing analyzer
also informs the user of the function and line number associated with
the loop. After receiving the minimum and maximum values for these
variables, the timing analyzer automatically calculates the minimum
and maximum number of loop iterations.3
3

Note that the timing analyzer will not permit the number of iterations to be
fewer than 1. In the above example, a user may indicate that the minimum values of
m and n are both 0. Simply substituting these values in the expression would result
in the number of loop iterations being 1. But if the loop is entered, then it has to
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N

 limit



(initial + before ) + adjust
=
+2
+ after

 m + n (1before
+ 1) + 1
=
+2
1+0
=m+n 1

Figure 10. Finding a Symbolic Bound for Example in Figure 9

The authors also modi ed the compiler to allow the user to specify
assertions about the minimum and maximum values of variables associated with loops. The boldface line in Figure 9(a) contains assertions
for the minimum and maximum values of the variables m and n. The
compiler uses the loop-invariant expression and replaces the variables
with the minimum and maximum speci ed values. The minimum number of iterations of 29 and the maximum number of iterations of 179 is
automatically passed to the timing analyzer and no user intervention
is required. Of course, the analysis will only be as accurate as the
assertions themselves.
When a loop-invariant expression cannot be calculated, the timing
analyzer will prompt the user for the minimum and maximum number
of iterations instead of values of variables. However, we have found
that a constant or loop-invariant number of iterations can be typically
calculated for most loops in the numerical benchmarks and applications
we have examined.
5.

Bounding Iterations for Non-Rectangular Loop Nests

The previous sections described approaches to determine the minimum
and maximum number of iterations for a loop, given that the number of
iterations depends only upon either constant or loop-invariant values.
Unfortunately, many nested loops do not ful ll this requirement.
In this section we will describe a novel method to determine the
number of iterations for a nested loop whose iteration bound depends
upon the loop index of an outer loop. Such a loop nest is called nonrectangular. A typical example of a non-rectangular loop nest is the
loop nest of the bubble sort program in Figure 11.
execute at least one iteration since the number of iterations is de ned as the number
of times the loop header block is executed.
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for(i = 0; i < 99; i++)
for(j = i+1; j < 100; j++)
if(a[i] > a[j]) swap(a,i,j);

Figure 11. A Typical Non-Rectangular Loop Nest

Non-rectangular loop nests have long presented a problem for timing
analyzers since the resulting timing predictions are typically quite loose
(Healy et al., 1995; Hur et al., 1995; Li et al., 1995). In fact, these overly
pessimistic predictions may indicate that a program does not meet its
timing constraints, when it actually does.
This section describes a general and eÆcient method for obtaining
tight timing predictions for non-rectangular loop nests usually encountered in programs. This is accomplished by formulating the number
of loop iterations in terms of summations, where each summation represents the number of iterations to be executed by a loop. Such an
equation can be eÆciently solved given that certain restrictions are
met.
5.1.

Formulating the Number of Iterations

In this subsection we describe how a loop nest may be formulated in
terms of summations. The framework we present was based on work
by Sakellariou (Sakellariou, 1997; Sakellariou, 1996). The number of
iterations of a single loop, where the loop variable is incremented by
one (so called unit stride ), can be represented by a summation when
the lower bound (a) is less than or equal to the upper bound (b), as
shown in Equation 2.
N

=

X
b

i

=

(

b

1=

0

a

if a  b
otherwise

+1

a

(2)

Figure 12 shows how two di erent loop nests can be formulated in
terms of summations. The total number of iterations to be executed
by the innermost loop in each loop nest are calculated by solving the
corresponding equation. The Bernoulli formula shown in Equation 3,
where p  1 and n  1 and B is the Bernoulli number of order k, can
be used to evaluate terms in a summation.
k

X
=1

i

1 X
=
p+1
=0
p

n

i

p

k



p



+1
k

( + 1)

Bk n

p

k

+1

(3)
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for (j=1; j<=100; j++)
for (i=j; i<=100; i++)
for (k=1; k<j; k++)
A;

N=
for (i=1; i<99; i++)
for (j=i+1; j<100; j++)
A;

N=

98 X
99
X

=1 j=i+1
0
98 X
99
X

1

=

=1
98
X

@

i

=

j
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=
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j
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j
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101

j2

101

100
X
j

=1
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(b) Loop Nest from LU Decomposition Program

Figure 12. Deriving the Total Number of Iterations for Two Loop Nests

The constraint on the bounds in Equation 2 results from the fact that
the value of the sum must equal 0 if the lower bound a is greater than
the upper bound b. The explicit constraint is necessary to accurately
count the number of iterations of so-called zero-trip loops. Zero-trip
loops do not execute the loop body when the lower bound exceeds the
upper bound, given that the stride is positive.
We can represent summations with non-unit strides, where the stride s
is speci ed along with the lower bound a and upper bound b. Equation 4
shows how a non-unit stride can be used in a conventional summation,
where E is an expression and E [i si + a] denotes the substitution of
all free occurrences of i by si + a. This is e ectively a change in variables
and does not change the value of the summation. The change allows
summations with strides to be represented by normalized summations
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(summations with stride 1).

X

b( X) c
b

b;s

I

=

=

i

E

=

a =s

=0

a

[

E i

si

+ a]

(4)

i

Summations with non-unit strides are more diÆcult to evaluate since
one has to deal with summations of oors. Equation 5 shows how a oor
can be converted to an expression involving a modulo operation (%). A
modulo operation can often be simpli ed using Equation 6 (Sakellariou,
1996).

j k
n

m

=

%m

n

n

, if m > 0 & n > 0

m

8X
>
>
>
>
< =0
= bX
c 1 X1
%
X
>
>
>
+
>
:
n

n

=0

i

if n < d

p

X

i

(i%d)

p

i

n=d

d

n

d

p

j

=0

i

=0

i

=0

(5)

p

i

if n  d

(6)

i

However, summations involving modulo operations are more diÆcult to simplify when two or more loops have non-unit strides and the
bounds are symbolic. Fortunately, this situation rarely occurs. Equations 2{6 can be used to correctly determine that the total iterations
for the loop nest in Figure 13 is 1717. Unfortunately, sometimes an
expression in a summation may contain a product of two or more
terms containing modulo operations. In this case, an approximation
of the iteration count is used, which is shown in Equation 7.

X
b;s

=

i

a

E



bXc
b=s

i

=

E=s

(7)

a

for (i=0; i<100; i++)
for (j=i; j<100; j+=3)
A;

Figure 13. A Loop Nest Containing a Non-unit Stride

As suggested by Sakellariou (Sakellariou, 1996; Sakellariou, 1997), a
computer algebra system can be exploited o line to solve the equations
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of summations. However, computer algebra systems, such as Maple
(Char et al., 1988), give inaccurate results when the bounds restriction
on the summation is violated in Equation 2. In general, every loop
iteration count problem that is cast as a summation should evaluate
to zero if the lower bound is greater than the upper bound. However,
it is not always possible to evaluate the test when the bounds are
symbolic. For example, consider the loop nest in Figure 14. The inner
loop is a zero-trip loop for values of i greater than 2. We de ne a
partially zero-trip loop to be a loop that is zero-trip depending on
values of index variables of outer loop(s). By applying Equation 2, the
iteration count of the partially zero-trip loop can be de ned as shown
in Figure 14. Clearly, the result is N = 3. However, a naive evaluation
without the bounds test results in N = 7. This means that when a
computer algebra system is to be used o line, the summations should
be guarded with bounds tests. Unfortunately, computer algebra systems
cannot e ectively deal with the simpli cation of nested summations
with additional tests on the bounds of inner summations. The reason
is that the test may be symbolic, as shown in Figure 14. The solution is
to isolate possible conditions on the iteration variable from the test and
to simplify summations as shown in Equation 8 for any expression e.
Note that c may not necessarily lie within the range [a..b] and relations
besides < may be used.

X
b

=

i

a

(

E

0

(Pmin( )
if i < c
E
=
=
otherwise
0
b;c

i

a

if a < c
otherwise

(8)

for (i=1; i<8; i++)
for (j=i; j<3; j++)
A;

N

=

7
X
i

(

3
=1 0

i

if i < 3
otherwise

Figure 14. A Partially Zero-Trip Loop
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Implementation

5.2.

The implementation for evaluating the summations described in the
previous section was accomplished by using the algebraic simpli er portion of the Ctadel system (van Engelen et al., 1996; van Engelen et al.,
1997). The authors' timing analyzer (Healy et al., 1999) and Ctadel
were compiled separately, but Ctadel is directly integrated into the
timing analyzer by linking the object les. This avoids unnecessary
overhead that would result from passing expressions between the timing analyzer and Ctadel by operating systems calls. The summations
are formulated in the timing analyzer and Ctadel is invoked as a C
function with the summation parameters as arguments.4
Another complication when dealing with zero-trip loops in the timing analyzer is due to the way the timing analyzer counts iterations. As
mentioned in Section 3.1, the number of loop iterations is the number
of times the loop header is executed, as opposed to the number of
times the loop body is encountered. Thus, when a loop is entered, it
is guaranteed to iterate at least once. The zero-trip case in Equation 8
can be modi ed to indicate a single iteration, as shown in Equation 9.

X
b

i

(

if i < c
=
otherwise

E

= (1
Pmin(
=
a

0

i

a

b;c

1) E

(P

if a < c
=max( ) 1
+
0
otherwise
b
i

a;c

if c  b
otherwise

(9)

Figure 15 shows how the loop nest in Figure 14 can be formulated as
a summation and solved to produce an accurate number of iterations.
Note that the test in Figure 15 has iteration variable i isolated to the
left of the relation. An isolation algorithm is used by Ctadel to analyze
the test and isolate the variable.
It is known that the detection of zero-trip loops in the general case
is NP-complete, because it amounts to solving a integer linear programming problem. Similarly, adjusting the bounds of loops to avoid
partially zero-trip loops is NP-complete. This normalization process
can be performed with the Fourier-Motzkin (FM) elimination method
(Wolfe, 1996). However, one can argue that real-world algorithms rarely
exhibit (partially) zero-trip loops, because algorithms with partially
zero-trip loops are deemed to be ineÆcient.
The timing analyzer veri es that there are no zero-trip loops for an
inner loop by expanding its initial value and limit. Likewise, the timing
4

The authors have created a Web page demonstrating the functionality of the
ed by
the user. The URL is http://www.cs.fsu.edu/~engelen/iternum.cgi.

Ctadel. It can calculate the number of loop iterations for a loop nest speci
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if i < 3
otherwise

i
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X
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i
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=8
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i

7
X
=3

1

i

Figure 15. Deriving the Number of Iterations for the Loop Nest in Figure 14

analyzer is able to verify that there are no partially zero-trip loops in
the loop nest. However, if the veri cation is inconclusive, the loop nest
may or may not contain (partial) zero-trip loops. For instance, consider
the loop nest in Figure 16. The expansion of the innermost loop initial
value and limit is depicted in Figure 17. The timing analyzer is able to
guarantee that the inner loop is not zero-trip since the initial value is
never greater than the limit.
for (i=0; i<10; i++)
for (j=i; j<11; j++)
for (k=i-3; k<j+8; k++)
A;
Figure 16. Innermost Loop Detected Zero-Trip Free by the Timing Analyzer

Initial Value

Limit

i
3
[0::9] 3
[ 3::6]

j + 8
[i::10] + 8
[[0::9]::10] + 8
[0::10] + 8
[8::18]

Figure 17. Expanding Initial and Limit Values of Innermost Loop in Figure 16
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Now consider the loop in Equation 18 and the corresponding expansion of the initial value and limit in Figure 19. The test is inconclusive.
However, the loop nest is not zero-trip due to the j < i condition in
the middle loop. Since the range analysis can be used to safely verify if
a loop is partially zero-trip, it is possible to use the results in deciding
which summation solver to use. For example, the loop in Figure 16
can be safely cast into a summation without a bounds tests, while
the summations for the loop in Figure 18 requires a bounds test (see
Figure 15 for an example bounds test). The disadvantage of having a
bounds test is that a loop with a stride poses problems for solving the
summation because the summation bounds test may contain modulo
operations on the iteration variable, which prohibits the application of
Equation 9.
for (i=1; i<10; i++)
for (j=0; j<i; j++)
for (k=j; k<i; k++)
A;
Figure 18. Innermost Loop Nest Detected Zero-Trip Free by Ctadel

Initial Value
j

[0::i]
[0::[1::9]]
[0::9]

Limit
i

1

[1::9] 1
[0::8]

Figure 19. Expanding Initial and Limit Values of Innermost Loop in Equation 18

The timing analyzer decides among three possible solution methods
to evaluate the summation representing a loop nest:

Ctadel evaluates the summation while testing the bounds of the
index variables.

Ctadel evaluates the summation without testing for bounds.
The timing analyzer derives conservative lower and upper bounds
on the sum, based on constant bounds given in outer level loops.
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The algorithm for selecting the appropriate method is described in
Figure 20. The exact solutions are computed using safe assumptions in
the possible presence of partially zero-trip loops, using either method
(1) or (2). This algorithm will resort to method (3) only in the presence
of multiple loops with non-unit strides.
The timing analyzer veri es that the loop nest is not (partially) zero-trip.
IF the check is successful THEN
The loop nest is formulated into summation without bounds tests and
presented to Ctadel.
IF Ctadel is able to solve the summation THEN
RETURN the integer count.
ELSE

Ctadel could not solve the summation in the presence of two or more
loops with non-unit strides.
RETURN conservative lower and upper bounds on the sum.

END IF
ELSE

The check is inconclusive and the loop nest is cast into a summation with
bounds tests.
The rewritten summation is presented to Ctadel.
IF Ctadel is able to solve the summation THEN
RETURN the integer count.
ELSE

Ctadel could not solve the summation in the presence of two or more
loops with non-unit strides.
RETURN conservative lower and upper bounds on the sum.

END IF
END IF

Figure 20. Algorithm for Selecting a Solution Method for Summations

The following approach is used in the timing analyzer to obtain
tight predictions of non-rectangular loop nests whose total iterations
in a loop nest are known. The timing analyzer calculates WCET and
BCET predictions based on the maximum and minimum number of
iterations, respectively, for the loop whose number of iterations varies.
These predictions are made in case a user requests the WCET or BCET
predictions for the loop. In addition to these absolute predictions, the
timing analyzer also calculates average WCET and BCET predictions
for each loop. To calculate the average number of iterations for a loop,
we divide the total iterations by the total number of times the loop is
entered. For instance, in the previous subsection we found that the total
number of iterations for the innermost loop from the sort program in
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Figure 12 on page 20 was 4851. We also calculate the number of times
the current loop is entered by calculating the total number of iterations
for the loop that encloses the current loop. In this example, the innermost loop is entered 98 times. Thus, the average number of iterations
for the loop is 49.5 (4851/98). The average number of iterations is
used to calculate the average WCET and BCET predictions. When a
non-integer is calculated, we round up for the WCET prediction and
truncate for the BCET prediction since our loop analysis algorithm is
designed to work on an integral number of iterations.
5.3.

Results

Table VI shows programs that were evaluated using the approach of
calculating an average number of iterations for loops. These programs
bene t from using this approach since they each contain one or more
non-rectangular loop nests. Note that the Sort program has been used
in the past as one of the test programs to evaluate our timing analyzer
(Arnold et al., 1994; Healy et al., 1995; White et al., 1997). The size
of a program is measured as number of assembly instructions in the
compiled and optimized program.
Table VI. Test Programs Containing Non-Rectangular Loop Nests
Name

Description or Emphasis

Size

Hes
Integ
Interp
LU
Sort
Sym

Reduces a 100x100 matrix to Hessenberg Form
Evaluates a Double Integral over a Trapezoidal Region
Polynomial Interpolation of 500 Points
LU Decomposition of a 100x100 Matrix
Bubble sort of 500 Integers
Tests If a 500x500 Matrix Is Symmetric

221
45
178
278
130
50

Table VII shows the best and worst-case cycles required for executing with instruction caching and pipelining for the MicroSPARC I
(Texas Instruments, 1993). The previous ratio and current ratio columns
show that when the timing analyzer used the average inner loop predictions, the predicted execution times were signi cantly tighter. Interp
showed a signi cant improvement in best case since the best case number of iterations for the inner loop of a non-rectangular loop nest was
1, which was signi cantly lower than the average number of iterations.
If the timing analyzer did not use an average number of inner loop
iterations in worst case, then the number of loop iterations for the
triangular loops in Interp, Sort, and Sym would have been approxi-
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mately double. The WCET of these programs are nearly exact using
the average number of iterations. The Integ program had a higher bestcase previous ratio and a lower worst-case previous ratio since there
were other loops in this program that contributed more signi cantly to
the total execution time. The Sort and Sym programs did not have a
signi cant underestimation (i.e. previous ratio ) in best case. In the best
case for Sort the values were initially sorted and the sort function exited
once the array has been detected to be in ascending order. Likewise,
the Sym program terminates when it nds the rst pair of values that
are not equal. Hes and LU are unlike the other programs in that they
contain some triply nested loops. In some loop nests the loop variables
of the innermost and middle loops depend on the outermost index
variable. In other loop nests the innermost loop variable depends on
the loop variable of the middle loop, which in turn depends on the
loop variable of the outer loop. Ctadel correctly determines the exact
number of loop iterations in all of these cases and the results are more
accurate WCET predictions compared to its previous ratio s. However,
the improvement in BCET for LU was less substantial.5
Table VIII shows the response time of the timing analyzer for each of
the test programs. To obtain these measurements, the timing analyzer
was invoked for each test program ten times on a Sun HPC 3000
processor. The gures in the table represent the averages of the ten
trials. Note that the times reported here include the analysis of both
best and worst case predictions, which occurred in the same invocation
of the analyzer. We found that the number of conditional constructs
(e.g. if statements) rather than the number of loops and functions,
tends to have the biggest impact on the analysis time since it a ects
the number of paths that must be analyzed.
6.

Coding Conventions to Make Loop Bounds Predictable

We have found that a programmer can write code where the timing
analyzer can accurately determine the number of iterations when the
following conventions are used. We do realize that these conventions
5
The timing predictions for the Hes and LU programs are still fairly loose. This
is primarily due to the fact that several loops were preceded by guards resulting from
if statements and loop code generation strategies. Each of these guards tests the
value of a loop control variable. The authors have recently done work in detecting
this type of constraint (Healy and Whalley, 1999b) when dealing with rectangular
loop nests. We anticipate to extend this analysis to non-rectangular loop nests for
the nal version of this paper. This ability to detect constraints on loop control
variables should substantially tighten both the WCET and BCET predictions for
the Hes and LU programs.
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Table VII. Timing Analysis Results
Best-Case Results
Name

Observed
Cycles

Previous
Estimated
Cycles

Previous
Ratio

Current
Estimated
Cycles

Current
Ratio

Hes
Integ
Interp
LU
Sort
Sym

306,341
19,160,842
6,485,878
13,792,698
19,966
160

13,614
12,785,618
143,064
278,683
19,950
160

0.044
0.667
0.022
0.020
0.999
1.000

256,516
19,135,118
6,479,865
637,383
19,950
160

0.837
0.999
0.999
0.046
0.999
1.000

Worst-Case Results
Name

Observed
Cycles

Previous
Estimated
Cycles

Previous
Ratio

Current
Estimated
Cycles

Current
Ratio

Hes
Integ
Interp
LU
Sort
Sym

55,747,317
22,538,082
25,469,403
22,436,763
7,672,281
2,747,654

130,932,770
30,023,163
50,702,358
141,900,455
15,251,603
5,481,220

2.281
1.332
1.991
6.324
1.988
1.995

57,389,258
22,553,163
25,479,405
26,410,255
7,672,292
2,747,698

1.029
1.001
1.000
1.177
1.000
1.000

cannot always be used for some programs, such as non-numerical applications. However, we believe these conventions can be followed for
most numerical applications.
1. When possible, make loop exit conditions only dependent on loop
counter variables.
2. Use local integer variables for loop counter variables.
3. Try not to increment or decrement loop counter variables in conditionally executed code.
4. When possible, use integer constants for the initial value, limit,
and increments of loop counter variables. Otherwise, try to use
loop invariant values.
5. Try to avoid non-unit strides in non-rectangular loop nests.
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Table VIII. Analysis Response Times in Seconds

Name

Analysis Time

Hes
Integ
Interp
LU
Sort
Sym

0.73
0.14
0.36
1.10
0.25
0.22

Average

0.47

6. Try to avoid conditionally executed loops in non-rectangular loop
nests.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented three di erent methods for bounding
the number of iterations of a loop. First, a method was described that
determines the minimum and maximum number of iterations of loops
with multiple exits and also detects infeasible paths. For instance, loops
of the form in Figure 21(a) that can exit prematurely when some
condition becomes true are quite common and the bounded number
of iterations of such loops can be detected by the general algorithm
presented in the paper.
Second, a method to derive a symbolic expression representing the
number of iterations is presented. The symbolic expression is used to
bound the number of iterations of loops which have a non-constant
number of iterations. Figure 21(b) shows an example of this common
type of loop. The user can specify the minimum and maximum values
of the variables in the symbolic expression by placing assertions in
the source code or by interactively responding to prompts from the
timing analyzer. These assertions are more reliable than specifying the
minimum and maximum number of loop iterations directly since the
user does not have to be aware of the code generation strategies or
optimizations performed by the compiler. Also, if value range analysis
of variables is deployed the bounds of the variables can be automatically
provided by the compiler.
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for (i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
...
if (somecond)
break;
...
}
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for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
...
}

(a) Loop with Multiple Exits

(b) Loop with a Nonconstant
Number of Iterations

for (i = 0; i < 99; i++)
for (j = i+1; j < 100; j++) {
...
}
(c) Inner Loop Whose Number of Iterations
Depends on an Outer Loop Counter Variable

Figure 21. Common Forms of Loops

Finally, timing analysis support is given to tightly predict the execution time of a non-rectangular loop nest, i.e. a loop nest where the
number of iterations of an inner loop is dependent on counter variables
of outer level loops. These loop nests, such as the one shown in Figure 21(c), appear frequently in programs and can result in signi cant
overestimations in worst-case predictions (as well as underestimations
in best-case predictions). Our approach more tightly predicts the number of iterations when the initial value or limit of the control variable
in an inner loop depends on a control variable of an enclosing outer
loop.
IF A loop variable has a non-constant loop-invariant initial value, limit, or stride
that is not dependent on an outer loop variable AND
There are no other loop variables to bound the number of loop iterations THEN

Use information provided by the user (assertions or responses to queries) as
described in Section 4 to obtain bounds on these variables.

END IF

Calculate the minimum and maximum iterations as described in Section 3.
IF The value of the loop variable is dependent on an outer loop variable THEN
Calculate an average number of iterations for the loop,
using the techniques described in Section 5.
END IF

Figure 22. Algorithm for Selecting a Solution Method for Bounding Loop Iterations

Figure 22 shows the algorithm used to decide which of the techniques
presented in this paper use for a particular loop.
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These methods have been successfully integrated in an existing compiler and an associated timing analyzer that predicts the performance
for optimized code on a machine that exploits caching and pipelining.
The result is tighter and more reliable timing analysis predictions and
less work for the user.
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Background
Object-oriented languages are becoming more and more used in real-time
software development, but simpler languages such as C or assembly code are
more common. One reason is that the timing properties of object-oriented
programs are relatively complex to predict. Nevertheless, as increasingly
complex embedded systems become ubiquitous in our society, modern languages will be needed to develop their software. Object-orientation is indeed
already popular for analysis and design of embedded real-time systems [1];
now we need the language support for it.
More speci cally, we address worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis
for object-oriented languages. Such analyses are necessary for safe scheduling in real-time systems. We base our approach on the Java language,
which has received much attention in the community of embedded real-time
systems. Java is compiled to bytecode, a stack-based code model for a Java
virtual machine (JVM). The JVM is almost always a piece of software which
can be implemented on more or less any hardware platform.
Java's bytecode approach was originally taken to support code mobility
over the Internet (applets), but has some interesting applications for embedded systems. Java is designed to support dynamic class loading, that is, to
load code while the system is running. Such dynamic loading is desirable in
some embedded systems, such as industrial robots and telephone exchanges,
which often cannot be taken o -line without signi cant economic penalties.
We want to use Java for embedded real-time systems. While we want
to perform static analysis to ensure predictable scheduling, we also want
to retain the dynamic class loading. As we will show, these demands at
rst appear contradictory, but can be combined in a manner consistent with
software engineering practice.
1

Timing Issues in Ob ject-Oriented Languages

Although object-oriented languages (such as Java) share much of their semantics with procedure-oriented languages such as C or Pascal, a few key
properties of these languages are of special importance in WCET analysis:
A traditional garbage collector imposes unpredictable
delays in the garbage-collected process, which is clearly intolerable in a
hard real-time system. A number of real-time garbage collection techniques have been developed to remedy this problem. These techniques
require information about the memory usage of the real-time process
in question, something we have treated in our previous work [3].

Garbage collection.

Unlike ordinary function or procedure calls, the
code to execute upon a virtual method call is not statically known:
it is determined at run-time. Static WCET prediction of such a call
requires special techniques.

Virtual method calls.

We will now elaborate on WCET prediction of virtual method calls.

WCET Analysis of Method Calls
An automatic WCET analysis of method calls is actually possible in some
cases. If information about all possibly called implementations of a particular methods are available for analysis, one safe WCET estimation is the
longest WCET of these implementations.
This approach assumes that any of the existing implementations may be
called from a given call site. Such an approximation may be improved by
using existing type analysis techniques (e.g., [4]) developed for optimizing
compilers. A similar approach is taken in [2].
However, a global analysis is not always possible. In particular, Java
supports dynamic class loading, which means that new implementations of
a given virtual method may be introduced at run-time. To handle such an
environment, another approach is required.
Timing Constraints as Method Signature Information

We will now present an approach to handling timing requirements on virtual
methods in the context of dynamic class loading. We base this approach on
two observations:


The WCET of a method call should be known to the programmer im-

If
it is not, the programmer has no way of ful lling these requirements.

plementing that call, even if the implementation is not yet available.

2



When a new class is loaded, it must not break the timing assumptions

A new implementation of a virtual method
should not cause any code calling that method to miss its deadline.

of the existing system.

These requirements are analogous to those for the type system in any
statically-typed programming language. For example, assume that the function f accepts a single integer argument. This information is used both for
semantic analysis of calls to f (to ensure that a call passes an integer argument) and of f itself (to ensure that it accepts an integer argument).
Timing constraints, such as bounds on WCETs of virtual methods,
should be treated in a manner similar to such type information. We thus
argue that timing constraints on virtual methods should be expressed in the
method's signature, along with the types of the parameters and the return
value.

We express this information as annotations in the form of \tagged comments". Such comments can be parsed and understood by a WCET analysis
tool, yet ignored by a traditional compiler.
Example: An Embedded Controller

To give concrete form to the discussion above, we outline a small example
of an embedded controller. The framework allows a method display in the
operator interface to be called (to display, e.g., the control parameters) upon
each execution of the controller. The controller should be possible to use
with a variety of operator interfaces, but we want to bound the WCET of
display to maintain predictability of the controller.
Figure 1 is an outline of how such a design can be expressed in our
signature-based approach.

Conclusion
We have presented an approach to managing bounds on WCETs of virtual
method calls in the context of dynamic class loading, something that must be
handled if object-oriented languages are to be used properly for hard realtime systems. The approach gains from using a specialized class loading
mechanism which can check and handle these timing requirements. Such
mechanisms are well catered for in the current Java platform (in the form
of specialized class loaders).
Our speci cation-oriented approach is consistent with established software engineering principles, considering the similarity to static typing in
programming languages.

3

class PIDController extends RealTimeThread {
private double uc, y, u, v;
private GUI myGUI = null;
...
public synchronized void setGUI(GUI g) { myGUI = g; }
public synchronized GUI getGUI()
{ return myGUI; }
public void run() {
long t = currentTime();
for(;;) {
y = IO.getY();
uc = IO.getUc();
calc_output();
IO.setU(u);
update_states();
GUI g = getGUI();
if (g != none) g.display(uc, y, u);
// (A)
t += 100;
waitUntil(t);
}
}
}
class GUI {
...
abstract public void display(double uc,
double y,
double u)
/*$ time-bound 25ms */;
}
class SomeGUI extends GUI {
public void display(double
double
double
// Real-time stuff goes
}
}

uc,
y,
u) {
here.

// (B)

(C)

Figure 1: Expressing WCET bounds for the operator interface in an embedded controller. The call at (A) has a bounded WCET, since the top-level
declaration of the called method at (B) has a WCET bound associated with
it. The implementation at (C) must adhere to this bound.
4
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Abstract
A novel idea on how execution time of smaller parts of programs can be measured will be
presented (work in progress). The advantage of the approach is that it is applicable to
many types of processors, without requiring any changes to the method.
The measured time will later be used in high-level analysis to compute the ``WCET'' of the
entire program.
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Automating Hardware to
Software Migration for
Real-Time Embedded Systems
Alexander Dean
Carnegie Mellon University
Hardware to software migration helps embedded system designers
meet design goals by moving real-time functionality from dedicated
hardware to software running on a general purpose CPU. Cutting
hardware improves cost, size, weight, component availability,
reliability and power consumption. Using software increases flexibility
and can cut time to market. The central problem is sharing the CPU
efficiently among the multiple threads while ensuring that all
real-time operations execute on time.
Currently context-switching and busy-waiting are used to switch
threads and schedule operations; these methods slow down the
developer and use the processor inefficiently. Tight timing constraints
force programming in assembly code, greatly complicating system
development. Context switches and busy-wait nops increase program
run-time. Despite these drawbacks, design pressures often force
developers to manually migrate functions, as evidenced by software
implementations of modems, communication controllers, and even video
controllers.
This talk describes Software Thread Integration, a compiler-based
technique for automatically interleaving multiple real-time software
threads into one at the assembly language level, resulting in low-cost
or free concurrency. The fine-grain concurrency of integrated threads
is ideal for implementing real-time functions which replace dedicated
hardware. The compiler follows timing directives to automatically
integrate assembly language threads while maintaining semantic and
timing correctness. This frees the user to program in a high-level
language yet keep the timing accuracy of assembly language. This talk
will describe the integration process and results for various systems,
including a high-temperature industrial prototype which was built and
tested.
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Abstract
Traditional multiprocessor real-time scheduling partitions a task set and applies uniprocessor scheduling on each
processor. For architectures where the penalty of migration is low, such as uniform-memory access shared-memory
multiprocessors, the non-partitioned method becomes a viable alternative. By allowing a task to resume on another
processor than the task was preempted on, some task sets
can be scheduled where the partitioned method fails.
We address fixed-priority scheduling of periodically arriving tasks on m equally powerful processors having a
non-partitioned ready queue. We propose a new priorityassignment scheme for the non-partitioned method. Using
an extensive simulation study, we show that the priorityassignment scheme has equivalent performance to the best
existing partitioning algorithms, and outperforms existing
fixed-priority assignment schemes for the non-partitioned
method. We also propose a dispatcher for the nonpartitioned method which reduces the number of preemptions to levels below the best partitioning schemes.

1 Introduction
Shared-memory multiprocessor systems have recently
made the transition from being resources dedicated
for computing-intensive calculations to common-place
general-purpose computing facilities. The main reason for
this is the increasing commercial availability of such systems. The significant advances in design methods for parallel architectures have resulted in very competitive cost–
performance ratios for off-the-shelf multiprocessor systems. Another important factor that has increased the availability of these systems is that they have become relatively
easy to program.
Based on current trends [1] one can foresee an increasing demand for computing power in modern real-time applications such as multimedia and virtual-reality servers.
Shared-memory multiprocessors constitute a viable remedy

for meeting this demand, and their availability thus paves
the way for cost-effective, high-performance real-time systems. Naturally, this new application domain introduces a
new intriguing research problem of how to take advantage
of the available processing power in a multiprocessor system while at the same time account for the real-time constraints of the application.
This paper contributes to solving this problem by addressing the issue of how to utilize processors to execute
a set of application tasks in a dynamic operating environment with frequent mode changes. By mode changes we
mean that the characteristics of the entire task set changes
at certain points in time, for example, because new tasks
enter or leave the system (dynamically arriving events), or
because the existing tasks need to be re-scheduled with new
real-time constraints (QoS negotiation). In particular, this
paper elaborates on the problem to decide whether a partitioned (all instances of a task should be executed on the
same processor) or non-partitioned (execution of a task is
allowed to be preempted and resume on another processor)
method should be used to schedule tasks to processors at
run-time. The relevance of this problem is motivated by the
fact that many multiprocessor versions of modern operating systems (for example, Solaris or Windows NT) today
offer run-time support for both the partitioned and the nonpartitioned method.
We study the addressed problem in the context of preemptive, fixed-priority scheduling. The reasons for this are
the following. First, the fixed-priority scheduling policy is
considered to be the most mature (in terms of theoretical
framework) of all priority-based scheduling disciplines. As
a consequence thereof, most (if not all) existing task partitioning schemes for multiprocessor real-time systems are
based on a fixed-priority scheme. Second, most modern operating systems provide support for fixed-priority scheduling as part of their standard configuration, which makes
it possible to implement real-time scheduling policies on

these systems.
It has long been claimed by real-time researchers [2, 3, 4,
5, 6] that tasks should be partitioned. The intuition behind
this recommendation has been that a partitioning method (i)
allows for the use of well-established uniprocessor scheduling techniques and (ii) prevents task sets to be unschedulable with a low utilization. In this paper, we show that
the decision of whether to partition or not cannot solely be
based on such intuition. In fact, we demonstrate in this paper that the partitioned method is not the best approach to
use in a dynamic operating environment. To this end, we
make two main research contributions.
C1. We propose a new fixed-priority scheme for the
non-partitioned method which circumvents many of
the problems identified with traditional fixed-priority
schemes. We evaluate this new priority-assignment
scheme together with the rate-monotonic scheme for
the non-partitioned method and compare their performance with that of a set of existing bin-packingbased partitioning algorithms. The evaluation indicates that the new scheme clearly outperforms the nonpartitioned rate-monotonic scheme and provides performance at least as good as the best bin-packingbased partitioning algorithms.
C2. We propose a dispatcher for the non-partitioned
method which reduces the number of preemptions.
The dispatcher combined with our proposed priorityassignment scheme causes the number of preemptions
to be less than the number of preemptions generated
by the best partitioning schemes.
We evaluate the performance of the scheduling algorithms for multiprocessor real-time systems in the context
of resource-limited systems where the number of processors is fixed, and use as our performance metrics the success
ratio and least system utilization when scheduling a population of randomly-generated task sets. Since existing partitioning algorithms have been proposed to be applied in a
slightly different context — minimizing the number of used
processors in a system with an unlimited amount of processors — their actual performance on a real multiprocessor
system has not been clear.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define our task model and review related work in
fixed-priority multiprocessor scheduling. We then present
the new priority-assignment scheme in Section 3, and evaluate its performance in Section 4. In Section 5, we propose
and evaluate the new context-switch-aware dispatcher. We
conclude the paper with a discussion in Section 6 and summarize our contributions in Section 7.

2 Background

We consider a task set  = f1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n g of n independent, periodically-arriving real-time tasks. The characteristics of each task i 2  is described by the pair (Ti ; Ci ).
A task arrives periodically with a period of Ti and with a
constant execution time of Ci . Each task has a prescribed
deadline, which is the time of the next arrival of the task.
The utilization ui of a task i is ui = Ci =Ti , that is, the
ratio of the task’s execution time to its period. The utilization U of a task set is the sum of the utilizations of the tasks
belonging to that task set, that is, U = i Ci =Ti . Since we
consider scheduling on a multiprocessor system, the utilization is not always indicative on the load of the system. This
is because the original definition of utilization is a property
of the task set only, and does not consider the number of
processors. To also reflect the amount of processing capability available, we introduce the concept of system utilization, Us , for a task set on m processors, which is the average
utilization of each processor, that is, Us = U=m.
We consider a multiprocessor system with m equally
powerful processors. The system uses a run-time mechanism where each task is assigned a unique and fixed priority. There is a ready queue which stores tasks that currently
do not execute but are permitted to execute. As soon as a
processor becomes idle or a task arrives, a dispatcher selects
the next task (the task with the highest priority) in the ready
queue and schedules it on a suitable processor.
Recall that the focus of this paper is on preemptive
scheduling on a multiprocessor architecture. Multiprocessor real-time scheduling differs from uniprocessor real-time
scheduling in that we need to determine not only when a
task should execute, but also on which processor to execute. In preemptive uniprocessor scheduling, a task can be
preempted by another task, and resume its execution later at
a different time on the same processor. In preemptive multiprocessor real-time scheduling, a task that is preempted by
another task still needs to resume its execution later at a different time, but the task may resume its execution on a different processor. Based on how the system wants to resume
a task’s execution, two fundamentally different methods can
be used to implement preemptive multiprocessor scheduling, namely, the partitioned method and the non-partitioned
method1.
With the partitioned method, the tasks in the task set are
divided in such a way that a task can only execute on one
processor. In this case, each processor has its own ready
queue and tasks are not allowed to migrate between processors. With the non-partitioned method, all tasks reside in a
global ready queue and can be dispatched to any processor.
After being preempted, the task can resume its execution on
any processor. The principle for the partitioned method and
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1 Some authors refer to the non-partitioned method as “dynamic binding” or “global scheduling”.
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Figure 1: With the partitioned method a task can only execute on one processor. With the non-partitioned method a task can
execute on any processor.

the non-partitioned method is illustrated in Figure 1.
For fixed-priority scheduling of periodically-arriving
tasks on a multiprocessor system, both the partitioned
method and the non-partitioned method have been addressed in previous research. Important properties of
the real-time multiprocessor scheduling problem were presented in a seminal paper by Leung and Whitehead [7].
For example, they showed that the problem of deciding
if a task set is schedulable (that is, all tasks will meet
their deadlines at run-time) is NP-hard for both the partitioned method and the non-partitioned method. They also
observed that the two methods are not comparable in effectiveness in the sense that there are task sets which are
schedulable with an optimal priority assignment with the
non-partitioned method, but cannot be scheduled with an
optimal partitioning algorithm and conversely.
When comparing the partitioned method and the nonpartitioned method, other researchers have listed the following disadvantages for the non-partitioned method. First,
a task set may not be schedulable on multiple processors
even though it has a system utilization that approaches zero
[2, 3, 4, 5]. Second, the plethora of well-known techniques
for uniprocessor scheduling algorithms (such as shared resource protocols), cannot be used [8]. Third, the run-time
overhead is greater because the assignment of a processor to
a task needs to be done each time the task arrives or resumes
its execution after being preempted [9].
Among the two methods, the partitioned method has received the most attention in the research literature. The
main reason for this is probably that the partitioned method
can easily be used to guarantee run-time performance (in
terms of schedulability). By using a uniprocessor schedulability test as the admission condition when adding a new
task to a processor, all tasks will meet their deadlines at runtime. Now, recall that the partitioned method requires that
the task set has been divided into several partitions, each

having its own dedicated processor. Since an optimal solution to the problem of partitioning the tasks is computationally intractable, many heuristics for partitioning have
been proposed, a majority of which are versions of the binpacking algorithm2 [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 6, 9]. All of these
bin-packing-based partitioning algorithms provide performance guarantees, they all exhibit fairly good average-case
performance, and they can all be applied in polynomial time
(using sufficient schedulability tests).
The non-partitioned method has received considerably
less attention, mainly because of the disadvantages listed
above, but also because of the following two reasons. First,
no effective optimal priority-assignment scheme has been
found for the non-partitioned method. It is a well-known
fact that the rate-monotonic priority assignment scheme
proposed by Liu and Layland [12] is an optimal priority
assignment for the uniprocessor case. Unfortunately, it
has been shown that the rate-monotonic priority-assignment
scheme is no longer optimal for the non-partitioned method
[3, 7]. Second, no effective schedulability tests exist for
the non-partitioned method. Recall that, for the partitioned
method, existing uniprocessor schedulability tests can be
used. The only known exact (necessary and sufficient)
schedulability test for the non-partitioned method has an
exponential time-complexity [13]. Liu has proposed a sufficient schedulability test for the rate-monotonic priorityassignment scheme [14], which, unfortunately, becomes
very pessimistic when the number of tasks increases. Recently, another sufficient schedulability test for the ratemonotonic priority-assignment scheme was proposed inde2 The bin-packing algorithm works as follows: (1) sort the tasks according to some criterion; (2) select the first task and an arbitrary processor; (3)
attempt to assign the selected task to the selected processor by applying a
schedulability test for the processor; (4) if the schedulability test fails, select the next available processor; if it succeeds, select the next task; (5)
goto step 3.

pendently by three research groups [15, 16, 17]. Unfortunately, this schedulability test has the disadvantage of becoming pessimistic for task sets running on a large number of processors [15, 16]. These schedulability tests all
have a polynomial (for [17], a pseudo-polynomial) timecomplexity. These research groups also found that the condition for a critical instant in uniprocessor scheduling cannot be applied in multiprocessor scheduling. This is an important observation since it indicates that completely new
approaches must be used to devise a schedulability test for
the non-partitioned method.
Since there currently exist no efficient3 schedulability
tests for non-partitioned method, it is tempting to believe
that the non-partitioned method is inappropriate for realtime systems. However, our study of the non-partitioned
method for real-time systems is motivated by the following two reasons. First, many real-time systems do not rely
on a schedulability test, for example, those which employ
feedback control scheduling [18, 19, 20] or QoS negotiation techniques [21]. Second, even if a real-time system
does rely on a schedulability test, we believe that in developing better priority-assignment schemes, we may pave the
way for effective schedulability tests in the future.
To focus on the core problem, we make the following
assumptions in the remainder of this paper:
A1. Tasks require no other resources than the processors.
This implies that tasks do not contend for an interconnect, such as a bus, or critical sections.
A2. Tasks are synchronous in the sense that their initial arrivals occur at the same instant of time and then the
tasks arrive periodically.
A3. A task can always be preempted. In practice, though,
one has to be aware of the fact that operating systems
typically use tick-driven scheduling where the ready
queue can only be inspected at a maximum rate.
A4. The cost of preemption is zero. We will use this assumption even if a task is resumed on another processor than the task was originally preempted on. In a real
system, though, the cost of context switch is typically
in the order of 100 s [22].

3 Priority assignment
One of our major contributions in this paper is a new
priority-assignment scheme for the non-partitioned method.
In this section, we begin by recapitulate some known results
concerning priority-assignment schemes for multiprocessor
3 By

“efficient” we mean that the schedulability test can be done in
polynomial time (as a function of tasks, not task invocations) and that the
schedulability test always deems task sets as schedulable if the task set has
a utilization which is less than a fixed ratio of the number of processors.

scheduling. We then proceed to motivate our new priorityassignment scheme and discuss how it can be optimized for
the non-partitioned method.
While the partitioned method relies on well-known optimal uniprocessor priority-assignment schemes, such as the
rate-monotonic scheme, it is not clear as to what priorityassignment scheme should be used for the non-partitioned
method. To that end, Leung [13], and later Sáez et al.
[9], evaluated dynamic-priority schemes and showed that
the least-laxity-first strategy performs the best for the nonpartitioned case. In the case of fixed-priority scheduling, adopting the idea used by Audsley [23] and Baruah
[24] (testing for lowest priority viability) is unsuitable because existing schedulability tests for non-partitioned fixedpriority scheduling are too pessimistic. The only known
results report that the rate-monotonic priority assignment
scheme does not work well for the non-partitioned method.
This is because, for rate-monotonic scheduling on a uniprocessor, a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for schedulability of a task set is that the utilization of the task set
is less than or equal to ln 2. For non-partitioned multiprocessor scheduling using the rate-monotonic priority assignment, no such property exists. Originally presented by
Dhall [2, 3] (and later repeated in, for example, [4, 5, 7]),
the basic argument is as follows. Assume that the task
set (T1 = 1; C1 = 2); (T2 = 1; C2 = 2); : : : ; (Tm =
1; Cm = 2); (Tm+1 = 1 + ; Cm+1 = 1) should be scheduled using the rate-monotonic priority assignment scheme
on m processors. The situation for m = 3 is shown in Figure 2. In this case, m+1 will have the lowest priority and
will only be scheduled after all other tasks have executed in
parallel. The task set is unschedulable and as  ! 0, the
utilization becomes U = 1 no matter how many processors
are used. Another way of formulating this is that the system utilization Us = U=m will decrease towards zero as m
increases. We will refer to this observation as Dhall’s effect.
Now, we observe that if m+1 could somehow be assigned a higher priority, the given task set would be schedulable. To see this, simply assign task priorities according to
the difference between period and execution time of each
task. Then, m+1 would be assigned the highest priority,
and the task set would still be schedulable even if the execution time of any single task would increase slightly.
The fundamental problem demonstrated with the example above can be summarized as follows. In fixed-priority
scheduling using the rate-monotonic scheme, many tasks
with short period, but with relatively (with respect to period) short execution time, can block the available computing resources so that tasks with longer period, but with relatively long execution time, will miss their deadlines. This
indicates that a more appropriate strategy to assign priorities for the non-partitioned method would be to reflect both
time criticality and resource demands of each task.
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Figure 2: If the rate-monotonic priority assignment for the non-partitioned method is used, there are unschedulable task sets
with a low utilization.

An example of such a strategy would be one that prioritizes tasks according to the difference between the period of
a task and its execution time4 . Based on this, we now propose a new priority assignment scheme, called TkC, where
the priority of task i is assigned according to the weighted
difference between its period and its execution time, that
k  Ci , where k is a global slack factor. Note
is, Ti
that, by using this model, we can represent two traditionally
used priority assignment schemes, namely the rate monotonic (when k = 0) and the slack monotonic (when k = 1)
schemes. Below, we will reason about what k should be
selected to contribute to the best performance for the nonpartitioned method.

3.1 Reasoning about k
It is clear from the discussion above that, in order to escape from Dhall’s effect, we should select k > 05 . The
remaining question is then what values of k yield the best
performance. Even for all 0 < k  1, something similar to Dhall’s effect can occur. Assume that the task set

1 ); (T2 = 1; C2 = 1 ); : : : ; (Tm =
1 ); (Tm+1L= L2 + 1 ; Cm+1 = LL2 1  L) should
L
L
2

using the TkC priority-assignment scheme with k ! 1 on
m processors. The situation for m = 3 is illustrated in Figure 4. Now, as  ! 0, this task set is unschedulable with a
utilization U = 0 no matter how many processors are used.
Of course, the system utilization Us = U=m will also decrease toward 0 as m increases. Consequently, this effect is
even worse than Dhall’s effect.
In conclusion, we observe that k should be greater than
but not too large. Lauzac et al. [16] evaluated the performance of the non-partitioned fixed-priority scheduling.
Unfortunately, they only considered k = 0 (that is, the
rate-monotonic scheme), which clearly is not the best k .
In Section 4.2, we simulate scheduling with different values of k to determine which k is best. In Section 4.3,
we show that the non-partitioned method using the TkC
priority-assignment scheme outperforms all existing fixedpriority schemes for the non-partitioned method and performs at least as good as the best practical online partitioning schemes.
1,

(T1 = 1; C1 =

1 ; Cm =

be scheduled using the TkC priority-assignment scheme
with 0 < k  1 on m processors. The situation for m = 3
is shown in Figure 3. Now, as L ! 1, the task set is unschedulable with a utilization U = 1. On the other hand,
selecting too large a k is a bad idea since task priorities will
then be selected such that the tasks with the longest execution time obtains the highest priority. Assume that the
task set (T1 = 1; C1 = ); (T2 = 1; C2 = ); : : : ; (Tm =
1; Cm = ); (Tm+1 = ; Cm+1 = 2 ) should be scheduled
4 This

is what is typically referred to as the slack of the task.
0 can also cause Dhall’s effect.

5 Selecting

k<

4 Performance evaluation
In this section, we will conduct a performance evaluation
of the non-partitioned and partitioned method. Our evaluation methodology is based on simulation experiments using
randomly-generated task sets. The reasons for this are that
(i) simulation using synthetic task sets more easily reveal
the average-case performance and robustness of a scheduling algorithm than can be achieved by scheduling a single
application benchmark, and (ii) with the use of simulation
we can compare the best k from simulation with the derived
interval of k from our reasoning in Section 3.1.
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 1) for the non-partitioned method is used, there are unschedulable task

4.1 Experimental setup
Below, we describe our performance evaluation. Unless
otherwise stated, we conduct the performance evaluation
using the following experimental setup.
Task sets are randomly generated and their scheduling
is simulated with the respective method on four processors.
The number of tasks, n, follows a uniform distribution with
an expected value of E [n] = 8 and a standard deviation of
0:5 E [n]. The period, Ti , of a task i is taken from a set
f100; 200; 300; : : : ; 1600g, each number having an equal
probability of being selected. The utilization, ui , of a task
i follows a normal distribution with an expected value of
E [ui ] = 0:5 and a standard deviation of stddev [ui ] = 0:4.
If ui < 0 or ui > 1 then a new ui is generated. The execution time, Ci , of a task i is computed from the generated
utilization of the task, and rounded down to the next lower
integer. If the execution time becomes zero, then the task is
generated again.
The priorities of tasks are assigned with the respective
priority-assignment scheme, and, if applicable, tasks are
partitioned and assigned to processors. All tasks arrive at
time 0 and scheduling is simulated during lcm(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ).
The reason for selecting small values of m and E [n] is that
lcm(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) grows rapidly as n is increased, causing
simulations to take too long time.
Two performance metrics are used for evaluating the
simulation experiments, namely success ratio and least system utilization. The success ratio is the fraction of all generated task sets that are schedulable with respect to an algorithm6 . The success ratio is a recognized performance
6 Since

the number of task sets for each point differs between plots (5
000 000 in Figure 5 and 2 000 000 in Figures 6 and 7, we obtain different
estimates of the error. With 95% confidence, we obtain errors that are less

metric in the real-time community and measures the probability that an arbitrary task set is schedulable with respect to
a certain algorithm. The least system utilization is defined
as the minimum of the system utilization of all the task sets
that we simulated and found to be unschedulable. The least
system utilization is primarily used to see if an algorithm is
likely to suffer from Dhall’s effect and similar effects, that
is, if a task set will be unschedulable even for a low utilization. The plots showing the least system utilization will
be less smooth than those from the simulations of success
ratio. This is because the least system utilization reflects a
minimum of numbers rather than an average.
Two non-partitioned priority-assignment schemes are
evaluated, namely RM which is the rate-monotonic priorityassignment scheme, and Tk1.1C which is the TkC priorityassignment scheme with k = 1:1 (in Section 4.2, we will
show that this is indeed the best k ). Four bin-packing-based
partitioning schemes are studied, namely RRM-BF [10],
RM-FFDU [11], RMGT [8], and R-BOUND-MP [6]7 . The
reason for selecting these algorithms is that we have found
that they are the partitioning algorithms which provide the
best performance in our experimental environment. Since
partitioning schemes use a schedulability test as a part of the
partitioning, the success ratio is here also a guarantee ratio.
Note that this property does not apply for scheduling algorithms using the non-partitioned method. We have also evaluated a hybrid partitioned/non-partitioned algorithm, which
we will call RM-FFDU+Tk1.1C. The reason for considering a hybrid solution is that we may be able to increase
than 0.0006 for Figure 5 and 0.0014 for Figures 6 and 7.
7 To ensure correct operation of our simulator, we repeated previous
experiments [10, pages 235–236 ] and [8, pages 1440–1441] with identical
results, and [11, pages 36–37] with similar results.
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! 1) for the non-partitioned method is used, there are unschedulable task sets

processor utilization with the use of non-partitioned tasks,
without jeopardizing the guarantees given to partitioned
tasks. The RM-FFDU+Tk1.1C scheme operates in the following manner. First, as many tasks as possible are partitioned with RM-FFDU on the given number of processors.
Then, the remaining tasks (if any) are assigned priorities according to the Tk1.1C priority-assignment scheme. In order
not to jeopardize the partitioned tasks, the priorities of the
non-partitioned tasks are set to be lower than the priority of
any partitioned task.
Below, we make two major experiments. First, we will
vary k to find the best k and compare the results with our
reasoning in Section 3.1. Second, we will compare the performance of the Tk1.1C method with that of the partitioning
algorithms.

4.2 Finding the best k
Figure 5 shows the success ratio and the least system utilization as a function of the slack factor k . From the plot we
make two important observations. First, the least system
utilization and the success ratio are correlated. This implies
that selecting an appropriate k to maximize the least system utilization will provide a good (though not necessary
optimal) k for the success ratio. Second, choosing k = 1:1
provides the best success ratio. This corroborates that our
reasoning in Section 3.1 was accurate.

4.3 Performance comparison
In Figures 6 and 7, we show the performance as a function of the number of processors. The success ratio associated with the Tk1.1C priority-assignment scheme is higher
than that of any other scheduling algorithm. This clearly

indicates that our new parametrized priority-assignment
scheme works as predicted. In particular, we notice that
the traditional RM scheme is outperformed by more than
10 percentage units. The least system utilization associated
with Tk1.1C is equivalent to that of the best existing partitioning algorithms. Note how the least system utilization
of RM decreases considerably as the number of processors
increases, simply because of Dhall’s effect. Also observe
that Tk1.1C does not appear to suffer from Dhall’s effect.
In a complementary study [25], we have also investigated the robustness of the scheduling algorithms by varying the other parameters (E [n], E [ui ] and stddev [ui ]) that
determine the task set. Here, we observed that the relative ranking of the algorithms does not change; the Tk1.1C
priority-assignment scheme still offers the highest success
ratio. Furthermore, Tk1.1C continues to provide a least utilization which is equivalent to that of the best existing partitioning algorithms. This further supports our hypothesis
that Dhall’s effect does not occur for Tk1.1C.
From the plots in Figures 6 and 7, we can also
make the following two observations. First, the hybrid
partitioning/non-partitioning scheme consistently outperforms the corresponding partitioning schemes. This indicates that such a hybrid scheme is a viable alternative to use
in multiprocessor systems that mixes real-time tasks of different criticality. Second, the success ratio of RM is not as
bad as suggested by previous studies [2, 3, 4, 5, 7]. The reason for this is of course that Dhall’s effect, although it exists,
does not occur frequently. This observation corroborates a
recent study [16].
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Figure 5: Success ratio and least system utilization as a function of the slack factor k .
For all partitioning algorithms, sufficient schedulability tests were originally proposed to be used. Now, if we
instead use a schedulability test based on response-time
analysis for the partitioning schemes, the success ratio can
be expected to increase, albeit at the expense of a significant increase in computational complexity. Recall that
response-time analysis has pseudo-polynomial time complexity, while sufficient schedulability tests typically have
polynomial time-complexity. We have simulated the partitioning algorithms using response-time analysis [25] and
made the following observation. The FFDU algorithm now
occasionally provides a slightly higher success ratio than
Tk1.1C, while other partitioning algorithms did not improve
their performance that much, and still had a lower success
ratio than the Tk1.1C. Note that this means that, even if the
best partitioning algorithm (R-BOUND-MP) were to use
response-time analysis, it would still perform worse than
Tk1.1C. This should not come as a surprise since, for RBOUND-MP, the performance bottleneck is the partitioning
and not the schedulability test [6].

5 Context switches
It is tempting to believe that the non-partitioned method
causes a larger amount of (and more costly) context
switches than the partitioned method. In this section, we
will propose a dispatcher for the non-partitioned method
that reduces the number of context switches by analyzing
the current state of the scheduler. We will also compare
the number of context switches generated by the best nonpartitioned method using our dispatcher with that of the best
partitioning scheme.

5.1 Dispatcher
The non-partitioned method using fixed-priority
scheduling does only require that, at each instant, the m
tasks with the highest priorities are executed; it does not
require a task to run on a specific processor. Hence, as long
as the cost for a context switch is zero, the task-to-processor
assignment at each instant does not affect schedulability.
However, on real computers the time required for a context
switch is non-negligible. If the task-to-processor assignment is selected arbitrarily, it could happen (in theory) that
all m highest-priority tasks execute on another processor
than they did the last time they were dispatched, even if
these m tasks were the ones that executed last. Hence, to
reduce the risk of unnecessary context switches, we need
a dispatcher that not only selects the m highest-priority
tasks, but also selects a task-to-processor assignment such
that the number of context switches is minimized.
We now propose a heuristic for the task-to-processor assignment that will reduce the number of context switches
for the non-partitioned method. The heuristic is intended
to be used as a subroutine in the dispatcher in an operating
system. The basic idea of the task-to-processor assignment
algorithm is to determine which of the tasks that must execute now (that is, have the highest priority) have recently
executed, and then try to execute those tasks on the same
processor as their previous execution. The algorithm for
this is described in Algorithm 1.

5.2 Comparison of the number of context
switches
Two terms contribute to the time for context switches: (i)
operating system overhead, including register save and restore and time to acquire a lock for the ready queue, and (ii)
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Figure 6: Success ratio as a function of the number of processors.
Algorithm 1 Task-to-processor assignment algorithm for
the non-partitioned method.
Input: Let bef ore be the set of tasks that just executed on the
m processors. On each processor pi , a (possibly non-existing)
task ij;bef ore executed. Let highest be the set of tasks that are
in the ready queue and has the highest priority.
Output: On each processor pi , a (possibly non-existing) task
ij;af ter should execute.
1: E =
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

f

6

pi : (ij;bef ore = non
existing)
highest )
for each pi
E
remove ij;bef ore from highest
ij;af ter
ij;bef ore
for each pi = E
if highest =
select an arbitrary j from highest
remove j from highest
ij;af ter
j
else
ij;af ter
non
existing

g

^ (

ij;bef ore

2

2

2

6 ;

an increase in execuction time due to cache reloading. We
assume that the penalty for cache reloading when a task is
preempted, and resumes on another processor, is the same
as if the task would resume on the same processor after being preempted. If the preempting task (that is, the new task)
has a large working set, this should be a reasonable assumption. We also assume that the operating system overhead
to resume a preempted task on the same processor is the
same as when the task resumes on another processor. Under
these assumptions, the cost of a context switch is the same
for the partitioned method and the non-partitioned method.
Hence, we can count the number of preemptions during an

interval of lcm(T1 ; T2 ; : : : ; Tn ) and use that as a measure
of the impact of context switches on the performance of the
partitioned method and the non-partitioned method. Note,
however, that this does not measure the impact of context
switches on schedulability, but gives an indication on the
amount of overhead introduced.
To reveal which of the two methods (partitioned or nonpartitioned) that suffers the highest penalty due to context
switches, we have simulated the scheduling of randomlygenerated task sets and counted the number of preemptions.
We simulate scheduling using Tk1.1C and R-BOUND-MP
because they are the best (as demonstrated in Section 4.3)
schemes for the non-partitioned method and the partitioned
method, respectively. We use the same experimental setup
as described in Section 4.1. We varied the number of
tasks and counted the number of preemptions only for
those task sets for which both Tk1.1C and R-BOUNDMP were schedulable. Since different task sets have different lcm(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ), the impact of task sets with large
lcm(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) will be too large. To make each task set
equally important, we select to use preemption density as a
measure of the context-switch overhead. Preemption density of a task set is defined as the number of preemptions
during a lcm(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) divided by the lcm(T1 ; : : : ; Tn )
itself. We then take the average of the preemption density
over a set of 100 000 simulated task sets8 .
The results from the simulations are shown in Figure 8.
We observe that, on average, the preemption density for
the best non-partitioned method (Tk1.1C) is lower than
the preemption density for the best partitioned method (RBOUND-MP). The reason for this is that, for the partitioned
8 Hence

we obtain an error of 0.0004 with 95% confidence.
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Figure 7: Least system utilization as a function of the number of processors.
method, an arriving higher-priority task must preempt a
lower-priority task. With the non-partitioned method, a
higher priority task can sometimes execute on another idle
processor, thereby avoiding a preemption. Figure 9 illustrates a situation where the non-partitioned method with a
context-switch-aware dispatcher causes the number of preemptions to be less than the number of context switches for
a partitioned method.
The reasoning and evaluations in this section indicate
that the cost of context switches for the non-partitioned
method can be made significantly less than for the partitioned method. This means that it is should be possible
to demonstrate even more significant performance gain in
terms of schedulability for the non-partitioned method relative to the partitioned method on a real multiprocessor system.

6 Discussion
The simulation results reported in Section 4.3 indicate
that the non-partitioned method in fact performs better
than its reputation. Besides the advantages demonstrated
through our experimental studies, there are also other benefits in using the non-partitioned method. Below, we discuss
some of those benefits.
The non-partitioned method is the best way of maximizing the resource utilization when a task’s actual execution
time is much lower than its stated worst-case execution time
[16]. This situation can occur when the execution time of
a task depends highly on user input or sensor values. Since
the partitioned method is guided by the worst-case excution
time during the partitioning decisions, there is a risk that
the actual resource usage will be lower than anticipated, and
thus wasted if no dynamic exploitation of the spare capacity

is made. Our suggested hybrid approach offers one solution
to exploiting system resources effectively, while at the same
time providing guarantees for those tasks that require so.
The hybrid solution proposed in this paper applies the partitioned method to the task set until all processors have been
filled. The remaining tasks are then scheduled using the
non-partitioned approach. An alternativ approach would be
to partition only the tasks that have strict (that is, hard) realtime constraints, and then let the tasks with less strict constraints be scheduled by the non-partitioned method. Since
it is likely that shared-memory multiprocessors will be used
to schedule mostly tasks of the latter type, we expect even
better performance (in terms of success ratio) for the hybrid
solution.
The non-partitioned method can perform mode changes
faster than the partitioned method since tasks are not assigned to dedicated processors. For the partitioned method
it may be necessary to repartition the task set during the
mode change, something which significantly decreases the
number of instants in time that a mode change can take
place at. In a complementary study, we have observed pairs
of task sets between which a mode change can only be allowed to take place at a few instants in time, otherwise deadlines will be missed. The lack of capability to perform fast
mode changes limits the degree of flexibility in the system,
which is a serious drawback when working with dynamic
application environments.
As shown in this paper, the non-partitioned method can
be extended to account for processor affinity with the aid of
our proposed context-switch-aware dispatcher. The net result of this extension is that the non-partitioned method incurs fewer context switches at run-time than the partitioned
method on the average. However, it is important to real-
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Figure 8: Preemption density as a function of the number of tasks in the system.
ize that this new dispatcher requires more synchronization
between processors. The overall effect of this extra synchronization remains to be seen and is consequently a subject for future research. Also, it will be necessary to assess
the real costs for context switches and cache reloading and
its impact on schedulability. However, this warrants evaluation of real applications on real multiprocessor architectures, which introduces several new system parameters to
consider.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the results obtained
for the TkC priority-assignment scheme constitute a strong
conjecture regarding the existence of a fixed-priority assignment scheme for the non-partitioned method that does not
suffer from Dhall’s effect. The results also indicate that
there is a need to configure TkC for each application and
system size. However, in order to use TkC in a system
with exclusively strict real-time constraints, it is also important to find an effective schedulability test. In our future
research we will therefore focus on (i) proving that TkC
does in fact not suffer from Dhall’s effect, (ii) constructing
a (most likely, sufficient) schedulability test for TkC, and
(iii) devising a method to derive the best slack factor k for
any given task set and multiprocessor system.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of scheduling tasks on a multiprocessor system with changing workloads. To that end, we have made two major contributions. First, we proposed a new fixed-priority assignment scheme that gives the non-partitioned method equal
or better performance than the best partitioning schemes.
Since the partitioned method can guarantee that deadlines
will be met at run-time for the tasks that are partitioned,

we have also evaluated a hybrid solution that combined
the resource-effective characteristics of the non-partitioned
method with the guarantee-based characteristics of the partitioned method. The performance of the hybrid solution
was found to be at least as good as any partitioned method.
Second, we proposed a context-switch-aware dispatcher for
the non-partitioned method that contributes to significantly
reducing the number of context switches taken at run-time.
In fact, we show that the number of context switches taken
is less than that of the partitioned method for similar task
sets.
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Abstract
Fault-tolerance is an important property for many
critical real-time applications such as telecommunication
servers or space-borne signal-processing computers, both
for static and dynamically arriving tasks. In this paper,
we describe two method for supporting fault-tolerance for
dynamically arriving tasks by replicating the tasks and
scheduling the copies of each critical task. The methods are
varieties of the Primary/Backup method for providing faulttolerance and the idea is to dynamically decide whether the
replication should be temporal or spatial given the execution time and deadline of the task and the load in the system. This offers a flexibility that improves the schedulability
of the dynamically arriving tasks.

1 Introduction
Multiprocessor systems available today are used for new
high-performance real-time applications, such as telecommunication servers or space-borne signal-processing computers. These systems work in hostile environments where
it is not only important that data is processed correctly before a deadline, but also necessary to maximize the successful completion of tasks even in the presence of faults. One
way of doing this is to replicate the tasks so that a copy of
the task can be completed even if the original task fails. Depending on how the failure of a task is detected, there have
to be a different number of copies of each original task.
The most commonly-used method to provide faulttolerance is the Primary/Backup method where there are
two copies of each task, one primary and one backup copy.
In most cases, it is assumed that there is a function which
detects any failures of a copy when the execution is completed. Since the function tells us when a copy fails and
which copy it is that fails, it is possible to deallocate the
resources used by the backup copy if the primary copy executes successfully.
However, in many systems it is not always possible to
implement such a function, which means that the fault detection must be made in some other way. One method for

detecting faults is then to execute multiple copies and compare the results generated by the copies; unfortunately, it is
impossible to know which copy failed unless an odd number of copies are used. In some systems it is also sometimes possible to detect a fault before the task is completed
because of special hardware mechanisms, for example signature checking. In this case it is possible to remove the
copy and start a new execution immediately when the fault
is detected.
In all of the above methods, replication is used to achieve
fault-tolerance. The difference between the methods is only
the number of replicas and how the faults are detected in
each method. In both cases the replication can be temporal,
spatial, or a combination of both. Which replication method
is the best depends on the fault model, the purpose of the
replication, and the properties of the system. If both transient, intermittent and permanent faults must be handled,
the replication have to be spatial, or both temporal and spatial; but, if only transient faults are handled it is sufficient
to use temporal replication. In this work we only consider
transient or intermittent faults and thus we use both temporal and spatial replication.
To accept as many dynamically-arriving tasks as possible, it is necessary to execute as few copies as possible. This
can be achieved by deallocating the backup copy if the original copy completes its execution successfully. The deallocation releases resources that will not be needed for the successful task and makes it possible to use these resources for
any dynamically arriving task that enters the system. However, this deallocation and reuse of resources is only possible when the replication is either temporal or both temporal
and spatial, which implicates that it is desirable to use temporal replication whenever it is possible.
In order to achieve fault tolerance for dynamically arriving tasks and to be able to guarantee as many new tasks as
possible in the schedule we need to decide which is the best
possible method for replicating each new task. One way to
do this is to examine the deadline and execution time of the
task and, if the deadline is long enough, use temporal replication, otherwise, spatial replication is used. However, the

load in the system and the fault model must also be considered while making such decisions.
In this paper, we propose two methods for dynamic replication of dynamically arriving tasks on a multiprocessor
system. In the first method a function is used for fault detection and all faults are detected at the end of the execution, while in the second method multiple copies are used
for fault detection and faults can be detected at any time
during the execution. Both methods assume that we have
a known baseload containing periodic tasks with real-time
guarantees, and the tasks that are handled by the method are
aperiodic (e.g., telecommunication packets for GSM) and
there is no information available for these tasks until they
arrive in the system.
To verify and test the methods we use extensive simulation studies. The results from a preliminary study are
promising, and verifies the functionality of the proposed
methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we discuss related work in the area of faulttolerant real-time systems and replication. Section 3 describes the fault models while Section 4 present the proposed replication methods. The implementation and simulation of the methods are discussed in Section 5. Finally,
in Section 6 we summarize our results and discuss future
work.

2 Related work
Hou and Shin [1] present a technique where a replication decision is made dynamically off-line by determining
whether or not the task module should be replicated in a
system with limited resources. Since the resources are limited, only those modules which have deadlines too tight for
time redundancy should be replicated in space. The backup
copy and the original copy of the task may not run on the
same processor and the modules are allocated with an offline Branch&Bound algorithm. The main objective of this
method is to replicate only those modules that have to be
replicated, not to find the best possible replication method.
González et al [2] offer a method that uses alternative
lists for choosing which method of fault-tolerance should be
used. Each arriving task has a list that contains up to three
methods, TMR, Primary/Backup, and Primary/Exception.
The methods are considered in the order they appear in the
list and the scheduler tries to schedule the tasks with the different methods until a feasible schedule is found or the list
is empty. With this approach the choice of fault-tolerance
is made off-line since the lists must be prepared in advance.
This means that the system load and load distribution have
no influence over the replication decision.
Mossé, Melhem, and Ghosh [3, 4] present the Primary/Backup principle of replication for independent, dynamically arriving tasks. Backup overloading and resource
deallocation is used to achieve high schedulability and the
primary copy of a task is always scheduled as early as possible while the backup is scheduled as late as possible but

with as much overloading1 as possible. There are no dynamic decisions in this method since all backups are scheduled after the primary and on another processor than the
primary.
The Distance Myopic algorithm [5, 6] also uses the Primary/Backup method. By computing the relative distance
in position between the primary and backup copies in the
dispatch queue, a flexible level of backup overloading gives
a trade-off between number of faults that can be handled,
and system performance. All dynamic tasks arrive centrally
and are distributed to a processor via the dispatch queues
and each processor then executes the tasks in its dispatch
queue. When a task is executed successfully, the processor
invokes a resource reclaiming algorithm which allows unused resources to be rescheduled and the backup copy to be
deallocated (unless it has to execute as well).
Fohler [7] presents a method to achieve adaptive faulttolerance for distributed systems by first providing a basic
reliability level and then divide the schedule into disjoint
execution intervals and define the spare capacities for each
interval. An on-line scheduler is invoked at the end of each
interval and takes care of aperiodic tasks that arrived during the interval by using the spare capacities. After this the
spare capacities are updated and the scheduling decision is
executed in the next interval using EDF. It is assumed that
only one task at a time can be affected by faults and the
number of replicas can be increased during runtime if there
are enough spare capacities.
Ahn, Kim, and Hong [8] use a variety of the Primary/Backup method where the primary copy of a task
may overlap the backup copy of another task. To prevent
the domino effect, i.e., that the activation of a backup task
causes a primary task to miss its deadline the scheduling
is made by forming checkpoint cycles. There must be at
least two processors in the cycle that can finish the task currently executing and the newly activated task within their
deadlines if a domino effect ahould be avoided. Each task
is scheduled on the processor that gives the longest possible
checkpoint chain until a cycle is formed, then the processor
that satisfies the condition above and who gives the longest
checkpoint cycle is chosen.
Srinivasan and Shoja [9] present a method in which periodic tasks with two versions, primary and alternate, are
scheduled dynamically to maximize the number of scheduled primaries. The tasks are first scheduled statically and
during the execution of the tasks the dynamic scheduler is
run to enhance the number of primaries that can be executed. If a primary executes without failure, the alternate
for this task is redundant and a, so far, unscheduled primary might be scheduled instead. To find a schedulable
primary as quickly as possible, all nodes needs to contain
information about the unscheduled primaries in the other
nodes. Each node thus has two lists, the schedule to follow
1 Overloading means that several backup copies are scheduled in the
same time slot. This can only be done if the primary copies of all the
backups are scheduled on different processors.

and a shortest job list that contains all the unscheduled primaries across the system. When a message from the shortest job list is executed, a message is sent to all nodes and
each shortest jobs list is updated.
These methods differ from that of ours in the following
ways. Several of the methods use information about tasks
that have not yet entered the system, which is not always
possible. Also, none of the methods decides dynamically
how the replication of the dynamically arriving tasks should
be done, which means that some task might be ruled unschedulable even though they might be schedulable if another replication method is used.
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Figure 1: Replication varieties for two copies.

3 Fault Models
As in most techniques for fault-tolerant systems, the
work in this paper assumes that the single-fault assumption
is valid, that is, only one faulty result may be produced per
replica set.
The faults may appear either in the hardware or in the
software and they can be classified as being permanent, intermittent or transient.
Permanent faults in a hardware circuit are caused by, for
example, electromigration2 , gate-oxide breakdown, and radiation, and can be detected in self-tests or by repeated execution. When a node can be suspected to contain a permanent fault it has to be stopped and tested, and, if it is
faulty, exchanged or repaired. A malicious class of permanent faults that can not usually be detected or prevented by
redundancy are design errors.
Transient faults are mostly caused by environmental effects such as radiation or cross-talk (electromagnetic interference) and these faults will not cause any remaining damage on the node. The faults can be detected either by hardware mechanisms, such as checksums or parity coding, or
they can be detected by software mechanisms such as voting
or integrity checks on the results from the computation.
Intermittent faults might be caused by electromagnetic
interference that is caused by, for example radiation, a cellular phone, or a radar antenna which are periodically sending electromagnetic signals. Another possible cause for intermittent faults are undetected permanent faults that only
become active from time to time. This means that intermittent faults really are special cases of either permanent or
transient faults and can be detected in the same way.
In our methods, permanent faults can only be handled if
the replication method operates in a way such that no replicas of the same task are scheduled on the same processing
node, or that a cold spare takes over for the stopped node
when a permanent fault is detected.

4 Our Dynamic Replication Methods
The replication methods used in our approach are based
on the Primary/Backup method, that is, each dynamic task
2 Movement of metal due to momentum exchange with electrons causing preferred direction of diffusion. [10]

is replicated and have one primary copy which always executes and one or two backup copies that only execute if the
primary copy was unable to finish its execution or if a fault
is detected. In this work it is assumed that only transient
or intermittent faults can occur; however, it is possible to
adjust the method to allow for permanent failures as well.
Our first method for dynamic replication assumes that
there exists a function which detects whether the task is successful or not when the execution is completed. Thus only
one copy of each task is needed, the original and a backup.
Our second method assumes that no such function exists,
and we therefore use two copies of each task for voting;
however, it is possible to find some faults before the execution is completed if the faults are detected by hardware
mechanisms.
The way in which the scheduling is done means that
sometimes the replication can be both temporal and spatial
at the same time. That is, if the replication is temporal, but a
backup copy cannot be scheduled on the same processor as
the primary copy, then the replication will be both temporal
and spatial. It is important to note that a backup copy always must execute after the primary copy if the replication
is temporal, and that it may be partially or completely overlapped with the primary copy if the replication is spatial.
Also, by using a distributed scheduling algorithm [11]
for scheduling, the replication strategy will depend on the
load in the system. Unless we have to handle permanent
failures, it is preferred that the primary and the backup copy
should be scheduled on the same processor; however, if this
is not possible due to high system load, we can allow the
copies to be scheduled on different processors.

4.1 Method 1: Two copies of each task
The dynamic replication strategy using two copies is
very simple. When a dynamic task arrives in the system,
the deadline and execution time of the task is examined. If
the difference between the deadline (Di ) and the execution
time (Ci ) multiplied with a certain replication breakpoint, s,
is larger than the task execution time of a potential backup
task, then the task is replicated in time; otherwise it is replicated in space. Depending on the load in the system, the
replication can also be a combination of both (see Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Replication varieties for three copies.
The reason for having the replication breakpoint parameter
is that there might be extra cost involved in the execution,
for example, a communication cost may be involved if the
primary and backup copies are situated on different processors.
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When the task has been replicated, the two copies of the
task are scheduled using a distributed scheduling technique
such as the Random scheduling algorithm or the Flexible
algorithm [11]. First, the primary copy is scheduled on the
processor it arrived to, or if it is not possible to schedule
it on this processor, it is sent to one of the other processors. Which other processor is chosen to send the copy to
depends on which scheduling technique is used; a processor
can either be chosen randomly or on the basis of the load in
the system.
If the replication is temporal, the method attempts to
schedule a backup copy on the same processor as the primary copy. If this is not possible, a processor is chosen
accordingly to the scheduling technique and the method attempts to schedule the copy on this processor. For spatial
replication, on the other hand, the backup copy may not
be scheduled on the same processor as the primary, that is,
another processor must be chosen before the scheduling attempt. Both the primary and the backup copies must be
scheduled for the task to be accepted; if either copy cannot
be scheduled the task is rejected.
The method can be altered to handle permanent failures
by scheduling all copies on different processors whenever
possible.

4.2 Method 2: Three copies of each task
In this method we need at least two, but sometimes three,
copies of each task since we assume that there is no function
for detecting faults, that is, there is no integrity check for the
result of the computation. We assume that at most one copy

Figure 3: The influence of deadline ratio, R.
of each task can be faulty, and thus three copies of each task
is enough for fault detection. At first, two copies are executed and their results are compared; if the results match,
the task is successful and the third copy is unnecessary. If
the results do not match, the third copy must be executed
and compared with the first results so that the correct result
can be identified.
Since the third copy of each task only is needed when
a fault has been detected, it is desirable that this copy is
scheduled after the other copies so that it can be deallocated
in case it will not be needed. There are three possible combinations for replicating the task: (i) all copies are temporal
replicas, (ii) two copies are spatial replicas and one is temporal, or (iii) all copies are spatial replicas (see Figure 2).
Which combination is used depends on the deadline of the
task in the following way. If the deadline is long enough to
allow all copies to execute after each other within the deadline, only temporal replication is used. If the deadline is too
short for two copies to execute after each other, only spatial
replication is used; otherwise, one spatial and one temporal
replication is used.
To avoid that certain types of faults affect more than one
copy in the same way, it is possible to place all copies on
different processors and make sure that they do not start at
exactly the same time. This means that we will mix the
temporal and spatial properties of the replicated copies so
that all copies will differ in both time and space.

5 Implementation and Simulation
We have implemented our methods in GAST [12]
(Generic Allocation and Scheduling Tool), a software package developed at Chalmers University of Technology. The
implementation of the proposed methods has been performed in steps. Initially, a simple version of the first
method without resource deallocation was implemented and
later resource deallocation was added. The next step was to
implement a simple version of the second method; this implementation has just been finished.
When the simple method of the first version was implemented, we ran a small simulation study to verify that it behaved as expected. Later, we will add the results of newer
simulation studies on the full implementation.
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Figure 4: The influence fault intensity, k.

be removed from the schedule and, thus, it does not matter
to the success ratio how large the fault intensity is. If we use
resource deallocation, however, there should be a difference
in success ratio if the the fault intensity k is varied.
The effect of the replication breakpoints is shown in Figure 5. Recall that, when the replication breakpoint is low,
only spatial replication is used and when it is high only temporal replication is used. The figure shows that the success
ratio decreases when the replication breakpoint is increased.
The reason for this is that, for shorter deadlines, it is harder
to find room for temporal copies than for spatial copies because the amount of free time between the baseload tasks is
too small.

6 Summary and Future Work
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Figure 5: The influence of replication breakpoint, s.
For the small simulation study, we used a system with
four nodes, a baseload of periodic tasks with periods of 100
time units and dynamically arriving tasks with a minimal
inter-arrival time of 75 time units. Each task had an execution time that was randomly chosen from a normal distribution with a mean execution time of 15 time units and
a variance of 1. The influence of three different parameters was examined by running 128 simulations for each setting. The parameters were; the deadline/period ratio (R),
the fault intensity (k ), and the replication breakpoint (s).
The mean execution time was increased in steps of 5 from
a start value of 5 to a final value of 45 for each combination
of the parameters. We use a non-preemptive, time-driven
execution model and we use success ratio as a measure of
performance in our simulations. We define the success ratio as the fraction of tasks that can be scheduled with our
method out of all dynamically arriving tasks.
The effect of the deadline/period ratio is shown in Figure 3. It is clear from the plots that if the deadline is shortened (that is, the ratio R is decreased) the success ratio is
also decreased.
In Figure 4, the effect of the fault intensity is shown.
As can be seen there is no effect on the success ratio when
the fault intensity is increased. This is due the fact that we
do not use resource deallocation in this simulation study.
Because of this, backup copies that are not needed cannot

We have presented two methods for dynamic replication
of dynamically arriving tasks in a real-time multiprocessor
system. The methods are varieties of the Primary/Backup
method but have been extended to use the most suitable
replication mode for each arriving task based on task characteristics and system load. The two methods are very similar except for how the fault detection is made.
The implementation of the first method is finished and
verified by a small simulation study, and a simple implementation of the second method have just been finished.
We will perform a more extensive simulation study to find
which parameters are most influential on the success ratio
for the methods. We will also investigate how much it helps
to use resource deallocation. Finally, we will make a full
implementation of the second method and perform further
simulation studies to see if there are any differences between the full implementation and our simpler version.
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1. Introduction
Distributed real-time systems are increasingly being
used to control critical functions in automotive and
aerospace applications, such as fly-by-wire, break-bywire, and steer-by-wire systems. These systems must be
fault-tolerant to be safe and reliable.
For a cost-effective implementation of a fault-tolerant
distributed real-time system, it is necessary to design the
computer nodes in the system in such way that they
exhibit well-behaved failure semantics. This is achieved
by including error detection and fault-tolerance
1
mechanisms at the node-level. Nodes that exhibit only
fail-stop/(crash) failures or omission failures [1] can be
considered to have well-behaved failure semantics.
Fail-stop semantics implies that the node produces either
correct results (at the right time) or produces no results
at all, i.e. it stops producing results when affected by a
fault. An omission failure occurs if the node fails to
produce a particular result, but continues to produce
correct (and timely) results after the omission failure
occurred. These failures can be handled effectively by
fairly simple distributed redundancy management
protocols, see e.g. the MARS system [2].
Previous research has shown that transient faults are
common in digital systems [3]. Transient faults can be
caused by particle radiation, e.g. in aircraft at high
altitude by high-energy neutrons, or in spacecraft by
heavy-ions. Power fluctuations and electromagnetic
interference are other causes of transient faults in
computer systems.

1

That is, the probability for other types of failures is assumed to be
negligible.

In this paper we describe an implementation of a small
real-time kernel that achieves transient fault tolerance at
the node-level. The objective is to tolerate transient
faults at the node-level whenever possible. For
permanent faults and transient faults that cannot be
handled at the node-level, the node should fulfil fail-stop
or omission failure semantics. These properties are
achieved by combining hardware and software error
detection mechanisms (EDMs) with massive time
redundancy. The kernel uses fixed-priority pre-emptive
scheduling [4].
We consider real-time systems with hard deadlines
where fault-tolerance is achieved by executing each
critical task on two nodes with fail-stop and omission
failure semantics. When such a system is used in an
environment where transients are common, such as a car
or a satellite, the time it takes to recover from a transient
fault has a significant impact on the overall system
reliability. The longer it takes to recover from a transient
fault, the higher the probability that the system crashes
because another transient fault affects the remaining
non-faulty node.
Many existing systems, e.g. MARS [2], do not provide
node-level transient fault tolerance, which means that
the recovery of all transient faults are handled via the
distributed redundancy management protocol. In this
case, the recovery time is in the order of seconds or
minutes. The advantage of handling transient faults at
the node-level is that the average recovery time for
transients can be reduced by several orders of
magnitude, which improves the overall reliability.
Node level transient fault tolerance also improves the
system resiliency to correlated node failures, which
occur when a single disturbance causes transient faults
in several nodes simultaneously.

2. Related work
Error detection by comparing the result from two
replicated executions of critical tasks was used in the
MARS system [2].
Recovery from transients faults can be achieved by
using a checkpointing scheme [5]. Checkpointing is
done by saving the state of the processor to stable
storage in regular intervals or when certain data is
updated. When a fault occur, the system is restored to
the last checkpoint and the execution can proceed.
Fault-tolerant scheduling of real-time tasks in a
uniprocessor environment is studied in [6]. This work is
based on the assumption that transient faults are always
detected, and that recovery can be achieved by a retry/
re-execution of the affected task. The aim is to allocate
adequate time for the recovery action (i.e. the retry/ reexecution). In [6] time is reserved prior to execution
using a technique called overloading. Overloading
reserve less time than needed to re-execute all tasks
based on the condition that at most one fault can occur
during a specific time interval. An approach for
dynamically allocating time for re-execution upon a
recovery request is presented in [7].

Errors can also be detected by hardware and software
EDMs such as illegal op-code detection or variable
constraint checks. In this case, the affected replica is
immediately terminated, and a new replica is started.
We assume that there is enough slack (unused cpu time)
available to allow at least one task to execute three
replicas, without causing any other task to miss a
deadline. However, if two or more task are affected by
near-coincident transient faults, it may not be enough
slack available to allow all of them to execute three
replicas, without causing other tasks to miss their
deadlines.
After an error is detected, the kernel checks the deadline
of the task to determine if it is possible to execute an
additional task replica before the deadline. If not, no
result is delivered and an omission failure occurs. If time
is available, a new replica is started. The task result is
delivered only when two matching results have been
produced before the deadline.
We assume a simple task model where the input is read
in the beginning of the task and the result is delivered at
the end of the task. We also assume that the input to a
task is not updated until the task result is delivered.

Techniques such as robust data structures, assertions,
plausibility tests and checking execution time of system
routines were used in [2] to detect transient faults during
execution of operating system code.

i

3. Basic ideas

ii

In massive time redundancy, a task is executed at least
three times to produce three or more copies of a result.
A majority vote is performed on the copies to mask any
faults (cf. massive redundancy in hardware, e.g. a TMR
system).
In our real-time kernel, each critical task is always
executed twice during normal operation. We use the
term task replica, or just replica, to denote a particular
instance of the task execution. The results of the two
replicas are compared to detect errors. If the two results
do not match, a third replica of the task is executed. The
results of the three replicas are then checked by a
majority vote. If none of the results match, no result is
delivered, which leads to a omission failure. If two
results match, they are accepted as a valid result of the
task.
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Figure 1: Critical task with replicated executions
and fault handling.
Three time diagrams of the execution of task replicas is
shown in Figure 1. The time for the execution of the
kernel code is not included in the diagrams. The figure
shows three different scenarios: (i) Fault free operation,
1
2
where two replicas T1 and T1 of task T1 is executed
and their results are compared to detect errors. The

results match and can be delivered directly, not using
any of the available slack. (ii) The error is detected by
2
an EDM during execution of the second replica T1 . The
2
3
affected replica T1 is terminated and a new replica T1
3
is immediately started. T1 will use time reclaimed from
2
the removed replica T1 as well as time from the
available slack After two replicas have been executed, a
comparison is made to confirm that the results match
before the task result is delivered. (iii) The error is
detected by the comparison. Thus, the results from the
1
2
two replicas T1 and T1 are dissimilar. It is not possible
to decide which of the two replicas that produced the
correct result so a third replica of the task is started,
3
called T1 , using the available slack. The results of the
three executions are check by a majority vote. As
previously described, no result is delivered if none of the
results match. If two results match, they are accepted as
a valid task result.

4. Implementation and Validation
We are implementing a small real-time kernel that
achieves transient fault tolerance by using the ideas
described above. The kernel will be implemented for the
Thor microprocessor developed by Saab Ericsson Space
AB.
Fault injection will be performed to estimate the
probability of violating the fail-stop or omission failure
semantics. We will use two fault injection tools,
FIMBUL [8] and MEFISTO-C [9]. FIMBUL inject
faults in the physical unit of Thor using the scan-chains.
Faults can be injected in the registers and in the cache.
MEFISTO-C inject faults in the VHDL model of the
Thor processor. Here, faults can be injected in any state
element (i.e. a flip-flop, latch or register) of the
processor.

Future work include the development of techniques that
ensure fail-stop semantics when transient faults occur
during the execution of the kernel code. We will also
investigate different policies for handling nearcoincident transient faults that affect more than one task.
Another interesting issue is to study error containment
between tasks and between tasks and the kernel.
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5. Summary and Discussion
This paper describes an implementation of a real-time
kernel that achieves transient fault tolerance by using
massive time redundancy. The real-time kernel is being
implemented for the Thor microprocessor, and will be
validated by using fault injection to estimate the
probability of violating the fail-stop or omission failure
semantics. Although the estimated coverage results will
be specific for the chosen microprocessor, the
experiments will give valuable insight into the
usefulness of the proposed technique. In the current
version, the kernel only handles transient faults that
occur during execution of application tasks.
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Introduction

Machine industry faces a shift where more and more functionality is implemented in software
on distributed computer systems. Many difficult problems then face designers including system modelling, analysis and management of multi disciplinary design teams. There is a need to
transfer theoretical results to industrial practice, necessitating the integration of existing work
from separate disciplines. Industrial practice, on the other hand, needs to be shifted towards
model building, analysis and prediction in order to avoid clashes in system integration.
Several useful modelling approaches and computer aided tools exist for the design of control,
software and mechanical systems. These support tools however fall short when the applications are implemented in embedded and distributed real-time computer systems. A number of
additional design issues then face designers including
• Structuring, partitioning and allocation, i.e. how to establish structures and the mappings
between them (e.g. functions/threads/processors).
• Execution and communication policies. The definition of policies and mechanisms for
triggering, scheduling, synchronisation and communication.
• Performance requirements. The definition of timing requirements and related trade-offs.
• Error detection and handling policies. In particular additional failure modes of distributed
real-time systems must be identified and handled.
The provision of a modelling framework that enables interdisciplinary work is a prerequisite in
order to support these design issues.
2

Approach and status

The objective in the AIDA research project is to develop a modelling framework and methods
for analysis of real-time behaviour in order to support the development of distributed, heterogeneous control systems.
The AIDA project has been running since 1996. In the first phase of the project (1996-1998)
the work was focused on the design of a modelling framework to support the design and specification of embedded distributed real-time control systems. This work has been carried out in
co-operation with a industrial reference group including Scania, SAAB Military Aircraft, Atlas
Copco Controls and ABB Robotics. The modelling framework has been used in a case study to
describe possible implementations of a control system for a four legged vehicle [5].

The continuation of AIDA, the AIDA II project, is carried out in cooperation with SAAB
Combitech Software. The project includes continued theoretical work on the modelling framework, the development of a prototype tool-set and an accompanying design method, more case
studies and strengthened industrial cooperation.
2.1 Modelling real-time requirements for control systems
The AIDA modelling framework provides a number of models (and views) related to domains;
functions, software, hardware and mechanical interfaces, and provides structural and timing
behaviour models for each domain.
The basic idea of the modelling framework is that the models should include all information
needed to completely specify the system’s implemented behaviour and requirements. This includes execution times, functional decomposition, partitioning, allocation, scheduling policies,
communication media etc. With such a modelling framework as a base for a CAE (Computer
Aided Engineering) tool-set it should be possible to develop functionality that can assist system designers to test, analyse and compare different implementations regarding real-time
measures important for control implementations (such as response times and system induced
jitter).
2.2 Timing analysis of control implementations
Automatic control systems are by design highly dependant of (and sensitive to changes in) the
final timing in the target system. Generally, control activities are periodic and put hard requirements on jitter in both sampling and actuation. With these facts in mind, it is amazing how little support there is for off-line pre-implementation timing analysis of control implementations.
Today’s implementation of control systems is obviously based on a combination of expert
knowledge, conservative assumptions and trial and error.
Within the area of fixed priority, single processor scheduling, some important results have
been developed during the last decade [8]. However, for distributed systems with various
scheduling policies on many different processors and communication links (not always fixed
priority) few similar results exist. The AIDA tool-set will include a tool that helps in analysis
of timing properties of control systems implementations, specifically implementations on distributed heterogeneous hardware. Hence further research has to be done in this area and when
enough results have been achieved, the tool is to be developed.
Current work is partly focused on co-simulation of control applications with communication
resources and processor scheduling policies.
3

Results

The most recent publication gives an overview of the modelling framework and compares the
AIDA framework with representative models with a basis in object-oriented analysis and design (UML real-time extensions), structured analysis and design (DARTS/DA), and real-time
scheduling research, [3]. The modelling framework is described in full in [4]. The modelling
framework has been used in a case study to describe possible implementations of a control system for a four legged vehicle [5]. A survey of scheduling and allocation methods for distributed real-times systems is presented in [6]. The licentiate thesis, [7], contains papers [2,4-6], a
description of the tool-set and an overview of related work.
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Abstract

tervals. It is also possible to consider control systems
that are able to do a trade-off between the available
computation time and the control loop performance.

The paper presents a feedback scheduling mechanism in the context of co-design of the scheduler
and the control tasks. We are particularly interested
in controllers where the execution time may change
abruptly between different modes, such as in hybrid controllers. The proposed solution attempts to
keep the CPU utilization at a high level, avoid overload, and distribute the computing resources evenly
among the tasks. The feedback scheduler is implemented as a periodic or sporadic task that assigns sampling periods to the controllers based on
execution-time measurements. The controllers may
also communicate feedforward mode-change information to the scheduler. As an example, we consider hybrid control of a set of double-tank processes.
The system is evaluated, from both scheduling and
control performance perspectives, by co-simulation of
controllers, scheduler, and tanks.

As an example throughout this paper, we study the
problem of scheduling a set of hybrid-control tasks.
Such tasks are good examples of tasks that do not
really meet the assumptions commonly made in the
scheduling theory. A hybrid controller switches between different modes, which may have very different execution-time characteristics. Utilizing only
worst-case execution-time (WCET) estimates in the
scheduling design can result in very low resource
utilization, slow sampling, and low control performance. On the other hand, if instead, for instance,
average-case execution-time estimates are used in
the scheduling design, the CPU may experience transient overloads during run-time. This, again, can result in low control performance, and even temporary
shut-down of the controllers.
In this work, we present a feedback scheduler for
control tasks that attempts to keep the CPU utilization at a high level, avoid overload, and distribute
the computing resources evenly among the tasks.
While we want to keep the number of missed deadlines as low as possible, control performance is our
primary objective. Thus, control tasks, in our view,
fall in a category somewhere between hard and soft
real-time tasks. The known-WCET assumption is relaxed by the use of feedback from execution-time
measurements. We also introduce feedforward to further improve the regulation of the utilization.

1. Introduction
There is currently a trend towards more flexible realtime control systems. By combining scheduling theory and control theory, it is possible to achieve higher
resource utilization and better control performance.
To achieve the best results, co-design of the scheduler and the controllers is necessary. This research
area is only beginning to emerge, and there is still
a lot of theoretical and practical work to be done,
both in the control community and in the real-time
community.

The structure of the feedback scheduler is shown in
Figure 1. A set of control tasks generate jobs that
are fed to the run-time dispatcher. The scheduler
gets feedback information about the actual execution
time, ci, of the jobs (it is assumed that this information can be provided by real-time operating system). It also gets feedforward information from control tasks that are about to switch mode. This way,
the scheduler can proact rather than react to sudden
changes in the workload. The scheduler tries to keep

Control tasks are generally viewed by the scheduling community as hard real-time tasks with fixed
sampling periods and known WCETs. Upon closer
inspection, neither of these assumptions need necessarily be true. For instance, many control algorithms
are quite robust against variations in sampling period and response time. Controllers can be designed
to switch between different modes with different execution times and perhaps also different sampling in-
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The second area of related work is on quality-ofservice (QoS) aware real-time software, where a
system’s resource allocation is adjusted on-line in
order to maximize the performance in some respect.
In [Li and Nahrstedt, 1998] a general framework
is proposed for controlling the application requests
for system resources using the amount of allocated
resources for feedback. It is shown that a PID
controller can be used to bound the resource usage
in a stable and fair way. A resource allocation
scheme called Q-RAM is presented in [Rajkumar
et al., 1997]. Several tasks are competing for finite
resources, and each task is associated with a utility
value, which is a function of the assigned resources.
The system distributes the resources between the
tasks to maximize the total utility of the system. In
[Abdelzaher et al., 1997] a QoS renegotiation scheme
is proposed as a way to allow graceful degradation
in cases of overload, failures or violation of pre-runtime assumptions. The mechanism permits clients
to express, in their service requests, a range of QoS
levels they can accept from the provider, and the
perceived utility of receiving service at each of these
levels.

ci , U

The feedback scheduling structure.

utilization, U , as close as possible to the utilization
setpoint, Usp. This is done by manipulating the sampling periods, { Ti}. The choice of utilization setpoint
depends on the scheduling policy of the dispatcher,
and on the sensitivity of the controllers to missed
deadlines. Notice that the well-known, guaranteed
utilization bounds of 100% for earliest-deadline-first
(EDF) scheduling and 69% for fixed-priority scheduling are not valid in this context, since the assumptions about known, fixed WCETs and fixed periods
are violated.
The calculated task periods should reflect the relative importance of the different control tasks. One
possibility is to assign nominal sampling periods to
the controllers off-line. The feedback scheduler can
then do linear rescaling of the task periods to achieve
the desired utilization. The controllers are informed
of the new sampling periods and may adjust their
parameters if necessary. Other possibilities could include on-line optimization of a control performance
criterion over the task periods, subject to the utilization constraint. The feedback scheduler is in the
end also implemented as a periodic or sporadic task
that consumes computing resources. There is a fundamental trade-off between the time that should be
spent doing scheduling, and the time left over for
control computations.

The third area relates to the wealth of flexible
scheduling algorithms available. An interesting alternative to linear task rescaling is given in [Buttazzo et al., 1998], where an elastic task model for
periodic tasks is presented. The relative sensitivity
of tasks to rescaling are expressed in terms of elasticity coefficients. Schedulability analysis of the system
under EDF scheduling is given. Closely related to our
work, [Stankovic et al., 1999] presents a scheduling
algorithm that explicitly uses feedback. A PID controller regulates the deadline miss-ratio for a set of
soft real-time tasks with varying execution times, by
adjusting their requested CPU utilization. It is assumed that tasks can change their CPU consumption by executing different versions of the same algorithm. An admission controller is used to accommodate larger changes in the workload.

1.1 Related Work
The related work falls into three categories. The first
one is the field of integrated control system and realtime system design. In [Seto et al., 1996], sampling
period selection for a set of control tasks is considered. The performance of a task is given as function
of its sampling frequency, and an optimization problem is solved to find a set of optimal task periods.
Co-design of real-time control systems is also considered in [Ryu et al., 1997], where the performance
parameters are expressed as functions of the sampling periods and the input-output latencies. [Shin
and Meissner, 1999] deals with on-line rescaling and
relocation of control tasks in a multi-processor system. A simulator for co-design is introduced in [Eker
and Cervin, 1999]. It facilitates co-simulation of control task execution, scheduling, and continuous plant
dynamics.

1.2 Outline
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section
2 describes a hybrid controller for a double-tank process. Section 3 applies the feedback scheduling principle to a system with three hybrid controllers. The
design and implementation are discussed and simulation results are given. Finally, Section 4 contains
the conclusions.

2. A Hybrid Controller
A hybrid controller for the double-tank process, see
Figure 2, is described. The controller was designed
and implemented in [Eker and Malmborg, 1999]. The
goal is to control the level of the lower tank to a
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where (ω 0 , ζ ) = (6, 0.7) are chosen to give good rejection of load disturbances. The following discrete-time
implementation, which includes low-pass filtering of
the derivative part ( N = 10), is used:

Pump

P( t) = K ( ysp( t) − y( t))
I ( t) = I ( t − h) +
D ( t) =
Figure 2

Kh
( ysp( t) − y( t))
Ti
Td
N K Td
N h+Td D ( t − h) + N h+Td ( y( t − h) −

y( t))

u( t) = P( t) + I ( t) + D ( t)

The double-tank process.

2.2 Time-Optimal Controller
desired setpoint. The measurement signals are the
levels of both tanks, and the control signal is the
inflow to the upper tank. Choosing state variables
x1 ( t) for the upper tank level and x2 ( t) for the
lower tank level, we get the nonlinear state-space
description
p


−α x1 ( t) + β u( t)
dx
p
p
(1)
=
dt
α x1 ( t) − α x2 ( t)

The time-optimal control signal is of bang-bang type.
For the linearized process it is possible to derive the
switching curve
x2 ( x1 ) =

where u takes values in {0, 1}, and x1R is the target
state for x1 . The control signal is u = 0 above
the switching curve and u = 1 below. A closeness
criterion on the form

The process constants α and β depend on the crosssections of the tanks, the outlet areas, and the
capacity of the pump. The control signal u( t) is
limited to the interval [0,1].


Vclose =

Traditionally there is a trade-off in design objectives
when choosing controller parameters. It is usually
hard to achieve the desired step-change response
and at the same time get the wanted steady-state
behavior. An example of contradictory design criteria is tuning a PID controller to achieve both fast
response to setpoint changes, fast disturbance rejection, and no or little overshoot. In process control it
is common practice to use PI control for steady state
regulation and to use manual control for large setpoint changes. One solution to this problem is to use
a hybrid controller consisting of two sub-controllers,
one PID controller and one time-optimal controller,
together with a switching scheme. The time-optimal
controller is used when the states are far away from
the reference point. Coming close, the PID controller
will automatically be switched in to replace the time
optimal controller.

x1R − x1
x2R − x2

T


P(θ , γ )

x1R − x1



x2R − x2

where P(θ , γ ) is positive definite matrix, is evaluated
at each sample, to determine whether the controller
should switch to PID mode.
2.3 Implementation
The controller implementation is outlined below.
y = analogIn(yChan);
ysp = analogIn(yspChan);
if (getMode() == PID) {
if (ysp != ysp_old) {
setMode(OPT);
signal(FBS_sem); /* feedforward, see Sec 3.3 */
u = calculateOPT();
} else {
u = calculatePID();
}
} else { /* OPT */
Vclose = computeVclose();
if (Vclose < Vregion) {
setMode(PID);
u = calculatePID();
} else {
u = calculateOPT();
}
}
analogOut(uChan,u);

The sub-controller designs are based on a linearization of Equation (1).


 
−a 0
b
dx
=
x( t) +
u( t)
(2)
dt
a −a
0
The new process parameters a and b are functions
of α , β and the current linearization level.
2.1 PID Controller
The PID parameters ( K , Ti, Td ) are calculated to give
the closed-loop characteristic polynomial

( s + ω 0 )( s2 + 2ζ ω 0 s + ω 20 )

1
ax R − bu
(( ax1 − bu)(1 + ln( 1
)) + bu )
a
ax1 − bu

2.4 Real-Time Properties
The execution-time properties of the hybrid controller were investigated in [Persson et al., 2000].

(3 )
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It was found that the optimal-control mode had considerable longer execution time than the PID mode.
In each mode, the execution time was close to the
best case most of the time, but it also exhibited random bursts. For purposes of illustration, assume that
the execution-time characteristics in the different
modes can be described by CPID = 1.8 + 0.2ε 2i ms and
COpt = 9.5 + 0.5ε 2i ms, where {ε i } is unit-variance
Gaussian white noise.

FBS

Task 3

Task 2

Task 1

The nominal sampling interval is chosen to be one
tenth of the rise time, Tr , of the closed-loop system.
Our first example process has Tr1 = 210 ms which
gives hnom 1 = 21 ms. A simulation of the computercontrol system is found in Figure 3. The controller
displays very good set-point response and steadystate regulation. It is seen that the requested CPU
utilization is very low in PID mode, on average U =
CPID/hnom 1 = 9%. In Opt mode, it is significantly
higher, on average U = COpt /hnom1 = 45%.
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Figure 5 Close-up of the schedule under open-loop
scheduling.

tems are evaluated by co-simulation of the real-time
kernel and the plant dynamics [Eker and Cervin,
1999]. A 4-second simulation cycle of is constructed
as follows. At time t = 0, all controllers start in the
PID mode. At time t = 0.5 s, the worst-case case scenario appears: all controllers receive new setpoints
and should switch to Opt mode. Following this, the
controllers get new setpoints pairwise, and then one
by one. For each simulation, the behavior of Controller 1, now being the lowest-priority controller, is
plotted.
P Also plotted is the total requested utilization,
i c i/ h i, where c i is the current actual execution time of task i, and h i is the current period of
task i. Notice that this signal cannot be directly measured and used for feedback, but must be estimated.

3. Feedback Scheduling Example
Now assume that two additional hybrid double-tank
controllers should execute on the same CPU as the
first one. The tanks have slightly different process
parameters. Based on the rise-times, ( Tr2 , Tr3 ) =
(180, 150) ms, they are assigned the nominal sampling intervals (hnom 2 , hnom 3 ) = (18, 15) ms. To consider scheduling, some assumptions about the realtime operating system must be made. Throughout
this example, we assume a fixed-priority real-time
kernel with the possibility to measure task execution
time. The tasks are assigned rate-monotonic priorities, i.e., the task with the shortest period gets the
highest priority.

3.1 Open-loop scheduling

First, open-loop scheduling is attempted. Then, a
feedback scheduler is added to the system. Finally,
feedforward is introduced in the scheduler. The sys-

We first consider open-loop scheduling, where the
controllers are implemented as tasks with fixed
periods equal to their nominal sampling intervals.
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Figure 7 Close-up of the schedule under feedback
scheduling.

Figure 9 Close-up of the schedule under feedback +
feedforward scheduling.

The simulation results are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The system easily
Pbecomes overloaded, since in the
worst case, U = i COpt /hnom i = 170%. Controller 1
is for instance temporarily turned off in the intervals
t = [0.5, 0.8] s and t = [1.5, 1.8] s because of
preemption. The result is low control performance.

case, λ = 0, which gives fast detection of overloads,
was preferred. Finally, new task periods are assigned
according to the linear rescaling
h i = hnom i Û /Usp
The execution time of the feedback scheduler is
assumed to be 2 ms. The simulation results are
shown in Figures 6 and 7. The scheduler tries to
keep the workload close to 80%. However, there is
a delay from a change in the requested utilization
until it is detected by the feedback scheduler. This
results in overload peaks at some of the mode change
instants. For instance, Controller 1 is preempted in
the interval t = [0.5, 0.6] s. The result is slightly
degraded control performance.

3.2 Feedback scheduling
Next, a feedback scheduler is introduced. In its first
version, it is implemented as a high-priority task
with a period TFBS = 100 ms. The utilization setpoint
is set to Usp = 80%. At each invocation, the feedback
scheduler estimates the current total requested
P
utilization of the tasks by computing Û = i Ĉi / h i.
The estimate Ĉi is obtained from filtered executiontime measurements,

3.3 Feedback + feedforward scheduling

Ĉi ( k) = λ Ĉi ( k − 1) + (1 − λ ) ci

A feedforward mechanism is added to the scheduler. The basic period of the scheduler is kept at
TFBS = 100 ms. However, when a task in PID mode

where λ is a forgetting factor. Setting λ close to
1 results in a smooth, but slow estimate. In this
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detects a new setpoint, it notifies the feedback scheduler, which is released immediately. The task periods
are adjusted before the notifying task can continue to
execute in the Opt mode. The execution-time estimation can also benefit from the mode-change information, by running separate estimators in the different
modes. A forgetting factor of λ = 0.9 was chosen to
give smooth estimates in both modes. The result is
a more responsive and accurate feedback scheduler.
The simulation results are shown in Figures 8 and
9. It is seen that the delay for Controller 1 at time
t = 0.5 s has been reduced, and that the control performance is slightly better.
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Figure 10 The accumulated additional loss due to
scheduling for Controller 1, V1 (t).

The performance of the controllers under different
scheduling policies are evaluated using the criterion
t

Open−loop

0.01

3.4 Performance Evaluation

Z

Accumulated loss due to scheduling

0.02

computational power. The feedback scheduler itself
is implemented as a task, and its period is an important design parameter.

( ynom i (τ ) − yactual i (τ ))2 dτ

0
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cies. Moreover, knowledge about these dependencies can
be used in order to improve the accuracy of schedulability
analyses and the quality of produced schedules.
Static cyclic scheduling of processes with both data and
control dependencies has been addressed by us in [2, 3].
We have discussed the particular aspects concerning communication in such distributed systems in [11, 12].
One way of dealing with data dependencies between
processes with static priority based scheduling has been
indirectly addressed by the extensions proposed for the
schedulability analysis of distributed systems through the
use of the release jitter [15]. Release jitter is the worst case
delay between the arrival of a process and its release (when
it is placed in the run-queue for the processor) and can include the communication delay due to the transmission of
a message on the communication channel.
[14] and [16] use time offset relationships and phases,
respectively, in order to model data dependencies. Offset
and phase are similar concepts that express the existence
of a fixed interval in time between the arrivals of sets of
processes. The authors show that by introducing such concepts into the computational model, the pessimism of the
analysis is significantly reduced when bounding the time
behaviour of the system.
When control dependencies exist then, depending on
conditions, only a subset of the set of processes is executed during an invocation of the system. Modes have been
used to model a certain class of control dependencies [4].
Such a model basically assumes that at the starting of an
execution cycle, a particular functionality is known in advance and is fixed for one or several cycles until another
mode change is performed. However, modes cannot handle fine grained control dependencies, or certain combinations of data and control dependencies. Careful modeling
using the periods of processes (lower bound between subsequent re-arrivals of a process) can also be a solution for
some cases of control dependencies [6]. If, for example,
we know that a certain set of processes will only execute
every second cycle of the system, we can set their periods
to the double of the period of the rest of the processes in
the system. However, using the worst case assumption on
periods leads very often to unnecessarily pessimistic
schedulability evaluations. A more refined process model
can produce much better schedulability results, as will be
shown later.
We propose in the next section a system model based
on a conditional process graph that is able to capture both

In this paper we present an approach to schedulability
analysis for hard real-time systems with control and data
dependencies. We consider distributed architectures
consisting of multiple programmable processors, and the
scheduling policy is based on a static priority preemptive
strategy. Our model of the system captures both data and
control dependencies, and the schedulability approach is
able to reduce the pessimism of the analysis by using the
knowledge about control and data dependencies.
Extensive experiments as well as a real life example
demonstrate the efficiency of our approach.

1. Introduction
Depending on the particular application, a real-time
system has certain requirements on performance, cost,
dependability, size, etc. For hard real-time applications the
timing requirements are extremely important. Thus, in
order to function correctly, a real-time system implementing
such an application has to meet its deadlines.
In this paper we present an approach to schedulability
analysis for hard real-time systems that have both data and
control dependencies. We consider systems that are implemented on distributed architectures consisting of multiple
programmable processors and, in our approach, the system is modeled through a so called conditional process
graph (CPG) [3]. Such a graph captures both the flow of
data and that of control. Process scheduling is based on a
static priority preemptive approach.
Process scheduling for performance estimation and
synthesis of real-time systems has been intensively researched in the last years. The existing approaches differ in
the scheduling strategy adopted, system architectures considered, handling of the communication, and process interaction aspects.
Static non-preemptive scheduling of a set of processes
on a multiprocessor system has been discussed in [3, 5, 7,
12]. Preemptive scheduling of independent processes with
static priorities running on single processor architectures
has its roots in [9]. The approach has been later extended
to accommodate more general system models and has
been also applied to distributed systems [15]. The reader
is referred to [1] for a survey on this topic.
In many of the previous scheduling approaches researchers have assumed that processes are scheduled independently. However, this is not the case in reality, where
process sets can exhibit both data and control dependen-
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data and control dependencies. Then, we introduce a less
pessimistic schedulability analysis technique in order to
bound the response time of a hard real-time system modeled in such a way. In this paper we insist on various aspects concerning dependencies between processes. Other
issues like communication protocol, bus arbitration, packaging of messages, clock synchronization, as discussed by
us in [11], can easily be included in the analysis.
This paper is divided into 7 sections. The next section
presents our graph-based abstract system representation.
Section 3 formulates the problem and sections 4 and 5
present the schedulability analyses proposed. The techniques are evaluated in section 6, and section 7 presents
our conclusions.

The mapping of processes to processors and busses is
given by a function M: V→PE, where PE={pe1, pe2, ..,
peNpe} is the set of processing elements (processors and
busses). For any process Pi, M(Pi) is the processing element
to which Pi is assigned for execution.
Each process Pi, assigned to processor or bus M(Pi), is
characterized by a worst case execution time Ci. In the process graph depicted in Figure 1, P0 and P32 are the source
and sink nodes respectively. Nodes denoted P1, P2, .., P17,
are “ordinary” processes specified by the designer. Figure
1 also shows the mapping of processes to three different
processors. The communication processes are represented
in Figure 1 as solid circles and are introduced for each connection which links processes mapped to different
processors. In this paper we do not consider the message
passing aspects which we have analyzed in [11, 12].
An edge eij∈EC is a conditional edge (thick lines in
Figure 1) and it has an associated condition. Transmission
on such an edge takes place only if the associated condition is satisfied. We call a node with conditional edges at
its output a disjunction node (and the corresponding process a disjunction process). Alternative paths starting from
a disjunction node, which correspond to a certain condition, are disjoint and they meet in a so called conjunction
node (with the corresponding process called conjunction
process). Conditions are dynamically computed by disjunction processes and their value is unpredictable at the
start of an execution cycle of the conditional process
graph. In Figure 1 circles representing conjunction and
disjunction nodes are depicted with thick borders. We
assume that conditions are independent.
According to our model, we assume that a process,
which is not a conjunction process, can be activated only
after all its inputs have arrived. A conjunction process can
be activated after messages coming on one of the alternative paths have arrived. All processes issue their outputs
when they terminate. If we consider the activation time of
the source process as a reference, the finishing time of the
sink process is the delay of the system at a certain execution.

2. Conditional Process Graph
As an abstract model for system representation we use a
directed, acyclic, polar graph Γ(V, ES, EC). Each node Pi∈V
represents one process. Such a process can be an “ordinary” process specified by the designer or a so called
communication process which captures the message passing activity. ES and EC are the sets of simple and
conditional edges respectively. ES ∩ EC = ∅ and ES ∪ EC
= E, where E is the set of all edges. An edge eij∈E from Pi
to Pj indicates that the output of Pi is the input of Pj. The
graph is polar, which means that there are two nodes,
called source and sink, that conventionally represent the
first and last process. These nodes are introduced as dummy processes so that all other nodes in the graph are
successors of the source and predecessors of the sink
respectively.
We consider a distributed architecture consisting of
several processors connected through busses. These busses can be shared by several communication channels
connecting processes assigned to different processors.
We assume that each process is assigned to a processor
and each communication channel which connects processes assigned to different processors is assigned to a bus.
P0

P1

P2
C

P4

C

P3

P7

K

C

P5

An application is modeled as a set ψ of n conditional
process graphs Γi, i = 1..n. Every process Pi in such a
graph is mapped to a certain processor, has a known worstcase execution time Ci, a deadline Di, and a uniquely assigned priority. All processes belonging to the same CPG
Γi have the same period TΓi which is the period of the respective conditional process graph. Each CPG in the application has its own independent period. Typically, global
deadlines δΓi on the delay of each CPG are imposed and
not individual deadlines on processes.
We consider a priority based preemptive execution environment, which means that higher priority processes
will interrupt the execution of lower priority processes. A
lower priority process can block a higher priority process
(e.g., it is in its critical section), and the blocking time is
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Process mapping
Processor pe1: P1, P2, P4, P6, P9, P10, P13
Processor pe2: P3, P5, P7, P11, P14, P15, P17
Processor pe3: P8, P12, P16
Communications are mapped to a unique bus
Figure 1. Conditional Process Graph
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4. Schedulability Analysis for Task Graphs
with Data Dependencies

P0

27 P1

Methods for schedulability analysis of data dependent
processes with static priority preemptive scheduling have
been proposed in [14] and [16].
They use the concept of offset or phase, respectively, in
order to handle data dependencies. [14] shows that the
pessimism of the analysis is reduced through the introduction of offsets. The offsets have to be determined by the
designer.
[16] provides a framework that iteratively finds the
phases (offsets) for all processes, and then feeds them
back into the schedulability analysis which in turn is used
again to derive better phases. Thus, the pessimism of the
analysis is iteratively reduced.
We have used the framework provided by [16] as a
starting point for our analysis. The response time of a process Pi is:
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Figure 2. System with Control and Data Dependencies

computed according to the priority ceiling protocol [13].
We are interested to develop a schedulability analysis
for a system modeled as a set of conditional process
graphs. For the rest of the paper we will consider that global deadlines are imposed on each CPG. The approach can
be easily extended if individual deadlines are imposed on
processes.
To show the relevance of our problem, let us consider
the example depicted in Figure 2, where we have a system
modeled as two conditional process graphs Γ1 and Γ2 with
a total of 9 processes (processes P0, P8, P9 and P12 are
dummy processes and are not counted), and one condition.
The processes are mapped on three different processors as
indicated by the shading in Figure 2, and the worst case
execution time in milliseconds for each process on its respective processor is depicted to the left of each node. Γ1
has a period of 200 ms, Γ2 has a period of 150 ms. The
deadlines are 100 ms on Γ1 and 90 ms on Γ2.
Table 1 presents the estimated worst case delay on the
two graphs. In the column labeled “no conditions” we have
the results for the case when the analysis is applied to the
set of processes, ignoring control dependencies. This results in a worst case delay of 120 ms for Γ1 and 82 ms for
Γ2. Thus, the system is considered to be not schedulable.
However, this analysis assumes as a worst case scenario the possible activation of all nine processes for each execution of the system. This is the solution which will be
obtained using a dataflow graph representation of the system. However, considering the CPG Γ1 in Figure 2, it is
easy to observe that process P3 on the one side and processes P2 and P4 on the other side will not be activated
during the same period of Γ1.
Making use of this information for the analysis we obtain a worst case delay of 100 ms, for Γ1, as shown in Table 1 in the column headed “conditions”, which indicates
that the system is schedulable.
Worst Case Delays
CPG
no conditions conditions
Γ1

120

100

Γ2

82

82

ri = Ci +

r i – O ij
C j ---------------Tj
∀ j ∈ hp ( P i )

∑

(1)

where hp(Pi) is the set of processes that have higher
priority than Pi, and Oij is the phase of Pj relative to Pi.
As a first step we have extended this analysis to realtime systems that use the time-triggered protocol as the
underlying communication infrastructure [12]. However,
for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider the communication of messages in this paper.
In [16] a system is modeled as a set S of n task graphs
Gi, i = 1..n. The system model assumed and the definition
of a task graph are similar to our CPG , but without considering any conditions. The aim of the schedulability
analysis in [16] is to derive an as tight as possible worst
DelayEstimate(task graph G, system S)
-- derives the worst case delay of a task graph G considering
-- the influence from all other task graphs in the system S
for each pair (Pi, Pj) in G
maxsep[Pi, Pj] = ∞
end for
step = 0
repeat
LatestTimes(G)
EarliestTimes(G)
for each Pi ∈ G
MaxSeparations(Pi)
end for
until maxsep is not changed or step < limit
return the worst case delay δG of the graph G
end DelayEstimate
SchedulabilityTest(system S)
-- derives the worst case delay for each task graph in the system
-- and verifies if the deadlines are met
for each task graph Gi ∈ S
DelayEstimate(Gi, S)
end for
if all task graphs meet their deadline system S is schedulable
end SchedulabilityTest

Figure 3. Delay Estimation and Schedulability
Analysis for Task Graphs

Table 1: Worst Case Delays for the System in Fig. 2
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maxsep table, or a certain imposed limit on the number of
iterations is reached.
Finally, the DelayEstimate function returns the worstcase delay δG estimated for a task graph G, as the latest
time when the sink node of G can finish its execution.
Based on the delays produced by DelayEstimate, the function SchedulabilityTest in Figure 3 concludes on the schedulability of the system.
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5. Schedulability Analysis for CPGs

P7

Before introducing our approach to schedulability
analysis of conditional process graphs, two concepts have
to be introduced: the unconditional subgraphs and the
process guards.
Depending on the values calculated for the conditions,
different alternative paths through a conditional process
graph are activated for a given activation of the system. To
model this, a boolean expression XPi, called guard, can be
associated to each node Pi in the graph. It represents the
necessary condition for the respective process to be activated. In Figure 4, for example, XP4=C∧D, XP5=C,
XP9=true, XP11=true, and XP12=K.
We call an alternative path through a conditional
process graph, resulting from a combination of conditions,
an unconditional subgraph, denoted by g. For example,
the CPG Γ1 in Figure 4 has three unconditional subgraphs,
corresponding to the following three combinations of
conditions: C∧D, C∧D, and C. The unconditional
subgraph corresponding to the combination C∧D in the
CPG Γ1 consists of processes P1, P2, P4, P6, P7, P9 and
P10.
The guards of each process, as well as the
unconditional subgraphs resulting from a conditional
process graph Γ can be determined through a simple
recursive topological traversal of Γ.

P10

Γ1

Γ2

Figure 4. Example of two CPGs

case delay on the execution time of each of the task graphs
in the system. This delay estimation is done using the algorithm DelayEstimate described in Figure 3.
At the core of this algorithm is a worst case response
time calculation based on offsets, similar to the analysis in
[14]. Thus, in the LatestTimes function worst case response times and upper bounds for the offsets are calculated, while the EarliestTimes function calculates the lower
bounds of the offsets.
The LatestTimes function is a modified critical-path algorithm that calculates for each node of the graph the
longest path to the sink node. Thus, during the topological
traversal of the graph G within LatestTimes, for each process Pi, the worst case response time ri is calculated according to the equation (1). This value is based on the
values of the offsets known so far. Once an ri is calculated,
it can be used to determine and update offsets for other
successor processes. Accordingly, the EarliestTimes function determines the lower bounds on the offsets. The influence on graph G from other graphs in the system is
considered in both of the functions mentioned earlier.
These calculations can be improved by realizing that
for a process Pi, there might exist a process Pj mapped on
the same processor, with priority(Pi) < priority(Pj), such
that their execution windows never overlap. In this case,
the term in the equation (1) that expresses the influence of
Pj on the execution of Pi can be dropped, resulting in a
tighter worst case response time calculation. This situation
is expressed through the so called maxsep table, computed
by the MaxSeparations function, whose value maxsep[Pi,
Pj] is less than or equal to 0 if the two processes never
overlap during their execution. maxsep stands for maximum separation, an analysis modified from [10] that
builds the maxsep table based on the worst case execution
times and offsets determined in EarliestTimes and LatestTimes.
Having a better view on the maximum separation between each pair of processes, tighter worst case execution
times and offsets can be derived, which in turn contribute
to the update of the maxsep table. This iterative tightening
process is repeated until there is no modification to the

5.1 Ignoring Conditions (IC)
A straightforward approach to the schedulability analysis
of systems represented as CPGs is to ignore control
dependencies and to apply the schedulability analysis as
described in section 4 (the algorithm SchedulabilityTest in
Figure 3).
This means that conditional edges in the CPGs are considered like simple edges and the conditions in the model
are dropped. What results is a system S consisting of simple task graphs Gi, each one resulted from a CPG Γi of the
given system ψ. The system S can then be analyzed using
the algorithm in Figure 5. It is obvious that if the system S
is schedulable, the system ψ is also schedulable.
SA/IC(system ψ)
-- verifies the schedulability of a system consisting of a set of
-- conditional process graphs
transform each Γi ∈ ψ into the corresponding Gi ∈ S
SchedulabilityTest(S)
if S is schedulable, system ψ is schedulable
end SA/IC

Figure 5. Schedulability Analysis Ignoring Conditions
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point of view, because it is applied for each unconditional
subgraph. In general, the number of unconditional subgraphs can grow exponentially. However, for many of the
practical systems this is not the case, and the brute force
method can be used. Alternatively, less expensive methods, like those presented below, should be applied.

DE/CPG(CPG Γ, system S)
-- derives the worst case delay of a CPG Γ considering
-- the influence from all other task graphs in the system S
extract all unconditional subgraphs gj from Γ
for each gj
DelayEstimate(gj, S)
end for
return the largest of the delays, which is
the worst case delay δΓ of CPG Γ
end DE/CPG

5.3 Condition Separation (CS)
In some situations, the explosion of unconditional
subgraphs makes the brute force method inapplicable.
Thus, we need to find an analysis that is situated
somewhere between the two alternatives discussed in 5.1
and 5.2, which means its should be not too pessimistic and
should run in acceptable time.
A first idea is to go back to the DelayEstimate algorithm
in Figure 3, and use the knowledge about conditions in order to update the maxsep table. Thus, if two processes Pi
and Pj never overlap their execution because they execute
under alternative values of conditions, then we can update
maxsep[Pi, Pj] to 0, and thus improve the quality of the
delay estimation. Two processes Pi and Pj never overlap
their execution if there exists at least one condition C, so
that C ⊂ XPi (XPi is the guard of process Pi) and C ⊂ XPj.
In this approach, called CS, we practically use the same
algorithm as for ordinary task graphs and try to exploit the
information captured by conditional dependencies in order to exclude certain influences during the analysis. In Figure 7 we show the algorithm SA/CS which performs the
schedulability analysis based on this heuristic.

a) DE/CPG -- Delay Estimate for Conditional Process Graphs
SA/BF(system ψ)
-- verifies the schedulability of a system consisting of a set ψ of
-- conditional process graphs
transform each Γi ∈ψ into the corresponding Gi ∈S

for each Γi ∈ψ
DE/CPG(Γi, {G1, G2, ...Gi-1, Gi+1, Gn})
end for
if all CPGs meet their deadline the system ψ is schedulable
end SA/BF
b) SA/BF -- Schedulability Analysis: the Brute Force approach

Figure 6. Brute Force Schedulability Analysis

This approach, which we call IC, is, of course, very
pessimistic. However, this is the current practice when
worst case arrival periods are considered and classical data
flow graphs are used for modeling and scheduling.

5.2 Brute Force Solution (BF)
The pessimism of the previous approach can be reduced
by using a conditional process graph model. A simple,
brute force solution is to apply the schedulability analysis
presented in section 4, after the CPGs have been
decomposed into their constituent unconditional
subgraphs.
Consider a system ψ which consists of n CPGs Γi, i =
1..n. Each CPG Γi can be decomposed into ni unconditional subgraphs gji , j = 1..ni. In Figure 4, for example, we
have 3 unconditional subgraphs g11, g21, g31 derived from
Γ1 and two, g12, g22 derived from Γ2.
At the same time, each CPG Γi can be transformed (as
shown in subsection 5.1) into a simple task graph Gi, by
transforming conditional edges into ordinary ones and
dropping the conditions. When deriving the worst case delay on Γi we apply the analysis from section 4 (algorithm
DelayEstimate in Figure 3) separately to each unconditional subgraph gji in combination with the graphs (G1,
G2, ...Gi-1, Gi+1, Gn). This means that we consider each alternative path from Γi in the context of the system, instead
of the whole subgraph Gi as in the previous approach. This
is described by the algorithm DE/CPG in Figure 6 a). The
schedulability analysis is then based on the delay estimation for each CPG as shown in the algorithm SA/BF in Figure 6 b).
Such an approach, we call it BF, while producing tight
bounds on the delays, can be expensive from the runtime

SA/CS(system ψ)
-- verifies the schedulability of a system consisting of a set ψ of
-- conditional process graphs
transform each Γi ∈ ψ into the corresponding Gi ∈ S
and keep guard XPi for each Pi
for each Gi ∈ S
-- derives the worst case delay of a task graph Gi considering
-- the influence from all other task graphs in the system S
for each pair (Pi , Pj) in Gi
maxsep[Pi, Pj] = ∞
end for
step = 0
repeat
LatestTimes(Gi)
EarliestTimes(Gi)
for each Pi ∈ Gi
MaxSeparations(Pi)
end for
for each pair (Pi , Pj) in Gi
if ∃C, C ⊂ XPi ∧ C ⊂ XPj then
maxsep[Pi, Pj] = 0
end if
end for
until maxsep is not changed or step < limit
δΓi is the worst case delay for Γi
end for
if all CPGs meet their deadline, the system ψ is schedulable
end SA/CS

Figure 7. Schedulability Analysis using Condition
Separation
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6. Experimental Results

DelayEstimateRT1(task graph G, system S)
LatestTimes(G)
end DelayEstimateRT1

We have performed several experiments in order to
evaluate the different approaches proposed. The two main
aspects we were interested in are the quality of the
schedulability analysis and the scalability of the
algorithms for large examples. A first set of massive
experiments were performed on conditional process
graphs generated for experimental purpose.
We considered architectures consisting of 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 processors. 40 processes were assigned to each node,
resulting in graphs of 80, 160, 240, 320 and 400 processes,
having 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 conditions, respectively. The number of unconditional subgraphs varied for each graph dimension depending on the number of conditions and the
randomly generated structure of the CPGs. For example,
for CPGs with 400 processes, the maximum number of
unconditional subgraphs is 64.
30 graphs were generated for each graph dimension,
thus a total of 150 graphs were used for experimental evaluation. Worst case execution times were assigned randomly using both uniform and exponential distribution. All
experiments were run on a Sun Ultra 10 workstation.
In order to compare the quality of the schedulability approaches, we need a cost function that captures, for a certain system, the difference in quality between the
schedulability approaches proposed. Our cost function is
the difference between the deadline and the estimated
worst case delay of a CPG, summed for all the CPGs in the
system:

a) Delay Estimation for RT1
DelayEstimateRT2(task graph G, system S)
for each pair (Pi , Pj) in Gi
maxsep[Pi, Pj] = ∞
end for
LatestTimes(G)
EarliestTimes(G)
for each Pi ∈ G
MaxSeparations(Pi)
end for
LatestTimes(G)
end DelayEstimateRT2
a) Delay Estimation for RT2

Figure 8. Delay Estimation for the RT Approaches

5.4 Relaxed Tightness Analysis (RT)
The two approaches discussed here are similar to the brute
force algorithm (Figure 6) presented in section 5.2.
However, they try to improve on the execution time of the
analyses by reducing the complexity of the DelayEstimate
algorithm (Figure 3) which is called from the DE/CPG
function (Figure 6 a). This will reduce the execution time
of the analysis, not by reducing the number of subgraphs
which have to be visited (like in section 5.3), but by
reducing the time needed to analyze each subgraph. As
our experimental results show (section 6) this approach
can be very effective in practice. Of course, by the
simplifications applied to DelayEstimate the quality of the
analysis is reduced in comparison to the brute force
method.
We have considered two alternatives of which the first
one is more drastic while the second one is trying a more
refined trade-off between execution time and quality of the
analyses.
With both these approaches, the idea is not to run the
iterative tightening loop in DelayEstimate that repeats
until no changes are made to maxsep or until the limit is
reached. While this tightening loop iteratively reduces the
pessimism when calculating the worst case response
times, the actual calculation of the worst case response
times is done in LatestTimes, and the rest of the algorithm
in Figure 3 just tries to improve on these values. For the
first approach, called RT1 the function DelayEstimate has
been transformed like in Figure 8 a).
However, it might be worth using at least the
MaxSeparations in order to obtain tighter values for the
worst case response times. For the alternative RT2 in
Figure 8 b), DelayEstimateRT2 first calls LatestTimes and
EarliestTimes, then MaxSeparations in order to build the
maxsep table, and again LatestTimes to tighten the worst
case response times.

n

cost function =

∑ ( DΓ – δΓ )
i=1
i

i

where n is the number of CPGs in the system, δΓi is the
estimated worst case delay of the CPG Γi, and DΓi is the
deadline on Γi. A higher value for this cost function, for a
given system, means that the corresponding approach
produces better results (schedulability analysis is less
pessimistic).
For each of the 150 generated example systems and
each of the five approaches to schedulability analysis we
have calculated the cost function mentioned previously,
based on results produced with the algorithms described in
section 5. These values, for a given system, differ from
one analysis to another, with the BF being the least
pessimistic approach and therefore having the largest
value for the cost function.
We are interested to compare the five analyses, based on
the values obtained for the cost function. Thus, Figure 9 a)
presents the average percentage deviations of the cost
function obtained in each of the five approaches,
compared to the value of the cost function obtained with
the BF approach. A smaller value for the percentage
deviation means a larger cost function, thus a better result.
The percentage deviation is calculated according to the
formula:
cost BF – cost approach
deviation = ---------------------------------------------------- ⋅ 100
cost BF
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Figure 9. a) Average Percentage Deviation (left) and b) Average Execution Time (right) for each of the five analyses

Figure 9 b) presents the average runtime of the
algorithms, in seconds.
The brute force approach, BF, performs best in terms of
quality and obtains the largest values for the cost function
of the systems at the expense of a large execution time.
The execution time can be up to 7 minutes for large graphs
of 400 processes, 10 conditions, and 64 unconditional
subgraphs. At the other end, the straightforward approach
IC that ignores the conditions, performs worst and
becomes more and more pessimistic as the system size
increases. As can be seen from Figure 9 a), IC has even for
smaller systems of 160 processes (3 conditions, maximum
8 unconditional subgraphs) a 50% worse quality than the
brute force approach, with almost 80% loss in quality, in
average, for large systems of 400 processes. It is
interesting to mention that the low quality IC approach has
also an average execution time which is equal or
comparable to the much better quality heuristics (except
the BF, of course). This is because it tries to improve on
the worst case delays through the iterative loop presented
in DelayEstimate, Figure 3.
Let us turn our attention to the three approaches CS,
RT1, and RT2 that, like the BF, consider conditions during
the analysis but also try to perform a trade-off between
quality and execution time. Figure 9 shows that the pessimism of the analysis is dramatically reduced by considering the conditions during the analysis. The RT1 and RT2
approaches, that visit each unconditional subgraph, perform in average better than the CS approach that considers
condition separation for the whole graph. However, CS is
comparable in quality with RT1, and even performs better
for graphs of size smaller than 240 processes (4 conditions, maximum 16 subgraphs).
The RT2 analysis that tries to improve the worst case
response times using the MaxSeparations, as opposed to
RT1, performs best among the non-brute-force approaches. As can be seen from Figure 9, RT2 has less than
20% average deviation from the solutions obtained with
the brute force approach. However, if faster runtimes are

needed, RT1 can be used instead, as it is twice faster in execution time than RT2.
We were also interested to compare the five approaches
with respect to the number of unconditional subgraphs in
a system. For the results depicted in Figure 10 we have assumed CPGs consisting of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 unconditional subgraphs of maximum 50 processes each, allocated to
8 processors. Figure 10 shows that as the number of subgraphs increases, the differences between the approaches
grow while the ranking among them remains the same, as
resulted from Figure 9. The CS approach performs better
than RT1 with a smaller number of subgraphs, but RT1 becomes better as the number of subgraphs in the CPGs increases.
Finally, we considered a real-life example implementing a vehicle cruise controller modeled using a conditional
process graph. The graph has 32 processes, two conditions
(4 subgraphs), and it was mapped on an architecture consisting of 4 nodes (processors), namely: Anti Blocking
System, Transmission Control Module, Engine Control
Module and Electronic Throttle Module. The period of the
CPG was 200 ms, and the deadline was set to 110 ms.
Without considering the conditions, IC obtained a worst
case delay of 138 ms, thus the system resulted as being
100
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timing verification”, Proceedings of IEEE International
Conference on Computer Design, 48-51, 1992.
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Synchronization”, IEEE Transactions on Computers,
39(9), 1175-1185, 1990.
[14] K. Tindell, “Adding Time-Offsets to Schedulability
Analysis”, Department of Computer Science, University of
York, Report Number YCS-94-221, 1994.
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unschedulable. The same result was obtained with the CS
approach, and this is because the alternative paths were
mapped on different processors, thus not influencing each
other. However, the brute force approach BF produced a
worst case delay of 104 ms which proves that the system
implementing the vehicle cruise controller is, in fact,
schedulable. Both RT1 and RT2 produced the same worst
case delay of 104 ms as the BF.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed solutions to the schedulability
analysis of hard real-time systems with control and data
dependencies.
The systems are modeled through a set of conditional
process graphs that are able to capture both the flow of
data and that of control. We consider distributed architectures, and the scheduling policy is based on a static priority preemptive strategy.
Five approaches to the schedulability analysis of such
systems are proposed. Extensive experiments and a reallife example show that by considering the conditions during the analysis, the pessimism of the analysis can be drastically reduced.
While the brute force approach BF performed best at
the expense of execution time, the RT2 approach is able to
obtain results with less than 20% average loss in quality,
in a very short time.
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